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Preface
There have been enormous changes in what is taught in schools and universi5es throughout the world in
recent decades as well as enormous changes in how out students are being taught. The pace of change has
been accelerated with the growing impact of modern technologies which make knowledge on almost every
conceivable subject available at the press of a computer key.
At the same 5me, despite considerable research on assessment, changes in assessment have lagged far
behind. Inevitably, what is credited in formal tests and examina5ons determines what students and teacher
see as priori5es for learning. In this way, curriculum developments are being held back by inadequacies in
assessment systems.
This monograph brings together numerous ﬁndings from carefully conducted research to provide a picture
of ways forward for assessment. On the basis of this, the way assessment can be developed in the context
of examina5ons set by na5onal examina5on boards is outlined. Throughout, the aim is to base everything
on clear research evidence but, at the same 5me, to bring the ﬁndings into the prac5cal arena of na5onal
assessments covering thousands of schools.
This monograph has been compiled primarily for the Federal Board of Educa5on, Islamabad, Pakistan, to
provide a basis for future training and developments. The monograph is based on an original text developed
by Naseer Ud-din and a set of workshops delivered by Norman Reid. However, many other audiences may
ﬁnd the text useful:

Prac:cing teachers, especially teachers with students aged 12-18
Student teachers, following courses in educa:on
Academics, especially those teaching courses in educa:on
Na:onal examiners and policy-makers in school assessment
Examination Policy
and
Procedures

The monograph includes only the key references to the research literature and is unashamedly academic.
However, the style is designed to be user-friendly, with extensive use of diagrams, pictures and even
cartoons. The presenta5on is based on the simple belief that all learning, even highly academic learning,
should be fun and should be challenging to the reader.
We hope you enjoy the monograph and ﬁnd it instruc5ve.
Naseer Ud-Din
Norman Reid
Ikram Ali Malik
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Assessment
Moving
into a
New Future

Why Assessment?

Aims
This chapter looks to outline the concept of assessment in general terms
so that you can gain an understanding of key terms and ideas which
shape the way we think about educa;onal assessment

Introduc:on
Assessment has grown to become a huge economic sector which shapes the educa5onal and voca5onal
future of millions of people worldwide. In recent years and throughout the world, assessment has been a
fundamental component of every day life in primary, secondary or ter5ary educa5on as well as in industrial
or commercial training. Assessment, therefore, has been given a powerful role and plays a key part in
modern educa5on. It has an impact on career direc5ons and opportuni5es as well as opening or closing
doors in further educa5on and training.
Of course, teachers need to be skilled and informed in this area. Sadly, very ogen it has not
held a high proﬁle in teacher-prepara5on or trainer-prepara5on courses. Thus, many
teachers and trainers are s5ll leg to acquire their assessment exper5se through in-services
courses, the assistance of colleagues or simply by trial-and-error. Given the power of
assessment to determine the futures of our learners, it is vital that the whole area of assessment is
explored. There are exci5ng developments taking place throughout the world and these need to be
incorporated into normal prac5ce at all levels in Pakistan.
Educa:onal Assessment
Educa5onal assessment refers to the process of gathering accurate and reliable informa5on on the
knowledge, understandings, skills of learners and how well they can apply their
understandings in life. Assessment can focus on the individual learner, a group of learners,
a learning ins6tu6on such as a school, or the educa6onal system as a whole. Assessment is
a form of educa5onal research since it is concerned with obtaining reliable, veriﬁable
informa5on on the learning achievements of those being assessed.
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The process is summarised in Figure 1.1.
Educa:onal Assessment
The process of gathering accurate and reliable
informa5on on the knowledge, understandings,
skills, aWtudes and beliefs of learners

Individual learners

How well are they doing?

School Assessment

Groups of learners

How well are we doing?

The process of gathering accurate and reliable
informa5on on the knowledge, understandings,
skills of learners

An individual school

How well is the school doing?

The school system

How well is the system doing?

Figure 1.1 The Scope of Educa:onal Assessment

Assessment for You as Teacher
It is helpful for you to be knowledgeable about educa5onal assessments because the results may have
signiﬁcant impact on other people’s lives: selec5on, cer5ﬁca5on, diagnosis, special instruc5on or
placement. Furthermore tests, exams, quizzes, projects, assignments or porholios are an integral part of
teaching and it is valuable for you to have some knowledge of their development and use. That ability to
develop worthwhile assessments does not come naturally but it is a skill that can be acquired and it needs
knowledge as well as experience.
It has been es5mated that teachers spend as much as one-third of their 5me in
assessment. Indeed, where teachers are trusted in making their own assessment
(with a reduc5on of formal external examina5ons), the load and responsibility will
increase. This is a worldwide trend. Consciously or otherwise, assessments play a
large role in your actual teaching. For instance, your assessments may occur
informally during evalua5on of your instruc5on and can act as a catalyst guiding you
to oﬀer further help for the learner; or, at the other extreme, a formal assessment at the end of a course
may determine the career prospects of a learner. Indeed, the way assessment will take place can strongly
inﬂuence what you emphasise in your teaching and the way you encourage speciﬁc aspects of student
learning. This means that you need to be informed about the eﬀects of diﬀerent forms and methods of
assessment. Whatever happens, assessment will strongly inﬂuence the way you teach and the way your
students learn.
Assessment can be used in many ways. For example,
Assessment
can be used to

Give some feedback on
teaching or learning

Inform us how well our
student are doing

Award a cer:ﬁcate or
grade on a course

Figure 1.2 Some Use for Assessment Data
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There are two key words that are important: quan5ty and quality:
Assessment
Evidence

Quan:ty

How frequent?
How long?
Is it humane?

Quality

Is it ﬁt for purpose?
Does it measure what is important?
Is it trustworthy and reliable?

Figure 1.3 Quality and Quan:ty

We need to think carefully about the quality. Are we measuring what we want to measure? Are we
measuring important outcomes from learning? Is our assessment fair for our students? Does it allow them
to show their full range of skills and abili5es? Ques5ons about how long assessments take and how ogen
we assess can then be considered.
New Developments in Assessment
Recent decades have seen signiﬁcant developments in the ﬁeld of
educa5onal assessment. New approaches to the assessment of student
Thinking about
learning achievement have been accompanied by the increasing
assessment
prominence of educa5onal assessments as a policy issue. In par5cular,
there has been a growth in modes of assessment that promote, as well as
measure, standards and quality. These developments have profound implica5ons for individual learners,
ins5tu5ons and educa5onal systems.
In addi5on, new ways to assess have been developed. Some have proved to be very powerful and reliable in
assessing understanding while others have been useful in measuring skills. Most of the assessment we
experienced in our educa5onal careers simply measured our ability to recall informa5on or procedures. It is
essen5al that we move forward from this to measure a much wider range of skills. In the days of instant
informa5on at the press of a computer key, the place of recall is now of diminishing importance. In a sense,
it is how the learners can use their knowledge and understand that is much more important. That means
assessment MUST change to reﬂect this.

Filling heads with knowledge ≠ educa:on
Faculty members, instruc5onal staﬀ, and assessment professionals are ogen responsible for specifying
student outcomes for academic programmes, designing the curricula on which the programmes are based,
delivering the curriculum, and determining the quality of these learning experiences. Assessment plays a
key role in all of this.
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Assessment informa5on can help us to see where our programmes are working well. It can also help us to
see how well our teaching strategies are working. However, all of this will only happen if assessment
procedures are built into programme planning from the outset. In addi5on ….
Assessment
Can only assist in enhancing future educa:on provision
if
Those with the power to take the decisions on future planning
understand
The assessment ﬁndings
and
Are willing to make the necessary changes

It is, therefore, essen5al to plan and reﬁne curriculum design and assessment together. Each informs the
other. This may need radical changes in thinking. Too ogen assessment has become detached and is seen as
a separate ac5vity, to be conducted at the end of a course but never used to inform those who design the
curriculum.
Strategic Planning

Curriculum Planning
and Design

Each informs the other

Assessment Planning
and Design

Why Assessment?
Assessment is an integral part of all learning. Ideally, assessment should enhance
learning. It should inform the learner and it should inform the teacher. While it can
direct and support future learning, assessment is also important for the purposes of
marking and grading. Our students need to know how well they have done and they
need that informa5on to lead to future learning opportuni5es or the qualiﬁca5ons
to enter the workplace.
Danili and Reid (2005)1 noted that assessments play an important role in the teaching and learning process,
and for speciﬁc uses. For individuals, assessments (par5cularly public examina5ons) profoundly aﬀect life
chances, not just in the ﬁrst years ager leaving school, but many years later. As Boud (1995, p. 35)2 stated,
'The eﬀects of bad prac6ce are far more potent than they are for any aspect of teaching. Students can, with
diﬃculty, escape from the eﬀects of poor teaching, they cannot (by deﬁni6on, if they want to graduate) escape
the eﬀects of poor assessment. Assessment acts as a mechanism to control students that is far more pervasive
and insidious than most staﬀ would be prepared to acknowledge.'

Assessment is an integral part of our daily lives. Every 5me we have to make a decision, we have to, for
example, assess, value, judge, es5mate, appraise, the situa5on ﬁrst before we can go any further.
Assessment means measurement

1
2

Danili E. and Reid N., (2005) Assessment formats: do they make a diﬀerence? Chemistry Educa6on Research and Prac6ce, 6, 204-212.
Boud, D. (1995). Assessment and learning: Contradictory or complementary? In P. Knight (Ed.), Assessment for Learning in Higher Educa5on,
London: Kogan Page.35.
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What is Assessment ?
Huba and Freed (2000) 3 describe assessment as:
'...... the process of gathering and discussing informa6on from mul6ple and diverse
sources in order to develop a deep understanding of what students know, understand,
and can do with their knowledge as result of their educa6onal experiences; the process
culminates when assessment results are used to improve subsequent learning.'
Assessment

Figure 1.4 Assessment means Looking at Learning

One of the most basic and diﬃcult tasks that teachers face in their work is the process of assessment.
Classroom assessment includes all the process involved in making decisions about students learning
progress. It may involve observa5on of what learners can do, it may involve listening to what they can tell
us, it may involve reading what they have wripen.
Assessment is the on-going process of gathering, analysing, and interpre5ng evidence so that we can make
judgements about how well our students have learned. In addi5on, reﬂec5on on that evidence may be able
to guide us to to make informed and consistent judgments to improve future student learning.
Assessment

Data
Gathering

Data
Interpretation

Conclusion on
basis of Evidence

Figure 1.5 Concept of Assessment

Assessment is the means of obtaining informa5on which allows teachers, learners and parents to make
professional judgments about the learner’s progress. Assessment will improve the quality of learning and
teaching if data for informa5on gathered has a clear purpose. The data must be seen as clear evidence on
student achievement. The data also has to be collected systema5cally and used appropriately. The teacher
can use a wide variety of approaches to obtain informa5on about learner’s success, achievement and
progress.
Assessment
in
Educa:on
Gathering informa:on
Interpre:ng informa:on
Using informa:on

3

Huba, M. E. and Freed, J. E. (2000) Learner centred assessment on college campuses – shi\ing the focus from teaching to learning. MA: Allyn
and Bacon.
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Who Uses Assessment Informa:on?

Five main groups may be involved here:
can use and share informa6on to communicate
with parents’ about their students

Teachers
can use result for making
educa6onal decisions

Parents

can use informa6on to review
and revise programmes

Why am I
assessing?

can use results for making
educa6onal decisions

Students

can use informa6on to future
decisions

Principal

Policy makers

Figure 1.6 Who Uses Assessment Informa:on

There is a very important principle underpinning the ﬁgure 1.5. Assessment is designed for a purpose. If
assessment designed for one purpose is then used for another, the outcomes may be very misleading. Thus,
assessment designed to pinpoint the strengths and weaknesses of learners
Important Principle
cannot be used as a means of evalua5ng a course. Similarly, assessment of If assessment designed for one
student performance in a course CANNOT be used to evaluate the strengths purpose is then used for another,
the outcomes may be very
and weakness of the teachers or the school. The outcomes may be highly misleading
misleading.
As teachers, lecturers and facilitators of learning we tend to think that the most important thing we do for
our students is to assess their work. We assess our students in examina5ons at the end of the course. The
outcomes may determine the award of diplomas, degrees and, indeed, the future careers of our students.
However, there are major problems if we think this way.

Are we really conﬁdent that the examina5ons we set are valid measures of the learning achievements of
our students? What if a student simply had a ‘bad day’? Can we assess important outcomes like cri5cal
thinking, crea5ve thinking, scien5ﬁc thinking, ability to solve problems in this kind of ‘one-oﬀ’ examina5on?
Can examina5ons test the ability of our students to apply what they have learned in prac5cal and useful
ways?
The ques5ons are endless and reveal that tradi5onal approaches to assessment are highly ﬂawed.
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Here are some important points that we must consider:
Assessment is very 5me consuming and poten5ally very dangerous: we may take hours to set and mark
examina5on papers and yet the outcomes may be a poor reﬂec5on of the achievements of our students.
Assessment means we have to deduce what is happening in the human brain: the important thing is that
this kind of deduc5on is not very reliable.
Assessment can distort the whole process of learning: we only will teach, and our students will only learn,
what is likely to bring credit in examina5ons.
Assessment is ogen the major driving force which gets students down to serious studying: yet they are
ogen simply cramming their heads full of informa5on which will largely forgopen within a few weeks.
We assess students to ﬁnd how what they can do, to ﬁnd out how well we have taught, to allow them to
move on, to cer5ﬁcate them, to provide informa5on for employers: no assessment can do all this at the
same 5me.
We live in a society where people are appointed and employed on the basis of their qualiﬁca5ons: it is
essen5al that we get assessment as accurate as possible.
Students themselves need feedback to help them to ﬁnd out how their learning is going: this is perhaps the
most important aspect of assessment - students need quality feedback.
We need feedback on how well student learning is going, so that we can adjust and develop our teaching:
we cannot assume that we have ‘got it right’ - we need to challenge ourselves con5nually.
Changing what we do in the light of new challenges requires thinking clearly about what assessment is for
and ensuring that it does not inadvertently undermine our educa5onal priori5es.

Assessment is a
complicated business !!

Figure 1.7 Untying the knot is not easy

The aim of this monograph is to truth to unravel all the complexi5es in the assessment process so that you
can move forward to develop assessment tasks for your students that will lig educa5on forward into the
future.

Why Assess?
Why do we assess learners and their learning outcomes in educa5onal ins5tu5ons, schools and
universi5es? This may seem like a redundant ques5on, but it is important for all teaching staﬀ to reﬂect on
the purpose of assessment.

Assessment is the process of evalua5ng an individual’s learning. It involves genera5ng and collec5ng
evidence of a learner’s apainment of knowledge and skills and judging that evidence against deﬁned
standards.
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Broadfoot and Black (2004)4 proposed a model for assessment that encourages learning and provides
feedback on learning and teaching to both the learner and teacher.
Learner
Feedback

Assessment

Teaching-Learning Process

Learning
Outcomes

Teacher
Feedback

Figure 1.8 Assessment Model
(based Broadfoot and Black 2004)

Assessment tasks determine to a signiﬁcant extent what learners will learn, and the methods they will
employ to retain, reproduce, reconstruct and engage with learn to material (Biggs, 2002)5. Learner
responses to perceived, or actual, assessment tasks will ogen dominate mo5va5on to learn. In simple
terms, assessment drives what is learned and how it is to be learned.
Assessment for learning is the process of seeking and interpre5ng evidence of a learner’s performance for
use by learners and their teachers to iden5fy where the learners are in their learning, where their next
learning goals are, and what to do next to achieve them. Assessment is the single most important
determinant of student learning. Teachers communicate to students their values, priori5es and
expecta5ons through assessment.
Thinking of higher educa5on, Ramsden6 argues that:
'Assessment that is the servant rather than the master of the educa6onal process will necessarily be viewed as
an integral part of teaching and the prac6ce of improving teaching. A sophis6cated theory of teaching leads
directly to the proposi6on that the assessment of students is above all about understanding the processes and
outcomes of student learning, and understanding the students who have done the learning. In the applica6on of
these understandings, we aim to make both student learning and our teaching be^er' (p.180).

Assessment in educa5on is about gathering, interpre5ng and using informa5on about the processes and
outcomes of learning. It can be used in a variety of ways, such as to test and cer5fy achievement (lkke
Junior and Leaving Cer5ﬁcate), to determine the appropriate route for students to take through a
curriculum or to iden5fy speciﬁc areas of diﬃculty or strength for a given student. The assessment process
is just like a window into the student’s mind that gives opportunity for teachers to see what students know
and learn (Lorsbach et al., 1992)7. Moreover, it is a central component and integral part of curriculum
(Killington and Mitchell, 19808; Wills, 19939; McGrath and Ingham, 199210 ).

4

Broadfoot P. and Black P. (2004) Redeﬁning assessment? The ﬁrst ten years of assessment in educa5on. Assessment in Educa6on: Principles,
Policy and Prac6ce, 11(1), 7-26.
5
Biggs J.B. (2002) Aligning teaching and assessment to curriculum objec6ves. LTSN Imagina5ve Curriculum Guide IC022. [available on line, free,
from: jisctechdis.ac.uk].
6
Ramsden, P. (2003) Learning to teach in higher educa6on. London & New York: Routledge Falmer
7
Lorsbach, A.W., Tobin, K., Brisocove, C. and Ulerick, S. (1992) An interpreta5on of assessment methods on middle school science, Interna6onal
Journal of Science Educa6on, 14(3), 305-317
8
Killington, S.A. and Mitchell, A.C. (1980) Designing an assessment system Using art ac5vi5es in the assessment of science in the primary school,
School Science Review, 73(264), 33-47.
9
Wills, D. (1993) Learning and assessment: exposing the inconsistencies of theory and prac5ce, Oxford Review of Educa6on, 19(3), 383-401.
10
McGrath, M. and Ingham, A. (1992) Using art ac5vi5es in the assessment of science in the primary school, School Science Review, 73(264), 33-47.
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Assessment can be used to cer5ﬁcate. It can be used to diagnose. It can underpin selec5on. It can lead to
gradings. Increasingly, assessments are linked with cer5ﬁca5on of competence and the valida5on of
performance on job-related tasks.

The common view is that assessment is something done at the end of the course or unit. However, it is
integral to the en6re process of teaching and learning (Burton and Haines, 199711) and involves gathering,
recording, interpre5ng, using, and repor5ng informa5on about a student’s progress and achievement in
developing knowledge, skills and aWtudes (Lloyd - Jones, 198612; Brooks, 199313 ).
Curriculum
Selec:on and
Intent

Diagnos:c
Assessment

Roles for
assessment
Making
Judgements

Feedback to
Students

Figure 1.9 Assessment Role

Purposes for assessment
Many groups can be informed be means of data from assessments:
For students:

Learners face
assessment

Mo;va;on

Prepara;on

Diagnosis

Self-evalua;on
Feedback
on progress

Learning
opportuni;es

Figure 1.10 The Student and Assessment

11
12

13

Burton, L and Haines, C. (1997) Innova5ve in teaching and assessing mathema5cs at university level, Teaching in Higher Educa6on, 2(3), 273-293.
Lloyd - Jones, R. (1986) An overview of assessment, in Lloyd - Jones, R., Bray, E., Jonson, G. and Currie, R. (eds.) Assessment from Principles to
Ac6on, London, Macmilon Educa5on Lts., 1-13.
Brooks, V. (1993) The resurgence of external examine in Britain: a historical review, Bri6sh Journal of Educa6onal Studies, 4(1), 59-72.
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This can be expanded:
Diagnos;c - to enable students to ﬁnd out their level of competency/knowledge/understanding at the
beginning of a course.
Feedback - for students to ascertain their progress in rela5on to the learning outcomes of a course.
Learning opportuni;es - to provide students with the opportuni5es to develop their mastery of ideas and
prac5se skills and competencies through ar5cula5ng them in wri5ng or /oral work.
Self-evalua;on - to encourage students to make judgments about the quality of their own work.
Mo;va;on - assessment tasks can enhance student mo5va5on by providing frameworks for developing,
reviewing or extending their understanding (for example, in a piece of research or a collabora5ve
inves5ga5on).
Prepara;on for longer term learning - forma5ve assessment can be used to help students develop the
capacity to self-evaluate, an important component for any future occupa5on. However, assessment is
infrequently thought of in terms of prepara5on for lifelong learning.

For teachers
Diagnos;c- teachers can use assessment tasks to ascertain what students bring into a course so as to
make the teaching and learning responsive to student’s needs and build on exis5ng knowledge.
Feedback - teachers can gain feedback on student’s learning, detect misunderstandings, assess the
eﬀec5veness of their teaching and make appropriate modiﬁca5ons and adapta5ons.
Teaching and learning - teachers can use assessment tasks as teaching and learning tools both through
the nature of the tasks themselves and through forma5ve feedback.
Promo;ng self-evalua:on - teachers can give feedback which encourages students to make judgments
about the quality of their own work and prepare them for future par5cipa5on in the workforce.
Diagnos:c

Teaching and Learning

Teachers

Promo:ng self evalua:on

Feedback

Figure 1.11 Teacher and Assessment

For Ins;tu;onal and professional purposes
Assessment is also used for the following ins5tu5onal and professional purposes to:
Indicate ‘pass’ or ‘fail’
Select for entry
Select for future courses and programmes
Award grades
Demonstrate ins5tu5onal standards
Select for employment
License for prac5ce
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Selec:on of courses
Award grades

Entry selec:on

Standards of ins:tu:ons

Ins:tu:onal
and
professional
purposes
Achievement score

Selec:on of employment
Permission to prac:se

Figure 1.12 Ins:tu:on and Professional purposes of Assessment

Students, teachers, Ins:tu:ons
It is important to note that the needs of the learners may not coincide with the needs of the teacher and
neither my the same as the needs of the ins5tu5ons. Assessment is much more complex that at ﬁrst sight!
The Assessment Maze

Warning
If YOU think you understand assessment,
then you do NOT understand assessment

Conclusion
Assessment is important for it controls the des5ny of our students as they move along on their educa5onal
journey. Thus, it has a huge impact on all learners. Assessment is also a complex business because we are
try to measure what is going on inside their heads. Assessment is also quite inaccurate for it only oﬀers an
approximate indica5on of success at one moment in 5me following one test or examina5on.
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Assessment
Moving
into a
New Future

Nature of Assessment

Aims
This chapter seeks to outline the characteris:cs of assessment so
that you can see its real nature and be beber equipped to
understand what assessment can involve

Nature of Assessment
Assessment is an integral component of any successful teaching eﬀort. Assessment in the context of
educa5on involves deciding, collec5ng and making judgements about evidence relevant to the goals of the
learning. Johnstone (2003)14 stated,
'Assessment forms an integral part of the teaching and learning process. It is applied during a course (forma6ve
assessment) to help students and teachers to take a realis6c view of progress and to catch misunderstandings at
a stage when they can be easily rec6ﬁed. It is also applied at the end of a course (summa6ve assessment) to
ensure that the student has not only learned the bits, but can also piece the bits together into a coherent
whole.'
Assessment is very time consuming
and potentially very dangerous.

Figure 2.1 An Important Insight

We are well aware how 5me-consuming the seWng of assessment tasks and their marking can be. Indeed,
assessment places great 5me demands on our students as well. However, it is too easy for us not to assess
the right outcomes or not to assess accurately. This is what makes assessment dangerous for it controls the
future learning of our students and may well open or close opportuni5es for further study or employment.

14

Johnstone, A. H. (2003) LTSN Physical sciences prac6ce guide: Eﬀec6ve prac6ce in objec6ve assessment. Hull: LTSN. This monograph is online:
hpp://www.heacademy.ac.uk/assets/ps/documents/prac5ce_guides/prac5ce_guides/
ps0072_eﬀec5ve_prac5ce_in_objec5ve_assessment_mar_2004.pdf
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We always need to remember:
All assessment involves reasoning from evidence, is
imprecise, and is only an estimate of what a person can do.

Rowntree (1977)15 views assessment as:
……a human encounter in which one person
interacts with another directly or indirectly
with the purpose of obtaining and
interpre5ng informa5on about the
knowledge, understanding, abili5es and
aWtudes possessed by that person.

Figure 2.2 Assessment as human encounter

Assessment is an integral component of any successful teaching eﬀort and 'if we wish to discover the truth
about an educa6onal system, we must look into its assessment procedures' (Rowntree 1977).
Interna5onally, academics are seeking beper ways to assess students, recognising that diverse methods are
available which may solve many of the problems associated with the evalua5on of learning. Commonly,
assessment is viewed as the process of collec5ng informa5on with the purpose of making decisions about
students. Data is collected using various tests, observa5ons of students and interviews.
Assessment is the ongoing process of collec:ng, documen:ng,
reﬂec:ng on, and using informa5on to develop rich portraits of
learners in order to support and enhance their future learning

The overall process can be represented:
Explore with students
what successful learning

Gathering and records informa:on about
what and how students are learning

Knowledge
and Skills

Data
Gathering

Assessment

Student
Progress

Data
Interpreta:on

Feedback of student
Performance

Uses appropriate assessment
tools and methods

Figure 2.3 Process of Assessment

The ﬁgure above shows that assessment is the process of gathering and interpre5ng and repor5ng
informa5on about a student’s progress and achievement in the way developing knowledge, skills and
aWtudes with the help of uses of appropriate assessment tools and methods.
15

Rowntree, D. (1977) Assessing Students: How Shall We Know Them ? (1) London: Harper and Row.
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Assessment and Learning
Assessment is one of the most signiﬁcant areas of an educa5onal system. It deﬁnes what students take to
be important, how they spend much of their academic 5me and in many ways how they value themselves.
Assessment is a process of obtaining informa5on that is used to make educa5onal decisions about students,
to give feedback to the student about his or her progress, strengths, and weaknesses, to judge instruc5onal
eﬀec5veness and curricular adequacy, and to inform policy. Educa5onal assessment is a complex
endeavour, involving gathering and analysing data to support decision-making about students and the
evalua5on of academic programs and policies.
Students study mainly what they think will be assessed, imita5ng procedures presented by the teachers and
expending eﬀort propor5onal to the eﬀort necessary to produce the amount and quality of the work
perceived as acceptable. Thus, the naive view that assessment follows teaching and learning and measures
their ﬁnal outcomes is inadequate, because students see it coming (Bostock, 2004)16 . ‘Assessment
backwash’ as deﬁned by Biggs (1999)17 means that student learning is mostly determined by the
assessment tasks and not by the teaching or the lists of topics or objec5ves of the oﬃcial syllabus.

Assessment
is
Important

Working back from desired learning outcomes, in rela5on to a unit or subject area, good assessment is
designed to assess a broader range of student abili5es (eg problem solving, cri5cal thinking, eﬀec5ve
communica5on, working in groups). Assessment shapes learning in posi5ve and nega5ve ways: for example,
it can promote rote learning or learning in depth (Soliman, 1999)18. Teachers transmit feedback messages to
students about strengths and weaknesses in their work assuming that these messages are easily decoded
and turned into ac5on.
Teachers may be able to iden5fy where errors have been made, explain ideas or concepts, demonstrate
techniques or procedures. They can also engage students in more in-depth thinking, suggest further study
or reading, explain and jus5fy marks or grades and suggest how to approach subsequent assignments
(Brown et al., 2003)19 . Eﬀec5ve feedback aims to improve student performance but for this to happen
instructors must ensure that students know the performances expected of them, the standards against
which they will be judged, and have opportuni5es to learn from the assessment in future assessments.
Teachers

Learning

Assessment
Teachers

16

Bostock, J. (2004) Mo6va6on and electronic assessment. In: Irons, A. and Alexander, S. (Eds.) Eﬀec5ve Learning and Teaching in Compu5ng
(86-99), Routledge Falmer: London.

17

Biggs, J. (1999) Teaching for Quality Learning at University Buckingham UK : SRHE and Open University Press.
Soliman, I. (1999) Assessing Student Learning. Introduc5on to University Teaching Series, Teaching and Learning Centre, University of New
England.
Brown, S., Rust, C. and Gibbs, G. (2003) Strategies for diversifying assessment. Oxford: OCSD.

18

19
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Principles of Assessment
It is possible to consider the key principles under ﬁve headings. These follow each other in a sequence:
How do I know I am tes5ng
what I think I am tes5ng ?

3
Are these skills
worth assessing?

What skills do I
need to assess ?

2

4

How can I mark to reﬂect
genuine performance?

1

5

How can I interpret the marks
to beneﬁt the learner ?

Figure 2.4 Principles of Assessment

Suppose you have taught a course on simple electrical circuits based on the ideas on Ohm’s Law. You start
by lis5ng the key skills that you expect your students to be able to undertake as a result of comple5ng the
course. At this stage, you need to stop to ask if all of these skills are really important.
At this point, you start to develop ques5ons to test the skills which you consider to be important. The
diﬃculty is in being sure the learners gain their answers to your ques5ons using the skill you are seeking to
measure. School students are very clever at geWng answers to ques5ons by methods which surprise us!
You now mark the assessment but you need to give the right amount of credit for the various skills,
reﬂec5ng their importance and their diﬃculty. You may well give the marks back to the students. However,
it is possible to use the evidence you have gained form the assessment to show the learners their strengths
and weaknesses and to help them to improve.
Key Descrip:on
Figure 2.5 shows a useful way to describe assessment.
Process
for
obtaining information
related to
learning
which can be
used for
making decisions
about

Students

Educational policy
Curricula

Programmes

Figure 2.5 Descrip:on of Assessment
(based on Capper, 1996)20

20

Capper, J. (1996) Tes6ng to Learn - Learning to Test, Washington DC, Interna5onal Reading Associa5on and the academy for Educa5onal
Development.
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Purposes of Assessment
These can be considered under three headings: learner, ins5tu5on and society.
Purposes

Learner

Society
Ins;tu;on

Qualiﬁca6on for entry to next stage
Support and guide their own
learning

Allocate learners to sets or groups
Feedback to teacher on
eﬀec6veness of teaching

Evidence for future career selec6on
Report to parents if learners are
children

Mo6ve and oﬀer incen6ves
Feedback, iden6fying strengths and
weaknesses

Decide next step in learning
Measure and control standards
Keep individual learner records
Reveal mistakes and misconcep6ons
Give learner grading or cer6ﬁcates

Help in choice of courses in next
stages of educa6on

Figure 2.6 Assessment Purposes
(based on Ambu-Saidi, 2000, page 1-2)21

The range of purposes is considerable. It is important that we focus clearly on the purpose we need and
that we then design the assessment in the light of that purpose. Indeed, it is vital that assessment designed
for one purpose is not then used for another. If this is done, the outcomes may be very misleading. The
purpose of the assessment will inﬂuence how we assess, the way we assess and the frequency of our
assessments. We must move away from the idea that assessment means end-of-course examina5ons. There
are numerous other ways to assess and most of them are far more useful than end-of-course assessment.
Key Ques:ons
In thinking of assessment, we can look at it as a series of steps
and these are shown in ﬁgure 2.7.

Why do we assess?

We need to start by asking what we are assessing: is it to inform
our students of learning progress, to iden5fy areas we need to
teach further, or is it to award some kind of grade? Of course,
we need to look at the curriculum goals and make sure that we
are tes5ng against these goals.

What do we assess?

Then we can decide how we are going to carry out the tes5ng:
will it be an oral test, a wripen test and, if wripen, what formats
of ques5ons will we use to gain the greatest insights?

How do we know the assessment instruments are effective?

Probably the most diﬃcult area is to be sure we are tes5ng
what we think we are tes5ng. Far too ogen, students gain their
answers by recall despite our best apests to measure other
skills. Therefore, interpreta5on may not be as easy as it sounds.

How do we assess?

How do we interpret assessment results?

How do we report assessment results?

Figure 2.7 Ques:ons about Assessment

21

Ambusaidi, A.K.A. (2000) An inves6ga6on into ﬁxed response ques6ons in science at secondary and ter6ary levels, PhD Thesis, University of
Glasgow, Glasgow.
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Key Ques:ons About Assessment
It is possible to ask four ques5ons of all assessment

Figure 2.8 Four Ques:ons about Assessment

Teacher and learner iden5fy need to know why we are assessing. Of course, assessment takes considerable
5me, energy, ingenuity and skill. That 5me is then not available for teaching. We need to know what we are
assessing: this means deﬁning the goals for assessment and then turning these into precise descrip5ons of
the skills we want to iden5fy. Many others may use the assessments we make. These users may have
agendas and these agendas may or may not be consistent with how we see our assessments. There is, then,
the vexed ques5on about how we assess: what types of ques5ons and tasks and a knowledge of how
reliable these may be.
This can all be expanded further:
Assessment

What is the
relevant
evidence?

What is the
purpose?

Includes:
How well have the learners done?
How well have we done?
Certification
Selection
Directing future learning
Monitoring and accountability

How do we
collect the
evidence?

How do we
interpret the
evidence?

Includes:
Written evidence
Spoken evidence
Evidence from doing
Teacher judgement gathered
internally or externally

Areas:
What they know
What they can do
What they understand
How well they evaluate
Their ways of thinking

How do we
communicate the
outcomes?

Audience may include:
Learners
Parents
School
Employers
Universities and colleges

May involve:
Marks
Grades
Grades against criteria
Comments against criteria
Verbal responses

Figure 2.9 Analysis of Assessment

No5ce the six suggested purposes for assessment. It is cri5cal to observe that assessment designed for one
purpose may give very misleading outcomes when used for another purpose. One glaring example of this is
to use assessment data to measure the performance of schools or subject departments when that
assessment was originally designed for cer5ﬁca5on. This is ogen done and almost always gives meaningless
outcomes. Similarly, if we design assessment tasks to guide future learning, pin-poin5ng strengths and
weaknesses in performance, then we must be very cau5ous if we use that assessment for cer5ﬁca5on.
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Later, ﬁve areas for assessment will be suggested. What we as teachers need is precise, unambiguous
speciﬁca5ons for what we to assess and then we need the assessment tools to give clear evidence on
performance in these deﬁned areas. We can express assessment outcomes in many formats and diﬀerent
audiences tend to prefer diﬀerent formats. We need to know the strengths and weakness of these formats
and how to share assessment ﬁndings in the most meaningful way.
It is some5mes argued that it is only worth teaching what can be assessed. This is a false argument. It is
easy to list numerous skills which are almost never assessed formally at all: cri5cal thinking, respect for
others, good manners. All are highly important but we do not yet have good tools to assess them at an
individual level. Assessment must never limit what we seek to achieve.
Assessment must never limit what we seek to achieve
Some of the most important outcomes from educa:on are not easy to assess
Formal assessment must allow credit for such skills
This monograph will suggest ways to achieve this

Indeed, research demonstrates repeatedly that assessment can distort the whole process of teaching and
learning in ways which are highly detrimental to good educa5on. Some skills are best leg un-assessed in any
formal sense. Research ogen indicates how such skills can be developed, using sta5s5cal samples. The
comple5on of speciﬁc tasks may then be known to develop the skills and the comple5on of the task can be
recorded not the performance in it. We shall expand this idea further later in this monograph.
Hornby (2003)22 suggests that assessment has four main func5ons:
Judgement Decisions

Evalua:on

Forma:ve

Assessment
Func:ons

Qualiﬁca:on

Cer:ﬁca:on

Future Learning

Summa:ve

End of Course Performance

Figure 2.10 Assessment Func:ons

22

Hornby, W. (2003) Assessing using grade-related criteria: a single currency for universi5es? Assessment and Evalua6on in Higher Educa6on, 28,
435 - 454.
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Assessment for learning
Black and Wiliam (1998)23 have reviewed some research in assessment. They recognise the powerful
inﬂuence that assessment has in all learning. However, assessment prac5ces need to take into account
what is known about how students learn.
Assessment for learning involves assessment being constructed and used to pinpoint strength and
weakness and, thus, directed future learning. They are strong advocates for assessment for learning. In this,
they want to move the concep5on of assessment away from ‘one-oﬀ’ tests and examina5ons at the end of
courses or units of work. They want to move assessment so that it is an integral part of all learning.
However, such forma5ve assessments cannot really be used to award marks and grades.
The key issues rela5ng to assessment for learning can be summarised:
High level of trust between
teacher and learners

Time for construc:ve
feedback

Diﬃcult to achieve
Easy to lose

Assessment
for
Learning

Not easy for it can
take a long 6me

Teachers working WITH
learners for success

Learning understood as
a coopera:ve task

Figure 2.11 Issues with Assessment for Learning

It is diﬃcult to disagree that assessment should enhance learning. However, this use of assessment means
a radical re-thinking for assessment. It needs new kinds of assessment formats and an apprecia5on that
assessment is no longer to be seen in terms of end-of-course formal wripen examina5ons. However, to use
assessment this way requires:
Imagina5on and crea5vity;
Strong teacher empathy for the learner;
A clear shared understanding of curriculum goals;
Much 5me and careful planning

Assessment for the award of grades need not depend on formal end-of-course wripen examina5ons. The
most diﬃcult thing is that most of us have been brought up and educated in systems where examina5ons
and tests give the ﬁnal overall evidence of success or otherwise at the end of a course.

Tradi:onal assessments
needs re-thought completely

Figure 2.12 Tradi:onal Assessment - no longer the way forward

23

Black, P., & Wiliam, D. (1998). Assessment and classroom learning. Assessment in Educa6on: Principles, Policy and Prac6ce, 5 (1), 7–74.
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The important thing to grasp is that using assessment to inform future learning by means of diagnosing
strength and weaknesses is VERY diﬀerent from using assessment to award grades. The purposes are
radically diﬀerent and the approaches adopted by an examina5on board to award grades and cer5ﬁcates
are not necessarily going to be appropriate for diagnosing strength and weaknesses
It needs to be stated:
Using assessment to enhance learning DOES NOT imply
that using assessment to cer:ﬁcate is removed

The fundamental purpose of examina5on board assessment is the award of grades and cer5ﬁcates. The
evidence for making these awards can be gained from formal end-of-course wripen examina5ons. Equally, it
can be gained from assessment conducted during the course as well as teacher assessments.
Here are ﬁve statements about assessment:24
Statement

Comment

Assessment is the process of gathering, interpre5ng and using
evidence to make judgements about the achievements of students
in learning

A descrip5on

Assessment is very 5me consuming and poten5ally very dangerous

Very true

Assessment in educa5on must serve the purpose of suppor5ng
learning
All assessment involves reasoning from evidence, is imprecise, and
is only an es5mate of what a person can do
Assessment is at the heart of learning. Through assessment, the
student is able to measure their own progress and the teacher is
able to oﬀer guidance. [Learning Landscapes, 2009]24

Bringing it
Together

Easy to say, diﬃcult to do
Welcome realism
Role of BOTH teachers
and pupils (plus parents)

Signiﬁcance
Three processes:
Gathering:
Never easy
Interpre5ng: Open to uncertainty
Using:
Open to misuse or abuse
Assessment drains 5me and energy.
Assessment has power for good or ill
Research shows the inﬂuence of na5onal examina5ons
dominates our ways of assessment
Cau5on always needed. However, teachers tend to
‘know’ the abili5es of their students!
Too ogen assessment forces only one kind of learning
(memorisa5on)
However, assessment can direct, support and encourage

Assessment is the process of gathering, interpre:ng
and using evidence to make judgements about the
achievements of students in learning

This can be summarised:
Aspect

24

Some Details

Use

Helping learning, tracking performance, informing student/teacher/parents, selec5on, cer5ﬁca5on
Forma5ve = assessment for learning; Summa5ve = assessment of learning

Type of Task

Regular work, embedded tasks, tests/tasks

Agent of assessment

Teacher, student or outside agency (like an examina5on board)

Basis of Assessment

Norms or criteria, but norms almost always deﬁne the criteria.

Report or Feedback

Score, grade, rank order, proﬁle, comment.

Modera5on

Ensuring assessment instruments are valid, fair and reliable. Can be done within school, between-schools, or externally.

Veriﬁca5on

Checking actual assessments that they meet standards and are marked consistently. Ogen carried out internally and externally.

Learning Landscapes (2009) Centre for Open Learning of Mathema5cs, Science, Compu5ng and Technology. Open University, Miltm Keyes
[downloadable: hpp://www.open.ac.uk/opencetl/resources/colmsct-resources/learning-landscapes-2009}
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This chapter has aimed to give you an overview of the nature of assessment so that you are beper equips to
plan and carry out assessment which enhances the learning of your future students. The key things to
remember are:
Nature of Assessment
All assessment involves reasoning from evidence, is imprecise, and is only an es5mate of what a person can
do.
Assessment involves anything form formal wripen examina5ons across to informal teacher observa5ons.
Assessment requires teachers to make judgements about a learner’s performance, always set against sou kind
of standards of expecta5ons.

Process of Assessment
Assessment is the ongoing process of collec5ng, documen5ng, reﬂec5ng on, and using informa5on to develop
rich portraits of learners in order to award marks or grade, or to oﬀer support to enhance future learning.

Principles of Assessment
Assessment needs to be designed to oﬀer clear evidence of achievements related to the objec5ves of the
course being assessed.
Credit must be given for all the skills outlined in the course objec5ves, reﬂec5ng the balance of importance of
these skills in rela5on to each other.

Purpose of Assessment
Learner needs: to reward learners, to cer5ﬁcate learners, to direct learners
Ins5tu5ons needs: to assist schools and colleges in the way they develop teaching and learning
Society needs: to guide for the appointment to jobs and future learning opportuni5es

Func;on of Assessment
Forma6ve Role: Assessment provides feedback to teachers and students about progress in order to support
future learning
Summa6ve Role: Assessment provides informa5on about the level of student’s achievements at points during
and at the end of of school.
Cer6ﬁca6on Role: Assessment provides the means for selec5ng by qualiﬁca5on.
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Assessment
Moving
into a
New Future

What to Assess

Aims
This chapter discusses the key goals for all learning and shows how
assessment must make measurements of achievements against all
these targets to move assessment away from pure recall

Introduc:on
In deciding what we want to assess, we need to think ﬁrst of how we see the purpose of educa5on. We
need to develop a mental picture of the kind of ‘product’ that we want our schools and universi5es to
‘produce’. The students will become the ‘product’ of the en5re process of educa5on. Just what is our
picture of the ‘ideal student’ emerging from our schools or from our universi5es?
The Educa:on Produc:on Line
The products are all diﬀerent and yet they
need the same overall speciﬁca;on !!

Here are some sugges5ons. We want our students to be able to:
Develop all the skills and abili5es that lie latent in our students
Apply their understandings in ways useful to society
Be able to do things with their knowledge with conﬁdence and competence
Be able to think cri5cally, crea5vely and, perhaps, scien5ﬁcally
Play a full part in society, contribu5ng to its welfare and beneﬁt

Now, if that is our list of desirable outcomes, then we need evidence that we have achieved that. We need
to assess against these broad aims.25
Challenge
It is an interes:ng - and challenging - exercise to try to write down a descrip:on of what we think
our ideal school student should be like at the point when the leave school.
Abempts have been made to do this for university graduates and the outcomes are fascina:ng25.

25

Harvey, L., and Green, D. (1994). Employer sa6sfac6on: summary. Innova5on in Higher Educa5on Unit, University of Central England: Quality in
Higher Educa5on Project.
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The sugges5ons given on the previous page can be translated in terms of ‘products’:
Skills and Abili6es

Conﬁdence and
Competence

Applying
understandings
usefully

What am I
assessing?

Thinking
cri6cally,crea6vely
and scien6ﬁcally

Equipped to play a
full part in society

Figure 3.1 What am I Assessing

This picture can be developed further:
What do they know,
what do they understand,
what can they do?

Skills and Abili6es
Are the conﬁdent
in their ability to succeed
and to make a diﬀerence?

Can they show
their understanding by using their
knowledge successfully?

Conﬁdence and
Competence

What am I
assessing?

Applying
understandings
usefully

Thinking
cri6cally,crea6vely and
scien6ﬁcally

Equipped to play a full
part in society
Do they understand their society
and can they make a contribu5on in
developing it further?

Have they moved beyond
memorisa5on and recall to be able
to think about what they learn?

Figure 3.2 What am I Assessing

If these are goals, then we now have to develop ways by which we can gain the evidence about how well
they are being achieved. This is moving away from the tradi5onal assessment that merely rewards recall of
memorised informa5on, memorised explana5ons or memorised procedures. Tradi5onally, most forms of
formal students assessment have involved reading and wri5ng: the so-called ‘paper and pencil tests.’
However, tradi5onal tests and exams cover a very small por5on of the poten5al range of skills,
competencies and ap5tudes that might may usefully be included.
Hargreaves (1992)26 , in an inﬂuen5al report, suggested that all the following aspects are poten5al areas for
assessment:
Wripen expression, knowledge reten5on, organisa5on of material, appropria5on selec5on.
Prac5cal, knowledge applica5on, oral and inves5ga5ve skills.
Personal and social skills, communica5on and rela5onships, working in groups, ini5a5ve responsibility, selfreliance, leadership.
Mo5va5on and commitment, perseverance, self conﬁdence, construc5ve acceptance of failure.

26

Hargreaves, D. (1992) Report of the Commi^ee on the Curriculum and Organiza6on of ILEA Secondary Schools. London; ILEA
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In his latest book, Hargreaves (2004:12)27 argues for generic skills like:
Managing one’s own learning
Problem solving
Thinking
Research, enquiry and inves5ga5on
Inven5on, enterprises and entrepreneurship
Communica5on
Social and interpersonal skills
Teamwork skills
Leadership

The ‘perfect’ student

Most of important of all, Hargreaves suggests, is the role that assessment plays in suppor5ng the
development of ‘learning to learn’.
A key point here is that ‘what to assess’ is not to be conﬁned to the tradi5onal areas of knowledge and
understanding - ogen referred to as ‘the cogni6ve domain’. Not only are skills involved but so also are
personal quali5es. As we shall see later, assessing these vitally important dimensions poses fundamental
challenges to the tradi5onal assessment toolkit and therefore requires a very diﬀerent set of assump5ons
and techniques.
The assessment of secondary school student learning has long been a feature of secondary school of
educa5on in Pakistan. Teachers develop, construct and administer their own tests, administer standardised
tests, and report the results of the assessments to parents and to other stakeholders. Teachers also engage
in their own informal assessments of students and use their ﬁndings to inform on-going teaching and
learning ac5vi5es.
Impossible Tasks ?
Tradi5onally, in Pakistan, almost all na5onal examina5ons and, indeed, university
examina5ons, simply test the student’s ability to recall informa5on or procedures.
What Hargreaves is stressing is that assessment involves very much more, simply
because educa5on is very much more than ﬁlling the heads of our students with
increasing quan55es of informa5on. However, the immediate thought in your mind
might be that what Hargreaves has suggested in impossible!
What this monograph is seeking to do is to show, from research evidence, what is possible now so that you
can start to widen the way you assess with your students. It is vitally important that we are realis5c. We do
not have inﬁnite 5me nor are there endless resources. We must work within what 5me allows and what
will cost no more than present.
Before we look further at the speciﬁc goals which are important for educa5on, let us stop for a moment and
look at a key word: literacy. You may have met the words ‘literacy’ and ‘numeracy’. It is essen5al that all
learners leave school with suﬃcient skills in both in order to func5on fully and eﬀec5vely in modern society
and this involves literacy and numeracy. Here is a way to understand these words:
Literacy might be described as having the knowledge, understanding and skills that are needed by
everyone to be fully func5oning in terms of communica;on within a society.
Numeracy might be described as having the knowledge, understanding and skills that are needed by
everyone to be fully func5oning in terms of measurement within a society.

27

Hargreaves, D. (2004) Learning for Life: The founda6ons of lifelong learning. Bristol: The Policy Press
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Now let’s look at the idea of ‘assessment literacy’.
Literacy in any area might be described as having the knowledge, understanding and skills that are needed
by everyone to be fully func5oning within a society. Thus, literacy itself might be described as having the
knowledge, understanding and skills that are needed by everyone to be fully func5oning in terms of
communica6on within a society. Similarly, numeracy might be described as having the knowledge,
understanding and skills that are needed by everyone to be fully func5oning in terms of educa6onal
measurement within a society.
Assessment Literacy
Using the same model, assessment literacy needs to have a purpose: assessment for a goal. Thus, for the
teacher, we might see assessment literacy as:

!

Assessment literacy might be described as having the knowledge, understanding and skills that
are needed to be fully functioning in terms of evaluating what the learners have achieved.

Assessment literacy will have diﬀerent meanings for parents, for the learners and for wider society. This is
because each group has a diﬀerent set of purposes. This has enormous implica5ons in that diﬀerent groups
in society may understand and may interpret assessment in very diﬀerent ways for very diﬀerent purposes.
All kinds of inconsistencies may then arise.

Diﬀerent groups in society may understand and
may interpret assessment in very diﬀerent
ways for very diﬀerent purposes

For the moment, we shall focus on ourselves as teachers and draw in the problems and inconsistencies
when we look at the way assessment is ogen used in society.

Directing
Future
Learning

Our Goal
in
Assessment

Awards and
Certification

Assessment Literacy

!

The knowledge, understanding and skills
to do this rigorously and robustly

Figure 3.3 Assessment Literacy
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What to Assess
If we want our assessment to be the basis by which awards and grades are given, then we need to know
very precisely what will give our students credit. Simply rewarding the correct recall of informa5on when it
is wripen down in an examina5on papers should not be the basis for the award of grades. Recall, today, is
not a very important skill at all.
If you were to ask a teacher what should be assessed in the classroom, the immediate response would be
‘of course, the facts and concepts taught’. There are the facts and concepts found in the sciences, history,
geography, language arts, religious educa5on and other similar subjects. However, there is very much more
to these subject areas than simply facts and concepts. Indeed, educa5on is very much more than the
mastery of facts and concepts.
Several developments have occurred in the past 50 years or so in school assessment:
(a) There has been a move towards seeking to assess higher order cogni5ve skills and we shall explore what
these are in more detail later
(b) There has been a move to depend less on end-of-course assessment and a move towards using assessment
during a course, taking in a wider range of skills
(c) There has been a move away from seeing assessment only as an evalua5on of the ‘product’ and a move
towards assessing the process of learning and using assessment to guide learning.
(d) Finally, there is growing awareness that there is a wide range of ways to assess and a wide range of ques5on
styles and formats. The wider the range employed, the more accurate the assessment will be

The problem is two fold:
(a) Educa6on is very much more than the facts and concepts. A student is only educated if there is
understanding and the student apply that understanding in novel situa6ons. A student is only educated if
they are able to think about what they are learning: thinking crea6vely, cri6cally and scien6ﬁcally.
(b) Evidence from several research studies (Pidiki6, 2006; Al-Ahmadi and Reid, 2012; Hindal et al, 2013;
Almadani et al 2012)28 shows that typical school examina6ons in all subjects areas are simply tes6ng recall.
If there are no rewards for other skills, then teachers will not focus on other skills and students will
concentrate on simply memorising.

Assessment
in most
countries

simply

Rewards
recall skills

using

End-of-course
wriben
examina:on
papers

A VERY inadequate model of assessment
Long ago, this problem was addressed by Benjamin Bloom and his colleagues. They recognised that
assessment needs to reward much more than recall and they suggested six broad areas. Let us go back to
what these people said then.
28

Pidiki5, N.P. (2006) Performance of secondary students in India related to working memory with reference to some learning styles, MSc Thesis,
University of Glasgow, Glasgow.
Al-Ahmadi, F. and Reid, N (2012) Scien5ﬁc Thinking - Can it be Taught? Journal of Science Educa6on, 13(1), 18-23.
Hindal, H., Reid, N. and Whitehead, R. (2013) A Fresh look at High Ability, Interna6onal Journal of Instruc6on. 6(1), 59-76.
Almadani, K., Reid, N. and Rodrigues, S. (2012) What examina5ons test, Problems of Educa6on in the 21st century, 1(1), 6-19.
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Bloom's Taxonomy of Learning Domains
Bloom and his colleagues created what they called a Taxonomy of Educa5onal Objec5ves. First of all, they
iden5ﬁed three broad areas of assessment (Bloom, 195629 ):
Cogni5ve: mental skills (what we know)
Aﬀec5ve: growth in feelings or emo5onal areas (how we feel)
Psychomotor: manual or physical skills (what we can do)

These can be seen as domains for learning and domains for assessment.
Cogni:ve

Psychomotor

Aﬀec;ve

Knowledge

Skills

Feelings

Figure 3.4 Learning Domains

Domains can be thought of as broad categories and they describe areas where assessment is required.
Bloom and his colleagues then developed a set of sub-categories within each.
Cogni:ve
(Knowledge)

Aﬀec:ve
(Feelings)

Psychomotor
(Skills)

Recall

Receive (awareness)

Imita5on (copy)

Understand

Respond (react)

Manipula5on (follow)

Apply

Value

Develop Precision

Analyse

Develop personal value system

Ar5cula5on (integrate skills)

Synthesize

Naturalisa5on (automate)

Internalize value system

Evaluate

Figure 3.5 Learning Domains Model

For the moment, we are going to concentrate on the cogni5ve domain: Bloom’s Taxonomy of Cogni5ve
Learning Outcomes
You will no5ce six ideas in the cogni5ve list. Here they are, with knowledge placed at the foot:
Higher Order Learning Outcomes

Evalua:on
Synthesis
Analysis
Applica:on
Comprehension
Knowledge

Lower Order Learning Outcomes

Figure 3.6 Bloom’s Taxonomy

29

Bloom B. S. (1956). Taxonomy of Educa6onal Objec6ves, Handbook I: The Cogni5ve Domain. New York: David McKay Co Inc.
Bloom B.S. Bertram B. M, and. Krathwoh, D.R. (1964). Taxonomy of Educa6onal Objec6ves (two vols: The Aﬀec5ve Domain & The Cogni5ve
Domain). New York. David McKay.
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Sadly in the 1950s, Bloom and his colleagues found that over 95% of test ques5ons students encountered
required them to think only at the lowest possible level: the recall of informa5on. Analyses today suggest
that things have not improved much, at least in some countries (Pidiki6, 2006; Al-Ahmadi and Reid, 2012;
Hindal et al, 2013; Almadani et al 2012)30. Indeed, a look at examina5on papers in Pakistan suggests that
the papern Bloom observed is s5ll there today: sadly, we are simply tes5ng recall skills.
Bloom argues that we must test at all six levels. He saw the levels as hierarchical, each depending on the
ones below it. In developed countries, during the 1960s, there was a rapid movement to look again at
examina5on ques5ons in an apempt to ensure that all na5onal examina5ons test at all levels. Progress was
made but only to a limited extent. Lorin Anderson, a former student of Bloom, revisited the cogni5ve
domain in the learning taxonomy in the mid-nine5es and made some changes, with perhaps the two most
prominent ones being changing the names in the six categories from noun to verb forms and slightly
rearranging them (Pohl, 2000)31 . This new taxonomy reﬂects a more ac5ve form of thinking and is perhaps
more accurate:
Evalua;on

Crea;ng

Synthesis

Evalua;ng

Analysis

Analyzing

Applica;on

Applying

Comprehension

Understanding

Knowledge

Remembering

Figure 3.7 Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy

Johnstone Comments on Bloom’s Taxonomy
In 2003, Johnstone32 wrote a monograph with the 5tle, ‘Eﬀec6ve prac6ce in objec6ve assessment’. He
pointed out that the six levels suggested by Bloom were not all of the same character, but placed diﬀerent
demands upon students. What follows is a free adapta5on of his analysis. Objec5ves are placed on six
levels and Bloom suggests that they form a hierarchy of complexity, but not necessarily a parallel hierarchy
of diﬃculty. There are six levels in Bloom’s classiﬁca5on with the lowest level termed ‘knowledge’. Let us
describe each of these six levels, based on on the insights from Johnstone.
Level of Thinking
Knowledge
Comprehension
Applica;on
Analysis
Synthesis
Evalua;on

Determine of Ques;ons
Ques:ons ask students to give back what they have been given by recalling, deﬁning, recognising and iden:fying.
Ques:ons ask students to use knowledge in a familiar way to describe, compare or illustrate.
Ques:ons expect students to use knowledge in unfamiliar situa:ons by applying, solving, classifying.
As its name suggests involves concluding, inferring, deducing and dis:nguishing.
Requires the students to construct, develop, predict and solve.
Is the weighing-up process in which students have to argue, appraise, judge and decide.

Table 3.1 Six levels as described by Johnstone

30

Pidiki5, N.P. (2006) Performance of secondary students in India related to working memory with reference to some learning styles, MSc Thesis,
University of Glasgow, Glasgow.
Al-Ahmadi, F. and Reid, N (2012) Scien5ﬁc Thinking - Can it be Taught? Journal of Science Educa6on, 13(1), 18-23.
Hindal, H., Reid, N. and Whitehead, R. (2013) A Fresh look at High Ability, Interna6onal Journal of Instruc6on. 6(1), 59-76.
Almadani, K., Reid, N. and Rodrigues, S. (2012) What examina5ons test, Problems of Educa6on in the 21st century, 1(1), 6-19.
31
Pohl, M. (2000) Learning to Think, Thinking to Learn: Models and strategies to Develop a Classroom Culture of Thinking. Cheltenham, Vic:
Hawker Brownlow.
32
Johnstone, A. H. (2003) LTSN Physical sciences prac6ce guide: Eﬀec6ve prac6ce in objec6ve assessment. Hull: LTSN. This monograph is online:
hpps://www.heacademy.ac.uk/resource/eﬀec5ve-prac5ce-objec5ve-assessment
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This provides us with a useful language for discussing the nature of ques5ons and their demands on
students. There is a tempta5on to confuse the degree of complexity of these levels with diﬃculty, but it is
very possible to have very diﬃcult knowledge ques5ons and rela5vely easy analysis ques5ons. The other
pihall is to try to use more than one level in one ques5on. For example, if a student has to recall some
knowledge and then use it in some way such as in applica5on, the quality of the answer depends upon both
levels. Because the student fails to recall something correctly, it may be impossible to show applica5on skill.
At which level the failure has taken place is ogen hard for the marker to discern. This is par5cularly so in
mul5ple choice ques5ons which we shall visit later. The basic rule is that if you want to test the skills of
evalua5on, provide the knowledge for the student to evaluate. In this way, you separate the levels and test
a skill with some conﬁdence.
Johnstone suggested that there are several problems with the Bloom Taxonomy:
The levels appear to be discrete and water5ght, but there is no guarantee that what is applica5on for one
student is not just comprehension or even knowledge for another student who has read more.
Many users of Bloom’s work lay great store by the Taxonomy being hierarchical. This has the unfortunate
eﬀect of relega5ng knowledge and recall to a lowly status and inﬂa5ng the value of the others. However,
without knowledge, a person cannot understand, apply, analyse, synthesise or evaluate.
By emphasising knowledge, we assume that what a student knows is key. However, in the days of electronic
informa5on, the key is knowing how to ﬁnd out, not to the actual knowing.
There is a lack of evidence that all six levels are hierarchical. Thus, is there any evidence that in order to be
able to synthesise, the learners must ﬁrst be able to analyse? These are just two diﬀerent skills.

Johnstone suggested ways round these cri5cisms and one of them was later picked up by Yang33 .
An Alterna:ve Model
Yang presented the Johnstone developments in terms of a simple diagram:
Comprehension

Applica;on

Analysis

Synthesis

Evalua;on

Knowledge

Figure 3.8 Yang model of cogni:ve skills34

The advantage of this model is that it acknowledge the point that what we know or can access is important.
We do not understand, apply, analyse, synthesis or evaluate in a vacuum. We understand what we know,
we apply what we know, we analyse what we know, we synthesise what we know and we evaluate what we
know. However, what we know is s5ll rela5vely unimportant because we can access informa5on so easily
today.

33

34

Yang, M-Y. (2000) Problems Solving in Chemistry at Secondary School Science, PhD Thesis, Glasgow, University of Glasgow.
[hpp:// theses.gla.ac.uk/2161/]
Yang, M-J. (2000) Problem solving in chemistry at secondary school, PhD Thesis, University of Glasgow, Glasgow. [hpp://theses.gla.ac.uk/2161/]
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Reid35 presented the Bloom levels of the cogni5ve domain in this way:
Evalua:on

Make judgments about the value of ideas or materials.

Synthesis

Put parts together to form a whole, with emphasis on crea6ng a new meaning or structure.

Analysis

Separates material or concepts into component parts so that its organiza6onal structure may be understood.

Applica:on

Use a concept in a new situa6on. Applies what was learned into novel situa6ons in the work place.

Comprehension Understand the meaning, interpreta6on of instruc6ons and problems. State a problem in one's own words.
Knowledge

Recall data or informa6on

Table 3.2

Six level described by Reid

However, Reid developed the ideas much further. He described ﬁve broad areas for all cogni5ve assessment
and translated these aims into something very prac5cal:
What they know
What they understand
What they can do
How they can think
How well they can evaluate

Let us consider how these ﬁve broad areas can be described. This will enable us to consider how to assess
against them.
Broad Areas
Know
Understand
Do

Working Descrip:on
What the student knows (facts, concepts, skills) or can be accessed.
Described in terms of the extent to which the student can apply their knowledge in novel
situa5ons with some prospect of success.
Skills (prac5cal or procedural) which the student can demonstrate successfully.

Think

The extent to which students can think crea5vely, cri5cally or scien5ﬁcally in rela5on to the
material being studied.

Evaluate

The extent to which the student can ask the ques5ons why? what? and how? of new
informa5on, its sources and the way it links to which is already known.

Table 3.1 Five areas as described by Reid

Modern educa5on is seeking to emphasise skills beyond recall. However, it is worth remembering that the
other four skills are all based on knowledge although much of that knowledge can be provided as needed,
especially in the age of the internet. Although the ﬁve areas can be seen usefully as separate skills, there
may be a liple overlap. Thus, although evalua5on may involve an aWtude of mind in rela5on to new
informa5on, evalua5on may use some skills derived from cri5cal thinking. They key thing, however, is that
the four skills (understand, do, think, evaluate) all depend on knowledge, either known or accessible.

My brain is
complicated……

35

Reid, N. (2008) Landmarks in Assessment, Unpublished monograph, Centre for Science Educa5on, University of Glasgow, Glasgow
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Here is a way of seeing how it all ﬁts together:
Thinking
Skills
Doing

Evaluating

Understanding

Knowledge Underpins Everything

What
they know

Accessible
Information

The extent to which examiners test against this this range of cogni5ve skills may vary from one discipline to
another, but there would seem to be a case for use of all of them in every subject area, perhaps in diﬀerent
propor5ons.
An analysis in one of the basic sciences at university level revealed that between 80-90% of the ques5oning
was conﬁned to knowledge and comprehension, and scant apen5on was paid to the others (Bennep,
2004)36 . Things may not have changed much since then!

Assessment of Learners

We have now set out the vocabulary which will be used throughout this guide. Other terms will be added as
required, but the fundamental ideas elaborated here will underpin much of our thinking.
Words of Warning
Typical curriculum documents are replete with encouragement for us to teach towards all kinds of laudable
goals. We are told to work towards understanding not memorisa5on, to aim for higher order thinking skills,
to encourage problem solving skills, and so on. Rarely do we ﬁnd any clear descrip5on of what is meant by
such aims and almost never is there any prac5cal indica5on on how we might assess them.
Let us be honest in all of this. In our hearts, we want to encourage the development of many of these skills
in our learners but, when it comes to the ﬁnal examina5ons, the learners gain their grades largely by recall.
Pressures are placed upon us to achieve good grades. Therefore, the tendency is to focus on what the
learners know and can reproduce or apply in a rou5ne way.
The world of assessment does not need yet another set of pla5tudes. It needs to specify exactly what is
meant by these desirable outcomes and give a clear indica5on of how assessment might be approached.
This is not easy and we need to admit that in the present state of knowledge, assessment of some skills is
not yet a viable goal.

36

Bennep, S. N. (2004) Assessment in Chemistry and the Role of Examina5ons, University Chemistry Educa6on, 8(2), 52-57.
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Clear descrip:on of desired aims

Pla:tudes
Assessment
Vague advice

Clear descrip:on of how to measure the desire aims

Let us start with a much misunderstood word: ‘understanding’. Here is a simple descrip5on:
If you really understand something, then
you can use that knowledge in a novel
situa:on with some prospect of success

That means that, to assess understanding, we need to ask ques5ons where the learners are faced with
something new and where they can apply their understanding to seek to gain an answer. We shall give
examples of this approach later.
Conclusion
Tradi5onal assessment tends simply to measure the recall of what has been memorised. This is a
completely unsa5sfactory outcome for educa5on involves very much more than memorising informa5on. A
model is suggested where there are ﬁve broad areas which need to be considered in assessment:
What students know
What students understand
What students can do
How students can think
How well students can evaluate

Later in this monograph, we shall expand these ideas and show how assessment can be developed to
measure against them. In addi5on, we shall expand them slightly to give a wider coverage of the goals for
assessment in formal na5onal examina5ons.
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Assessment
Moving
into a
New Future

For whom do we Assess

Aims
This chapter seeks to consider the groups in society who will need and will
use assessment informa:on. Their purpose varies widely and assessment
designed for one purpose may mislead when applied to another.

Introduc:on
While teachers have, perhaps, three goals for assessment, an Examina5on board focusses only on one goal:
Assessment

What strengths and weaknesses do
our students have?

What is the best way forward for
students to gain more success?

How well have our students
done?
The Examina:on Board presents
as marks and grades

Figure 4.1 Purpose of Assessment

However, we need to remember that we are not merely trying to ﬁll the heads of learners with facts to be
recalled. We need to think of understanding, thinking, evalua5on and skills. Educa5on involves the
cogni5ve (thinking) and skills (what we can do).
Learning involves changes in learners. The changes may be in what they know. More importantly, the
changes may be in what they can understand, do and in how well they can apply their understandings. We
are trying to equip the learners of the next stages of their lives. We are seeking to enable them to become
well equipped to cope with life ahead. Let us look again at the model with ﬁve goals that we introduced
before:

{

What they know

What they can do

How well they understand

Future life
considers

Assessment

inﬂuences

How well they evaluate knowledge

How well they can think

Figure 4.2 The role of assessment for life
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Who will use Assessment Informa:on?
There are, perhaps seven main groups:
Government
Educators

Students
Assessment
Stake holders

Parents

Employers

Teachers

Higher Educa;on

Figure 4.3 Assessment Users

The diagram can be expanded to show that the requirements for the seven diﬀerent groups are very
diﬀerent:
Central government plans educa6on policies
More local government implements policies
All levels of government want to know if resources are well used

Government
Need to know if country is well served by its educa6on provision
Need to know if school provision is working well
Educators
Need to know if curriculum goals are being achieved
Need to know about progress
Need to know about strengths and weaknesses
Need to know possibili6es for nest educa6on stages

Parents

Need qualiﬁca6ons for their futures
Need to know strengths and weaknesses
Need to know if they can move on into more advanced courses

Students
Assessment
Stake holders

Employers

Teachers

Need to know how well student are doing
Need to know student strengths and weaknesses
Need to know how well they are teaching

Higher Educa;on

Need to know what the students can do
Need to know how well the students will cope
Need to know if students are employable

Need to know what the students can do
Need to know how well the students will cope
Need to know if students are commi^ed

Figure 4.4 Assessment stake holders

The important thing to recognise is that assessment systems must serve many users. Decision makers at all
levels need access to a variety of diﬀerent kinds of informa5on in diﬀerent forms at diﬀerent 5mes.
There are two key issues involved here:
(a) Diﬀerent users require assessment informa5on for diﬀerent purposes;
(b) Assessment informa5on gathered for one purpose may be very misleading if used for another purpose.

There are diverse expecta5ons and hopes for diﬀerent user groups and these can be summarised:
Assessment User groups
Learners

The want to know how well they are performing and some indica5on of how they can perform beper in the future.

Parents

Parents wants informa5on which is accessible to support learning, especially marks or grades. They want know how
well their oﬀspring are doing and what future prospects are like.

Teachers

Teachers wants assessment to support learning but ogen the tools to do this are not available or known. They want
success for their students and the evidence of student progress.

Higher Educa;on

Examina5ons grades are known by higher educa5on to be of a highly dubious reliability but they are s5ll used more
than teacher reports.

Employers
Governments
Educators

Employers want evidence that the students can do the job: high in validity and authen5city.
Government want to know if standards are improving, if the investment into educa5on is working and if there are
economic beneﬁts form educa5on.
Those who lead educa5on want to know if the curriculum is working and if performance is to an acceptable standard.

Table 4.1 Uses for Assessment Informa:on
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It is very obvious from the table above that diﬀerent user groups have very diﬀerent agendas. The issue is
whether assessment informa5on can be used for such a wide range of purposes. In the context of an
Examina5on Board, the following uses may be relevant:
Award of marks and grades …
Reﬂec5ng accurately the achievements of the learners
To determine entry to courses in universi5es and colleges
To give access to speciﬁc jobs and careers

The problems arise when examina5on data are used by others for other purposes.
Abusing Examina:on Informa:on
Suppose that na5onal assessment informa5on is used by school inspectors to indicate which schools are
performing well or which teachers are performing well. The outcomes will be completely misleading. This
is simply because there are numerous important factors which can inﬂuence na5onal assessment results
and school performance Teacher performance is only one and, indeed, may not be the most important
factor. For example, diﬀerent schools may draw very diﬀerent students with very diﬀerent ability proﬁles. If
a school draw in students with rela5vely poor innate ability, examina5on
results will never be as good as that obtain from schools with a ‘be^er’
student popula5on. In addi5on, the resources available to diﬀerent schools
and diﬀerent teachers many vary widely and that will inevitably inﬂuence
outcomes in examina5ons.
Conﬂic:ng
purposes

Interes5ngly, the same problem will happen if interna5onal tests are used to compare
countries. Any test set across countries faces impossible problems. Diﬀerent centuries
have diﬀerent curricula, diﬀerent styles of learning, diﬀerent educa5on cultures, diﬀerent
paperns of examina5on ques5ons. Students in one country may be at an enormous
advantage simply because the interna5onal test ques5ons are closer to those used in
their own country. Overall, interna5onal comparisons are completely worthless. It is
simply impossible to control the variables so that comparison are made fairly.

It is also worth downloading the ques5ons from such interna5onal surveys and looking at the ques5ons.
When this is done, our conﬁdence in interna5onal comparisons will rapidly evaporate. It is an impossible
task to set ques5ons fairly across very diverse educa5onal varia5ons.
There is another interes5ng observa5on and it comes by asking a simple ques5on:
How accurate are
my examina:on
results?

Let’s look at possible sources of error. Here are a few.
(a) The ques5ons do not test over the areas studied by the students;
(b) The ques5ons are set in ways unfamiliar to the students;
(c) The student did not perform to their maximum ability on the examina5on day;
(d) The paper marking did not following the marking brieﬂy accurately;
(e) Marks totals contain mistakes.
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How can we reduce these possible errors? Here are some ways forward:
Source of Errors

Ways to Reduce Errors

(a)

The ques5ons do not test over the areas
studied by the students

Paper is checked by subject experts and prac5cing teachers to ensure a balanced
coverage of the curriculum and balanced coverage of the goals of the curriculum

(b)

The ques5ons are set in ways unfamiliar
to the students

Students are prepared before hand in the kinds of ques5on formats likely to be
met in a na5onal examina5on

(c)

The student did not perform to their
Never rely on one examina5on but ensure that there are several assessments
maximum ability on the examina5on day taken at diﬀerent 5mes

(d)

The paper marking did not following the
marking brieﬂy accurately

Markers are briefed thoroughly and sample papers re-marked to ensure that all
markers are following the same standards

(e)

Marks totals contain mistakes

All totals are checked.

We all have a touching faith in the accuracy of examina5on outcomes. Educa5on managers and poli5cians
(and the media) are even more conﬁdent of their accuracy. However, just how accurate are they. Let us
look at a two subjects. The ﬁrst is mathema5cs. In terms of marking alone, a mark might be expressed as
something like 65 ± 2%. Allowing for other factors, it might be nearer 65 ± 5%. Now let us look at na5ve
language examina5ons. Marking alone can generate errors in a wide range (simply because language is so
much more diﬃcult to mark accurately, perhaps as much as ± 20% (if extended wri5ng is being marked)
although one study showed a much higher error limit37 . Most subjects lie somewhere between the error
limits shown for mathema5cs and na5ve language.
We need to be far more scep5cal about examina5on marks. They are simply NOT very accurate. However,
if our students sit several assessments on diﬀerent occasions, much of the error is greatly reduced.

Danger
Examina:on Marks are NOT very accurate

All this assumes a process marked with integrity. If examina5on boards do not set and mark examina5ons
with total integrity, then the grades awarded are largely meaningless. In addi5on, if poli5cians start to
interfere with the examina5on process, perhaps to control the curriculum or to present an image that their
policies are being successful, then the whole process collapses in total disrepute.
This illustrates the major problem. Na5onal examina5ons are set to assess what students have achieved
and to give them recogni5on of that achievement. There are many sources of error. Therefore, we must
treat all examina5on marks and grades with considerable cau5on. However, if those outside the schools
and examina5on systems start to see that they can ‘use’ the examina5on outcomes either for poli5cal
purposes or to cri5cise schools or teachers, then the whole process collapses. Na5onal examining systems
must be built on total integrity.
High Stakes Tes:ng
High stakes tes5ng is a phrase to describe tests or examina5ons, the outcomes from which are used to
assess teachers, schools, or even na5ons. The problem is that we are assessing students and then assuming
that the student performance reﬂects on teacher quality or school quality or even the quality of a na5onal
educa5on system. The assump5on is simply unsustainable.

37

Spencer. E. (1981) Inter-Marker Unreliability in SCE O Grade English Composi5on. Is Improvement Possible? Scoksh Educa6onal Review, 13(1),
May 1981.
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Considerable research has been conducted on high stakes assessment and numerous problems have been
found38:
(1) Teachers teach to the test
Teaching reﬂects the
needs for test success
Students prac:ce test
ques:ons
Students are trained
in likely test ques:ons
Focus on what will
be tested

Gives highest credit for
teacher or the school

Students are trained
to perform well

Students are trained in
speciﬁc test formats

Teaching only what is
tested, o\en by recall

Figure 4.4 Applica:on of test as assessment process
If the rewards come by teaching to the test, then teachers will teach to the
I achieved 65%,
test. Their students will perform well and everyone will be happy. In the
or was it 55% or
process, real educa5on may well be
was it 75% ?
destroyed and schools may end up as places
where informa5on is poured into the minds
I achieved 65%
over all my tests!
of the learners to be recall accurately in
I know I got 65 ± 3%
examina5ons which use ques5on formats familiar to the learners. High
stakes tes5ng can destroy quality in educa5on.39
(2)

Test scores rise con6nually as long as the test style stays the same

It has been observed that, in this kind of high stakes tes5ng, examina5on results
get beper and beper each year, as long as the examina6on format remains
constant. What we are observing here is nothing to do with rising standards. It
is simply that teachers get beper and beper at training their students for the
par5cular tests and examina5ons being used.
In one school, a teacher used to set aside one lesson towards the end of a two year course where the
learners had to face an examina5on involving a mul5ple choice paper. As a result of reading the research on
how to be successful in mul5ple choice ques5ons, he knew how to train the students for greater success.
From experience, he knew that he could increase the average marks of the class by about 10-15% simply by
training the students in the techniques for answering mul5ple choice ques5ons. This was nothing to do
with educa5ng learners. It was all to do with training in examina5on techniques.
Socie5es are very foolish (and this is being polite!) to rely on examina5on data to
assess teachers, schools or na5ons. This will, almost inevitably, lead to wrong
conclusions and inaccurate outcomes, and this approach usually damages the
quality of educa5on.
Teachers are clever !!
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for example, Meyer, H. D., & Benavot, A. (2013). PISA, Power and Policy: the emergence of global educa6onal governance, Oxford, Symposium
Books.
Robinson, K. (2011) Out of Our Minds: Learning to be Crea6ve, Capstone Publishing Ltd, Chichester. (He makes some very interes5ng observa5ons
of the eﬀects in parts of the US).
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(3) Tests tend to be as objective as possible in marking and thus rely on recall
Those who want to use tests and examina5on for high stakes think that they can make the tests more
accurate by making them more objec5ve. They do not appreciate that the only thing that is objec5ve about
objec5ve ques5ons is that the marking can be carried by a machine. If the machine is given bad
informa5on, we s5ll get inaccurate marks. If the test paper is badly set, the outcomes will be meaningless.
However, there are many problems with objec5ve ques5ons. In most cultures, only mul5ple choice is used.
SeWng good mul5ple choice ques5ons is not easy and there is considerable research to show that mul5ple
choice ques5ons give highly inaccurate measures of ability40 . Furthermore, mul5ple choice ques5ons tend
to reward rote recall. The whole area of mul5ple choice will be discussed later and the research ﬁndings
summarised then.
Compared to other tes:ng, objec:ve
tes:ng is

The stupidi:es of mul:ple
choice ques:ons

A
B
C
D
E

Beber
Worse
The same
Something else
All of the above

Thus, the overall picture is of examina5ons and test which are not very accurate in reﬂec5ng real learner
abili5es and, at the same 5me rewarding recall skills and ignoring higher order thinking skills. The net eﬀect
is an unfair examina5on and a neglect of important skills like cri5cal thinking, crea5ve and scien5ﬁc
thinking.
(4)

Important skills are ignored

One of the problems with high stakes assessment is that it relies on
tradi5onal examina5ons, usually taken at the end of a course. The
view is that the only this kind of assessment is reliable. The evidence does NOT
support this viewpoint.
First of all, it is easy to show that one-oﬀ assessments in the form of terminal examina5ons are highly
unreliable, not maper how well designed41. The tendency is to believe that teacher assessments are
unreliable. However, evidence shows that teacher assessments, given appropriate criteria, can be highly
accurate, probably beper than formal end-of-course examina5ons. Combining teacher assessment and
mul5ple wripen assessments seems always to give the most accurate outcomes, where the grades awarded
reﬂect the learner achievements most precisely42.
The diﬃculty is that, if we rely only on end-of-course formal assessment, many important skills cannot be
measured in this way. Such skills be ignored simply because there are no rewards given for them.
Educa5on is eﬀec5vely being destroyed and the rewards go to those who can reproduce the informa5on of
others most accurately and rapidly.

40

Friel, S and Johnstone, A.H. (1978a) A Review of the Theory of Objec5ve Tes5ng, School Science Review, 59, 33-8.
Friel, S and Johnstone, A.H. (1978b) Scoring Systems which allow for Par5al Knowledge, Journal of Chemical Educa6on, 55, 717-9.
Friel, S and Johnstone, A.H. (1979a) Seconds Thoughts in Mul5ple Choice Tests in Science, Journal of Chemical Educa6on, 56, 326.
Friel, S and Johnstone, A.H. (1979b) Does the Posi5on of the Answer in a Mul5ple Choice Test Maper?, Educa6on in Chemistry, 16(6), 175.
41
Gardner, J., Harlen, W., Hayward, L., Stobart, G., and Montgomery, M. (2010) Developing Teacher Assessment, Maidenhead, Open University
Press.
42
Spencer. E., (1981) Inter-Marker Unreliability in SCE O Grade English Composi5on. Is Improvement Possible? Scoksh Educa6onal Review, 13(1),
41-55.
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A Summary
Important skills
are ignored

There are some deep issues that need considered carefully:

(1) Assessment can generate both knowledge reproduc5on and
social reproduc5on, restric5ng genuinely crea5ve thought.
While the reproduc5on of ‘right’ answers is cri5cal in many
subject areas, we need to ensure that there is room for
dialogue, debate, challenge and ques5on. This is a real problem Tests tend to be
as objec5ve as
in that many outside the educa5on world see educa5on in terms possible in marking
rely on
of their past and, very ogen, wish to preserve a past which and thus
recall
served them well.

Teachers teach
to the test

High Stakes
Tes:ng

Test scores rise
con5nually as long as
the test style stays
the same

(2) Tes5ng can be used to control the curriculum and learning. Past examina5on paper almost
deﬁne the curriculum and the standards expected. However, in many cultures over the past
30 years, tes5ng has been used by poli5cians ruthlessly to control curricula and learning.
Teachers are largely ignored and yet no one knows the educa5onal needs of young people
beper than the teacher.
(3) Research shows that tes5ng for high stakes (like assessing teachers or schools or na5ons) generates the
following problems:
(i) Teachers teach to the test (focus on test content, train students to the tests, prac5ce test,
transmission styles of teaching);

Poli:cians

(ii) Test scores rise con5nually as long as the test style stays the same;
(iii) Tests tend to be as objec5ve as possible in marking and thus rely on recall;
(iv) Important skills are ignored (cri5cal thinking, scien5ﬁc thinking, even thinking!).

(4) There are diverse expecta5ons and hopes from diﬀerent user groups:
(a) Parents want informa5on which is accessible to support learning, especially marks or grades;
(b) Teachers want assessment to support learning but ogen the tools to do this are not available or known;
(c) Examina5on grades are known by Higher Educa5on to be of a highly dubious reliability but they are s5ll used
more than teacher reports.
(d) Employers want evidence that the student can do the job: high in validity and authen5city.

(5) Tests are some5mes applied and countries are then compared to other. Such comparisons are meaningless.
It is impossible to control the variables and, therefore, like is not being compared to like: diﬀerent countries
have diﬀerent curricula, diﬀerent ways of teaching and learning, diﬀerent examina5on structures and
numerous other diﬀerences.

Prac:cal Implica:ons
Never use assessment designed
for one purpose to give
informa6on for another purpose
Remember that examina6on marks are very
approximate measures of performance.
Treat them with great cau6on

Never allow assessment to
push out the development of
highly valuable skills.
Minimise use of mul6ple
choice - it usually reduces
the test to a recall exercise

Never use assessment data to compare
teachers, schools or na6ons. The
outcomes will almost always mislead

Prac:cal
Implica:ons

Never rely on one-oﬀ ‘end-of-course’ assessments
on their own. Use mul6ple assessments, including
assessment during the course.
Never rule out teacher assessments.
Correctly conducted and moderated, they
are highly percep6ve and most useful
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Assessment
Moving
into a
New Future

Types of Assessment

Aims
This chapter seeks to simplify some of the jargon that is oren used
to describe tes:ng and to show straighsorward ways by which
tes:ng can be understood

Introduc:on
Assessment can be a word word loaded with emo5on. In this context,
the assessment process can have the following eﬀects:
For schoolchildren, an impending examina5on, test or indirect quiz can be a
cause for alarm and depression;
For teachers, there is the administra5ve burden of seWng and grading
assessments, with the aﬃliated concern that they will be judged on their
students’ results;
For admissions oﬃcers in academic ins5tu5ons and employers, assessments are required to provide important
informa5on for the purposes of selec5on;
For government ministers, assessment results enable them to evaluate the eﬀec5veness of the educa5on system and
how it compares with that of other states through the rankings in compara5ve studies (even though all such
comparisons can be shown to be largely invalid!)

The Problem
In the past, test and examina5on results were predominantly meant to serve
as indicators of what a student knew and understood of a subject. Sadly,
today, assessment informa5on has become a proxy measure that is
supposed to facilitate judgments on the quality of most elements of our
educa5on system: teachers and teaching, head teachers, schools, support
services, local authori5es and even the government itself. This represents a
fundamental change from the situa5on even a few years ago.
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Some5mes, where there is more than one use to which assessment data is being put, it is not clear which is
meant to take priority. In some countries, school-by-school performance data are published. The data,
derived from seeking to measure the progress of learners is then used to make judgements on school
quality. This may have nega5ve consequences for the learners: making changes to ‘improve’ school
performance ogen goes against the young person’s long-term educa5onal needs. For example, teachers
might drill students in techniques for earning marks at the expense of teaching for deeper understanding43.
'Assessment which is explicitly designed to promote learning is the simple, most
powerful tool we have for both raising standards and empowering lifelong learners.'
(Beyond the Black Box , Assessment Reform Group, 1999)

Problem Words
Assessment has built up its own jargon. We need to disentangle ideas and clarify meanings. Although the
terms assessment and evalua6on are ogen used interchangeably44, many writers diﬀeren5ate between
them. Snowman et al. (2009) describe assessment as the gathering or informa6on or evidence, and
evalua6on is the use of that informa6on or evidence to make judgments.45 However, that is slightly
misleading.
It is more useful to see assessment as obtaining informa5on about the
extent to which learners have achieved learning goals or are competent
at some skills. In simple terms, assessment will be answering ques5ons
about how well my students are doing.

Assessments
indicates

How well
are my
students
doing

Now let’s look at evalua;on: This usually describes some ac5vity designed to see if an educa5on
programme is achieving its purposes. Educa5onal evalua5on is the process of delinea5ng, obtaining, and
providing useful informa5on for judging decision alterna5ves. Furthermore, we can see that the essence of
evalua5on is to provide informa5on for decision-making purposes. Thus, in educa5on, we can evaluate the
new curriculum, an educa5on policy, speciﬁc learning resources, teacher or work ethic….
There is another word in common use: measurement. This means assigning numbers or scores to an
'a^ribute or characteris6c of a person in such a way that the numbers describe the degree to which the
person possesses the a^ribute’.46 We can see this in examina5on marks or examina5on grades like A, B. C
etc.
Finally let’s look at the word ‘test’: This describes the measurement device
we use to gain evidence for assessment or evalua5on. It includes tests and
examina5ons of the tradi5onal sort where students write answers. Equally, it
can apply to tests of skills, like the skills of being able to pilot an airplane
safely or the skills of conduc5ng surgery in a hospital. It can also apply to oral
examina5ons like those used for awarding a PhD degree. To include all the
possibili5es, a new phrase is one ogen used today: assessment tasks.

43
44

45
46

Assessment Reform Group, (1999) Assessment for learning: Beyond the Black Box. University of Cambridge.
Cooper, J. M. (1999) The teacher as a decision-maker. In Classroom Teaching Skills. (6th Ed.) James M. Cooper (editor) pp. 1-19.. Boston:
Houghton-Miﬄin.
Snowman, Macon and Biehler, (2009) Psychology applied to teaching (13th Edi5on). Belmont, CA: Wadsworth, Centage Learning.
Nitco, A. and Brookhart, S. (2011) Educa6onal assessment of student. (Sixth Edi5on). Boston: Pearson Educa5on, Inc., p. 507
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Seeks to show how
well students are
doing

Seeks to provide information
for decision-making
purposes

Assessment

Evalua:on

Better term for a
measurement device used
to gain evidence for
assessment or evaluation

Assessment Task
Measurement

Test

Assigning numbers or scores
to some ‘performance’

A measurement device used
to gain evidence for
assessment or evaluation

A Way Forward
Assessment tasks can include wripen examina5on or test papers, prac5cal examina5ons or oral
examina5ons.
Get my students to write
down what they know,
understand and can do

Write

Assessment
Tasks

Say

Do

Get my students to tell
me what they know,
understand and can do

Get my students to
show what they know,
understand and can do

In par5cular, in the context of learning in the classroom, the assessment is to determine the progress and
outcomes of students, diagnosing learning diﬃcul5es, provide feedback, suggest ways for improvement of
teaching and learning process, and determining progress in the class.
Assessment is much
more than sieng
formal examina;ons

Data obtained from assessment of our students can be used to tell us how well they are doing, what they
can achieve, where they have diﬃcul5es. Data from evalua5on can be used to indicate how appropriate
the curriculum is, how well the educa5on processes are going and where there are weaknesses in provision
that need adjusted.
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More Jargon
Here is a quota5on from an educa5onal book:
Assessment data is only useful if it contributes to sound educa6onal decision-making. In order to use this data eﬀec6vely, beginning teachers
must have knowledge and skills in the areas of measurement fundamentals, standardized tests and their interpreta6on, validity and reliability,
construc6ng formal and informal assessments, and appropriately u6lizing the results of both forma6ve and summa6ve assessments.
James Cooper (1999)

This quota5on47 uses many phrases:
Measurement fundamentals
Standardised tests
Validity and Reliability
Formal and informal assessments
Forma5ve and summa5ve assessments

We could add also:
External and internal tes5ng
Con5nuous assessment
Criterion-referenced and norm referenced assessment
Objec5ve tes5ng

Before we try to make some sense of the jargon, here are some fundamental principles behind all
assessment:
We tend to think in terms only of wripen formal examina5ons, given at the end of some piece of work or at
the end of a course. We tend to think in terms of marks as percentages and we see the mark as an accurate
measure of the learner’s success. We also tend to think that all we have to do in seWng ques5ons is to ﬁnd
out if our students know important pieces of informa5on or procedures.
Assessment can involve much more than formal wripen examina5on papers. We can convert any mark out
of any total into a percentage by simple arithme5c but, in prac5ce it is much easier to use a spreadsheet for
this. No examina5on mark is very accurate. The mark merely gives an indica5on of what our student can
do, on a speciﬁc day, under speciﬁc condi5ons. The examina5on paper may not be a fair test of their skills
while the marking may contain errors. An examina5on mark is, therefore, not very precise at all!! Finally,
student learning is very much more than what they can recall.
Measurement fundamentals asks the following ques5ons:
(a) Can we write course speciﬁca5ons against which we can set the test or task?
(b) Are we aware of the enormous number of test ques5on formats that are available to assess various skills?
(c) Do we know how to set test ques5ons that are unambiguous and test against the skills that are important?
(d) Do we know how the develop a marking brief that enables marking to be as precise as possible?
(e) Do we know how to handle test data to gain percentages or grades or whatever we need?
(f) Can we harness the enormous power of spreadsheets to make our lives easier?
(g) Are we aware of the accuracy limita5ons of any examina5on we set?

We shall explore answers to all these prac5cal ques5ons in a later chapter.
47

Cooper, J. M. (1999) The teacher as a decision-maker, in Classroom Teaching Skills. (6th Ed.) James M. Cooper (editor) pp. 1-19, Boston:
Houghton-Miﬄin.
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Standardised tests: Test and examina5ons can come in all forms and
styles. They can be marked on all kinds of scales. Some tests are much
easier than others. A mark gained on a very diﬃcult test is of much
greater value than a mark gained on an easy test.
The real problem is when we come to want to compare or combine two or
more examina5ons or tests. Imagine your students have sat three tests on
your subject area and you need to create an overall grade. You can only
I gained 70% in
add the results of the three together if a mark on one test carries the same
paper 1 and I was
I gained 70% in
top of the class!
paper 2 and I was
value as a mark on the other two. The tests will be of diﬀerent diﬃculty
boiom of the class!
levels and, therefore, a high mark in the most diﬃcult test carries much
more weight than a high mark on the easiest test.
The process of making all the marks carry equal weight is known as standardisa6on. It is very easy to do,
with the computer doing all the work for you. Now we can add the marks together fairly because we have
all three measurements working on the same scale: a mark in test 1
carries the same value as a mark in tests 2 and 3. The way to do this is
shown in chapter 13 and any spreadsheet will do it all for you.
Validity and Reliability: These are just fancy words that mean something very simple! If you set a valid test
or examina5on, it means that your test or examina5on is measuring what you think it is measuring. For
example, if you want to test the learner skills in solving quadra5c equa5ons, then we do not set a test
asking them to solve simultaneous equa5ons. If you want to test learning understanding then we need to
check that the students cannot get their marks simply by good recall. Achieving high validity is not as easy
as it sounds. The reason is that our students are able to gain right answers by all kinds of methods that we
ogen cannot predict or expect! Therefore, be very cau5ous when making claims about what you tests and
examina5ons measure. They may be measuring things that are very surprising and not really what you
intended.
Reliability simply means that the test you used one day will give similar results with your students if you had
used on another day. Think of measuring your height. You want to be sure that the measurement that is
made one day will be the same as that on another day. Has the measuring tape stretched. Are you the
same hight at diﬀerent 5mes of the day? Were you standing ver5cally? Did the person making the
measurement read the scale correctly?
In a sense, it is a ques5on of accuracy. However, you usually cannot repeat your test or
examina5on on two diﬀerent days - your students would protest! Nonetheless, we
have to be cau5ous in now we interpret the results for our test. They not be as precise
or accurate as we think.
Formal and Informal Assessments: We tend to think of formal examina5ons and tests.
Our students have been prepared, they have a set 5me, there is a set examina5on
paper. However, informal assessments may be more accurate and full of insight. We
can watch our students carrying out tasks in class and
we are leg with a very clear impression of which
students are doing really well and which are struggling.
Indeed, we may gain useful insights about why there are
the struggles. Never under-rate informal assessment. It
can be very useful.
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Forma;ve and Summa;ve Assessment:
assessment:

Again, the idea here is simple and it relates to the purpose of
Summa:ve assessment

Forma:ve assessment

We want to ﬁnd out their strengths and
weakness so that we oﬀer the right help

We want to ﬁnd out how well they have
done overall at the end of a course

Assessment for Learning

Assessment of Learning

The literature is full of foolish statements that suggests that one kind is beper than the other. In fact we
need both! Universi5es and employers need some kind of evidence of student success or otherwise. That is
summa5ve assessment. Teachers need to know the strengths of weakness of their learners so that we can
provide helpful support for future leaning. That is forma5ve assessment.
Thus, AifL (1999) has noted,
'Good forma6ve assessment will support good judgements by teachers about student progress and
levels of a^ainment.'
and

'Good summa6ve assessment will provide feedback that can be used to help learning.'48
Maxwell describes progressive assessment, which we consider below, as blurring the boundary between
forma5ve and summa5ve assessment49. However, it remains the case that forma5ve and summa5ve reﬂect
diﬀerent purposes of assessment.
Here are examples of the way the two types of tes5ng can be used:
Forma;ve Assessment

Summa;ve Assessment
✦ Summa;ve assessments are typically used to
measure overall performance at the end of an
academic year or at a pre-determined 5me.

✦ Forma;ve assessments are on-going assessments,
reviews and observa5ons in a classroom.
✦ Teachers use forma5ve assessment to improve
instruc5onal methods and give student feedback
throughout the teaching and learning process

✦ The goal of summa5ve assessment is to make a
judgment of students competency at the end of an
instruc5onal period.

For the purposes of Examina5on Board assessments, we are talking about summa5ve assessment. This does
not imply that the data are always to be gained for end-of-course formal examina5ons. Summa5ve data can
be obtained in numerous aways and at various points during a course. Summa5ve assessment is important
for cer5ﬁca5on, whereas forma5ve assessment is important for checking the student‟s development and
poten5al50.
Forma5ve assessment is ogen done at various stages throughout a course, even at
the start, thus providing the opportunity for immediate evidence for student learning
in a par5cular subject area or at a par5cular point in a programme. The purpose of
this technique is to improve the quality of student learning and should not be
evalua5ve or involve grading students.

48
49

50

AﬁL, (2004) Assessment is for Learning Informa6on Sheet. hpp://www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/Doc/69582/0017827.pdf
Maxwell, G. S. (2004) Progressive assessment for learning and cer6ﬁca6on: some lessons from school-based assessment in Queensland. Paper
presented at the third Conference of the Associa5on of Commonwealth Examina5on and Assessment Boards, March 2004, Nadi, Fiji.
Biggs J.B. (2002) Aligning teaching and assessment to curriculum objec6ves. LTSN Imagina5ve Curriculum Guide IC022.
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The goal of summa5ve assessment is to make a judgment of student competency ager an instruc5onal
phase is complete. For example, in Pakistan, na5onal examina5ons are administered at the end of 6 years of
primary school; at the end of lower secondary school and at the end of upper secondary school. It is a
summa5ve assessment to determine each student's acquisi5on of several subject areas of several years
coverage of content. Summa5ve evalua5ons are used to determine if students have mastered speciﬁc
competencies and leper grades can be assigned to assess learner achievement.
At the moment, there is a lack of forma5ve assessment in the Pakistani educa5on and that is a gap that
needs addressed urgently. However, discussing forma5ve assessment is beyond the scope of this text.
External and internal tes;ng: This idea is straighhorward. It relates to the control of tes5ng and
examina5ons. If teachers arrange the tests and examina5ons and carry them out and mark them, then it is
all internal in the school. Where there are na5onal examina5ons then the control rests outside schools:
seWng, condi5ons of conduct, and marking.
There is a strong view in most socie5es that external tes5ng is good because it is more accurate and fair.
The evidence does NOT support this view. Teachers know their own students beper than anyone else and,
provided that teachers act with fairness, internal assessments can ogen be more valid and accurate than
external assessments. If you are teaching, never under-rate your skill in assessments!
Con;nuous Assessment: The common prac5ce through the earlier part of the 20th century in developed
countries was to rely on big examina5ons at the end of a course. In the laper half of the century, there was
a move to have several smaller assessments at various stages throughout the course and combine the
marks in some way to gain the overall grade. This was some5mes describe as con6nuous assessment.
Con5nuous assessment is not con6nual assessment!! We assess periodically, not all the 5me.
Because all assessment has an inbuilt lack of accuracy and reliability, it makes sense to assess several 5mes
and combine the marks in some way to give the ﬁnal grade. This is now the normal prac5ce in most
universi5es world wide and has been adopted in several countries at school level. It needs to be developed
for Pakistan and this will need careful thought as well as 5ght clear structures.
Criterion-referenced and norm referenced assessment: This was a fashionable way to look at assessment
several decades ago. It considers the standard for tests and examina5ons: how do we judge the standards?
There are two simple ways:
Standards

We look at the performance of large
numbers and see how they get on.

We look at the standard we expect in
each skill

We deﬁne standards by the whole
popula:on

We deﬁne standards by the skills we
expect

The green box describes norm-referenced assessment while the purple box describes criterion-referenced
assessment.
My brain is hur:ng!!

Let’s look at each in a liple more detail.
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A Detailed Look
Imagine a na5onal examina5on in, say mathema5cs. Suppose 50000 candidates
sit the examina5on. The marks obtained will follow a normal distribu5on. Here
the majority will obtain marks near the middle with smaller numbers gaining very
high or very low marks.
Number
of
Students

Very low

Very high
Marks

Marks mean very liple for they reﬂect the demand level of the speciﬁc examina5on paper. Na5onal
examina5ons involve large numbers of candidates and it is possible to use the marks to place the students
in a rough order of ability set against the criteria being measured in the par5cular examina5on.
‘The point on the curve which corresponds to the pass mark can only be determined by human judgement. Thus,
the percentage gaining a pass is en6rely dependent on the professional judgement of the examiners. Given a
large number of candidates, then it is reasonable to expect approximately the same propor6on to pass in
successive years in any na6onal examina6on. Thus, if 70% of the candidates passed last year in a speciﬁc subject,
it is likely that a very similar propor6on will have the similar abili6es the following year and, therefore, deserve to
pass’.51
Human judgement

It is worth looking at the paper by Almadani et al. for it gives a clear picture of
how na5onal examina5ons are ogen applied.
This is all typical of a norm-referenced system. It is widely used throughout
the world and it gives an excellent way to maintain standards.

Now let’s look at criterion-referenced assessment in more detail.
Anastasi52 has noted that

'Criterion-referenced tests determine what students can or cannot do, and not how they compare
to others.'
Criterion-referenced tests report how well students are doing rela5ve to some pre-determined
performance level on a speciﬁed set of educa5onal goals or outcomes included in the curriculum. Criterionreferenced tests are used when teachers wish to know how well students have learned the knowledge and
skills which they are expected to have mastered. This informa5on may be used as one piece of informa5on
to determine how well the student is learning the desired curriculum and how well the school is teaching
that curriculum. Criterion-referenced tests give detailed informa5on about how well a student has
performed on each of the educa5onal goals or learning outcomes included on that test.

51
52

Almadani, K., Reid, N. and Rodrigues, S. (2012) What examina6ons test, Problems of Educa6on in the 21st century, 1(1), 6-19.
Anastasi, A. (1988). Psychological Tes6ng. New York, New York: MacMillan Publishing Company.
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Let us look at an example in mathema5cs. Suppose we want to set a test in solving quadra5c equa5ons. We
could say something like this. The standard for a pass is that the student can solve successfully four out of
ﬁve quadra5c equa5ons where the coeﬃcients never exceed 20 and they are capable of factorisa5on. That
sets the criteria. It sets the standard. We can apply that standard to one individual student, to a whole class
or to a whole country of students.
However, there are problems in all of this. Here is a list:
(1) There is no evidence that one form of assessment is beper than the other.
Criterion-referenced assessment is neither beier nor worse than normreferenced assessment.
(2) Norm-referenced assessment works beau5fully when there are large numbers
(probably more than 1000) but is less good with smaller numbers.

Problems, problems …. !

(3) SeWng the criteria for assessment is not easy. Indeed, it is very diﬃcult. In some subject areas, it is much
more diﬃcult than others.
(4) SeWng the criteria depends on our experience, as teachers, of what learners are likely to be able to do. In
other words, criteria are determined by norms!

The simple answer is to accept that we need both and that each can enrich the other. However, in
Examina5on Board examina5ons where there are large numbers, norm referencing may an easier place to
start.
Here is a picture of the diﬀerences between the type types of assessment:
Dimensions

Norm - Referenced Assessment

Criterion - Referenced Assessment

Compare:
✓Student’s performance with other students
✓Selected students for cer5ﬁca5on

Compare:
✓Student’s performance against some criteria (e.g.learning outcomes)
✓Extend to which students has acquired the knowledge or skill
✓Improve teaching and learning

Types of Ques;ons

Ques;ons:
✓ From simple to diﬃcult

Ques;ons:
✓From nearly similar diﬃculty rela5ng to the criteria.

Repor;ng of Results

Grades:
✓Grades are assigned

Grades:
✓No Grades are assigned (whether skill or knowledge achieved or not)

Subject maier:
✓Wide content coverage

Subject maier:
✓Speciﬁc aspects of the content

Formats:
✓Na5onal examina5on
✓End of semester Examina5on
✓End of year Examina5on

Formats:
✓Class tests
✓Exercises
✓Assignments

Aim

Content Coverage

Example

Objec:ve tes:ng
It is ogen suggested that we should move to objec5ve tes5ng and it is implied that, being objec5ve, it is
more accurate. Nothing could be further from the truth! The people who suggest this usually mean
mul5ple choice ques5ons. Firstly,
The only objec:ve thing
about objec:ve tes:ng is
that they can be marked
by a machine
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Secondly, mul5ple choice test ques5ons are designed by human beings. They are
diﬃcult to set. Because the answers are ‘closed’, there is far greater scope for ambiguity
and language confusion. Indeed, working memory overload is common. It is also
diﬃcult ﬁnd four or ﬁve plausible answers. It is also very diﬃcult to set good ques5ons
which test anything other than recall. We ogen think our ques5ons are measuring
something else but, if we talk to the candidates, very ogen we ﬁnd that they obtain
their answers only by recall.
Research has shown that mul5ple choice tests are not very reliable and they are not really measuring what
we expect. Indeed, there are ways to ‘train’ students to improve their performance without any increase in
knowledge of the subject area being tested! There are some far more useful types of objec5ve tests and
we shall return to look at these later. For the moment, there is a deﬁnite warning over mul5ple choice
ques5ons. They are not a good way to assess in general.

Mul:ple Choice
A Throw of the dice?

Conclusions
Some key assessment ideas include:
We assess students; we evaluate courses, learning and teaching.
The most important thing is be sure that we are tes5ng what we think we are tes5ng: validity. This is not as
easy it sounds.
In forma5ve assessment, our aim is to use assessment to guide future learning.
In summa5ve assessment, we want to obtain an overall picture of performance.
Forma5ve assessment (assessment for learning) sounds very good but there are major problems in doing it
well.
In norm-referenced assessment, we award grades on the basis of the overall performance of the popula5on.
In criterion-referenced assessment, we award grades on the basis of performance set against agreed
standards.
In both norm-referenced and criterion-referenced assessment, the standards are decided by the value
judgement of experienced teachers.
The only advantage of objec5ve assessment is that machine marking saves 5me ager the assessment is over.
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Assessment
Moving
into a
New Future

Diﬃcul;es in Assessment

Aims
This chapter seeks to look at how good assessment is diﬃcult to
achieve and it suggests ways by which we may make our assessment
more robust and fair, for the beneﬁt of all

Introduc:on
Let us think about assessment for a moment. We are trying to see inside the
brain of learners and ﬁnd out what they have achieved. Of course, we have to
describe carefully what we mean by ‘achieve’. Educa5on is far more than
simply memorising informa5on and then recalling it later in an examina5on.
‘Achievement’ for learners involves understanding, applying and using what is
understood, and evalua5ng what has been learned as well as developing skills
in thinking.
Assessment as a Measurement
The problem is how can we look inside the head of learners? Normally, we do this by asking our students to
do something to show what they have achieved: they talk, write or demonstrate a skill. This is assessment
of learning and it means making some kind of measurement. Johnstone53 makes an important point like
this:
'It has to be admi^ed that assessment, no ma^er how we disguise it, is a measuring device to provide
informa6on about progress and a^ainment.'

He54 then goes on say that any assessment we use must be:
Valid

Are we measuring what we think we are measuring?

Reliable

Are we measuring consistently and accurately?

Humane

Is the measurement procedure civilised, fair and kind?

Economical

Can the measurement be carried out in reasonable 5me and at reasonable cost?

Perhaps there is another issue to take into considera5on. Any assessment must be
Beneﬁcial
53

54

Does the assessment bring beneﬁt to learners and also to others?

Johnstone, A. H. (2003) LTSN Physical sciences prac6ce guide: Eﬀec6ve prac6ce in objec6ve assessment. Hull: LTSN. This monograph is online:
hpp://www.heacademy.ac.uk/assets/ps/documents/prac5ce_guides/prac5ce_guides/
ps0072_eﬀec5ve_prac5ce_in_objec5ve_assessment_mar_2004.pdf
Johnstone, A. H. (2003) ibid.
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Let us look at each of these in turn:
Validity
Are we assessing what we intend to
assess? Is it credible?
Valid
Humane implica;ons
Does it treat examinees with respect,
minimising unnecessary stress?

Humane

Assessment

Beneﬁcial

Reliable

Reliability
Is there acceptable consistency or
accuracy? Is it fair?

Economical

Consequences and their Impact
What does the assessment do?
To learners? To teachers? To schools?

Resources implica;ons
Is it feasible and cost-eﬀec5ve (5me
and money) and propor5onate?

Let us be honest.
Too ogen we assess what is easy to assess and that usually means tes5ng the ability of the candidates to
recall informa5on. In an internet age, that skill is no longer important.
Very ogen we rely on one end-of-course examina5on and fail to recognise that this will not be a reliable
way to assess our students. We need several tests it make things fair and consistent.
Do we prepare our students so that they can see the examina5on as an opportunity for them to show their
achievements in a posi5ve and unthreatening way?
Have we ever thought through the 5me we spend in assessment and then look for ways to make it more
cost-eﬀec5ve?
Examina5ons can destroy learner conﬁdence. Using them to compare teachers, schools or countries can
destroy an educa5on system and those who are the key to its success - the teachers themselves.
I would have done much
beier if the examina;on
had been in the morning

Very oken, students
gain their answers
only by recall

Prac:cal Problems
Aker 3 hour examina;on
paper, many students
came out and collapsed

Verbal communica;ons skills can be
assessed if we allow 20 minutes for each
student on their own with the assessor
For most learners, assessment
is a kind of reﬁned torture to
be endured.

Figure 6.1 Prac:cal Problems

More About Validity
The problem with the word ‘validity’ is that we use it with many meanings. In the context of assessment
VALID means that the 'test instrument measures what it sets out to measure' (Johnstone, 2003)55 .
This seems to be uperly obvious and naive and yet many ques5ons are set which are invalid. A good check
for an invalid ques5on is to ask if the ques5on could be answered by someone who had not done the
course. An example is given below which was supposed to test biological knowledge but could be answered
by anyone using common sense.

55

Johnstone, A. H. (2003) LTSN Physical sciences prac6ce guide: Eﬀec6ve prac6ce in objec6ve assessment. Hull: LTSN. This monograph is online:
hpp://www.heacademy.ac.uk/assets/ps/documents/prac5ce_guides/prac5ce_guides/
ps0072_eﬀec5ve_prac5ce_in_objec5ve_assessment_mar_2004.pdf
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Look at this ques5on, again drawn for Johnstone (2003):
James and Iqbal are in the same class at school.
In which one of the following respects are the
boys most likely to diﬀer?
A
B
C
D

My test works
every day !!

Height
Age
Rate of heart beat
Number of toes.

Now think about it: What does this ques5on test?
The two boys are clearly of similar height, and, being the same class, they are likely to be of similar age.
Humans usually have ﬁve toes on each foot. That leaves answer C. We do not need to know any biology to
obtain that answer - just common sense.
Now go back and look at some of the ques5ons you have set in the past. Can students get answers simply
by common sense?? Do not panic! We all have done this. However, let us look at our assessments again.
In the assessment of prac5cal skills, it is possible to set very invalid ques5ons without realising it. If a car
mechanic is taught that a certain fault will give certain symptoms and if he is always tested in the 'fault to
symptoms' direc5on, there is no guarantee that he will be competent in opera5ng in the real world where
the direc5on is 'symptom to fault'. He could be a prize-winning student but a useless prac55oner.
And so valid means that the test measures what the seper intended
it to measure in terms of knowledge, understanding and skills. If a
test is invalid, everything which follows from it is useless. No
amount of skilled marking or sta5s5cal manipula5on will make the
test of any value.

Does it test
what I wanted
it to test ?

However, assuming that our assessment tools are valid, they have a
second hurdle to surmount. Are they reliable?
More about Reliability
Imagine you are measuring my height. You ﬁnd a measuring tape, you put me next to a wall or a door,
make sure that I am not wearing shoes, and then measure my height. The ques5on is how accurate is the
result? If you measured my height tomorrow at the same 5me, would the result be the same? Is the
measuring tape accurate or does it stretch over 5me? Do you read it correctly? With what level of
accuracy?
It is exactly the same with any test you set. It may be valid: it is measuring
What?
The same test again!
what is intended. However, will your test produce similar results with the
It is similar to the test we did
last week.
same students on two diﬀerent occasions or with a similar group of students
Wow, this is easy!
on the same course. Strictly speaking, the same test should give the same
score for an individual on two occasions close together, but this is a state of
perfec5on rarely achieved. A student prepared for a test on one occasion will not necessarily
perform as well on another occasion. Intervening experience or common forgehulness will play
a part in altering performance.
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Reliability can be gauged when the same test is applied to two large groups of similar students at the same
stage in the same course. The average scores of the two groups could be similar and the spread of scores
could be comparable. It is even possible that the average score on individual ques5ons on the two
occasions might be almost the same. This is par5cularly obvious when na5onal examina5on boards,
working with samples in the thousands, use the same ques5ons in successive years. If the assessment is
seen as a measuring instrument, it ought to be reliable. No one would use a measuring device, such as a
thermometer, which gave diﬀerent readings for the boiling point of water on diﬀerent occasions.
However, a test or a ques5on may be reliable and yet not be valid. We can test the wrong things but do it
reliably. One can ﬁnd wripen tests of laboratory skills which are reliable but which are invalid because those
skills may be tested only by observing them at the bench.
Strictly speaking, it is not really the test that is reliable. Reliability relates to the results that arise from the
test. The literature is full of all kinds of ways of measuring reliability using sta5s5cal methods. These sound
very good but most tell us almost nothing and some are simply wrong! There are simple ways to achieve
reasonable reliability and some are listed in Reid (2003)56. Most are prac5cal common sense.
A test will tend to give reliable results:
With a large number of candidates;
When applied under good condi5ons (candidates are properly prepared, the 5me is adequate, the test
environment is sa5sfactory);
Chea5ng is minimised;
Marking follows agreed marking briefs.

More about Humane Assessment
Some5mes, the length of tests and examina5ons is so great that they are tests of
stamina and not educa5onal measurements. Indeed, there is a skill in handling tests
and examina5ons that has liple connec5on with ability at subjects. This par5cularly
true of ‘ﬁnal’ examina5ons. Sta5s5cally, it is true that the more ques5ons we ask,
the more likely is the assessment to be a true reﬂec5on of the student’s overall
ability, but we have to stop some 5me! Flesh, blood and brain have limits. Exhaus5on
is not the best physical or mental state to encourage assessment success.
In fact, using periodic assessment (some5mes called con5nuous assessment) is not only much more
humane but it enhances the reliability of the results. Using several short tests instead of one long
examina5on gives a far more accurate picture of student successes. It is also much more humane on the
students. Inevitably students have good days and bad days. Inevitably, the end-of course, big examina5on
creates student stress. This is not humane and may seriously aﬀect performance.
It must be borne in mind that no course is an island. The assessment in your course may be well
constructed and humane, but students are simultaneously doing several courses and the cumula5ve
assessment burden may be overpowering. This is par5cularly so in the new trends to modularise courses
which have forma5ve tests throughout and a summa5ve examina5on at the end. As many as six courses
may be running in parallel and teachers seldom confer with their colleagues to harmonise the assessment
procedures.

56

Reid, N. (2003) Gekng Started in Pedagogical Research in the Physical Sciences, LTSN Physical Science, Higher Educa5on Academy, Hull, ISBN
1 - 9 0 3 8 1 5 - 0 7 - X , [ o n l i n e : hp p : / / w w w- n e w 2 . h e a ca d e my. a c . u k /a s s e t s / p s / d o c u m e nt s / p ra c 5 c e _ g u i d e s / p ra c 5 c e _ g u i d e s /
ps0076_geWng_sarted_in_pedagogic_research_in_the_physical_sciences_aug_2004.pdf
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More about Assessment Economy
There has to be a balance between the 5me and resources spent on teaching and on assessment. There is
no simple formula to determine what this should be, but there are some facts which help in making a
decision about the types of assessment to be used. The form of the assessment is related to the cost in
administering it.
If we consider the extremes of assessment typiﬁed by essays or long answer ques5ons on the one hand,
and mul5ple-choice or other ﬁxed-response-ques5ons on the other, a comparison of costs in terms of 5me
and money can be made.
The seWng of essay-type ques5ons can be fairly easy, consis5ng of a sentence or two of a quota5on and
some instruc5on. It is almost possible to write such a ques5on on the back of the 5cket while travelling by
bus! They may not be good ques5ons by any standards, but they are common enough and they are cheap
to set.
The joys of studying

The joys of marking

The terrible
consequences

As far as responding to such ques5ons is concerned, they take a lot of 5me. Examina5ons typically last one
or two hours and students have to write furiously to cope. However, the cost in teacher eﬀort comes at the
marking or grading stage. Hours of tedium, pints of sweat and gallons of midnight oil are expended in this
exercise and, if costed realis5cally, this is frightening. Administrators, of course, hide this cost behind the
good-will of the long-suﬀering teacher, but a price has to be paid in terms of neglect of teaching by jaded
teachers.
At the other extreme, we have the ﬁxed-response ques5ons, typiﬁed by mul5ple choice. Let us treat them
in the same way as we have done for the extended-answer ques5ons. Contrary to popular belief, they are
extremely diﬃcult to set. As we shall see in later sec5ons, they need a great deal of skill and 5me to
prepare. It is not just a maper of one correct answer and three other absurd op5ons. To make these
ques5ons work, all the op5ons must be plausible and it is not easy to ﬁnd them.

This marking
scheme is
confusing and it
is geung late.

In terms of administra5on, the tests can be fairly brief: typically about one hour. The grading can be carried
out by machine and the sta5s5cs handled automa5cally. However, someone has paid for the machine and
someone has spent a long 5me programming the computer to obtain the data.
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More about Assessment Beneﬁts
It is easy to say that assessment is carried out for the beneﬁt of the learners. It is extremely hard work for
the teachers in both seWng, supervising and marking. However, do the learners actually gain any beneﬁts
and what problems can assessment data bring for teachers, schools, or universi5es?
Let us be honest. Assessment can do enormous damage as well as bringing beneﬁts. Here are some
outcomes that can occur.
Group

Students

Teachers

Beneﬁts

Disbeneﬁts

Shows how well they are doing

Can be a ‘cer5ﬁcate of failure’

Can encourage

Can dishearten

Can show strengths and weaknesses

Lack of construc5ve feedback leaves uncertainty on how to improve

Can give entry for jobs or universi5es

Can deny entry for jobs or universi5es

Student successes can encourage

Student lack of success can disillusion

Teachers share student and parent happiness

Teachers feel guilty, usually without true reasons

Hard work and assessment eﬀort seems worthwhile

It all seems a waste of 5me and eﬀort
Comparison between schools can destroy teacher morale
School inspec5ons can use examina5on data to blame teachers

Schools

Successes bring posi5ve sense of achievement

Lack of student successes can dishearten

Schools can publish their successes

Comparison between schools can destroy teacher morale
School inspec5ons can use examina5on data to blame schools

Research has shown that academic conﬁdence (conﬁdence in learning) is almost completely controlled by
past successes in tests and examina5on. Thus, poor results may leave a student with a deep sense of failure
and a lack of ability to try in the future. Conﬁdence has been sapped. In an ideal world, we want to devise
an assessment where no one fails! This means that we just have varying degrees of success. There have
been some apempts at this, with a measure of success. However, it is not easy. One study revealed that
academic conﬁdence was dependent on academic success or perceived academic success57.

Past Examina:on Success

leads to ……

Conﬁdence in learning

The real problem with assessment comes in the modern trend to use school examina5on results to
compare schools or to compare teachers. Indeed, there are many assessments now being used to compare
countries. At the outset, it has to be stressed that ALL such comparison are TOTALLY INVALID. Na5onal
examina5ons were designed to give a
measure of student successes. Using them
for another purpose is almost inevitably
totally misleading.

Co
mp
ari
son
s In
val
id

Diﬀerent needs
Diﬀerent curricula
Diﬀerent resource levels
Diﬀerent aims and goals
Diﬀerent teaching approaches
Diﬀerent examina:on systems
Diﬀerent educa:onal cultures

57

Oraif, F. (2007) An explora6on of conﬁdence related to formal learning in Saudi Arabia. PhD thesis, University of Glasgow, Glasgow.
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Looking at comparisons between schools, here are some of the problems:
The natural gene5c abili5es of two school popula5ons will NEVER be the same and, therefore examina5on
outcomes will reﬂect this, and not reﬂect quali5es of the schools or their teachers.
Diﬀerent schools develop diﬀerent educa5onal cultures, ogen developed to meet the needs of their own
students in their own communi5es. This can aﬀect examina5on outcomes but bring enormous educa5onal
beneﬁts for students.
The buildings, equipment and general resource levels vary from school to school and can aﬀect examina5on
outcomes. School and their teachers have no control over this.
It is easy to show that, in any school, examina5on outcomes will vary widely from year to year simply by the
random nature of popula5ons. No school or teacher can ever be assessed fairly on the examina5on results
for one year on its own.
It is also easy to show that schools which ‘spoonfeed’ and support their students most in order to gain the
best examina5on outcomes generate students who have greater diﬃculty coping in the freedom of
universi5es and colleges where such supports cannot be oﬀered.
Examina5on outcomes are only ONE measure of student success. Can we measure lifelong learning skills,
thinking skills, responsibility, courtesy, prepara5on for the workplace, diligence and determina5on …. any
many more wonderful skills, using na5onal examina5ons. Yet in the long run, these may be much more
important.
Using examina:on data to compare schools and teachers is

COMPLETELY INVALID

These ﬁve areas can be expanded and illustrated:
The key to validity lies in
bringing together
professional judgements
construc5vely.

Is the assessment of reasonable
length, held under reasonable
condi5ons, with candidates who
are able to perform to their
maximum ability

Validity
Are we assessing what we
intend to assess? Is it credible?

Reliability refers to the extent
to which outcomes are
reproducible. The key to this
lies in test condi5ons.
However, marker reliability
can be a huge issue.

Humanity

Reliability

Is it acceptable for learners to
undertake assessment?

Is there acceptable
consistency or accuracy?

Assessment

Consequences and their Impact

Resources implica;ons

What does the assessment do?

Is it feasible and cost-eﬀec5ve?
Costs in terms of money
or 5me ogen force
emphasis on less
important skills.

Outcomes can block future opportuni5es.
Assessment can generate knowledge and social
reproduc5on.
Tes5ng can be used to control the curriculum and
learning.
Tests can force a focus on test content, training students
to the tests, prac5cing tests, and transmission styles of
teaching.
Loss of student enjoyment in the process of learning.
Test anxiety, loss of self-esteem, students only learn what
is to be tested.
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Assessment
Moving
into a
New Future

Process-Product in Assessment

Aims
This chapter explores how assessment can be seen in terms of the
‘educa;onal product’ but also in terms of the processes that learners
go through in achieving their goals

Introduc:on
One of the purposes of educa5on is the promo5on of the intellectual, personal and moral development of
young people. To a very large extent, this depends on the curriculum (which is determined outside the
schools), the assessment system (which is also determined outside the schools) and the way the material is
presented (this depends on the teachers and the resources made available to them). Thus, the key aim of
promo5ng the intellectual, personal and moral development of people may be achieved in several subjects
but goes well beyond the individual boundaries of these subjects.
The prac5ce of assessment clearly serves mul5ple purposes in educa5on seWngs including cer6ﬁca6on and
regula6on, selec6on, direc6on, mo6va6on, accountability and learning58 . Clarifying the purpose of an
assessment task, episode or programme establishes the intent of the prac5ce as well as the expected
outcomes or consequences of the prac5ce59.
One outcome of assessment is the awarding of grades at the end of courses, a measure of student
achievement. Another intended outcome of assessment that has gained increasing prominence in general
educa5onal discussions is the promo5on of learning itself60 . That is the view that teachers (in this context
this term applies to the school, college or university instructor or teacher) would engage students in
assessment tasks that promote the acquisi5on of understanding and skills that they may not already
possess, or would require students to successfully adapt and u5lise previously acquired understandings in
new contexts.
This has led to a wider paradigm in thinking about assessment: processes and products.

58

59

60

Broadfoot, P., and Black, P. (2004) Redeﬁning Assessment? The First 10 Years of Assessment in Educa5on, Assessment in Educa6on, 11(1), 7–27.
Hargreaves, A., Earl, L. and Schmidt, M. (2002) Perspec5ves on Alterna5ve Assessment Reform, American Educa6onal Research Journal, 39(1), 69–
95
Boud, D. (2007) Reframing Assessment as if Learning Were Important, In Rethinking Assessment in Higher Educa5on: Learning for the Longer
Term, edited by David Boud and Nancy Falchikov, 14–26, Abingdon: Routledge.
Hayes, D., Mills, M., Chris5e, P. and Lingered, B. (2006) Teachers and Schooling Making a Diﬀerence, Sydney: Allen & Unwin.
Boud, D. (2007), ibid.
Hargreaves, A., Earl, L. and Schmidt, M. (2002), ibid.
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Processes

Products

Assessment

Assessment = Explora:on of Learning

Assessment = Test and Examina:ons

!

Figure 7.1 Assessing Process and Product

This can be illustrated further:

Processes

Products

Assessment

Assessment = Explora:on of Learning

Assessment = Test and Examina:ons

We look at

We look at

The experiences which students have in their learning
The skills they are developing (like cri5cal thinking,
crea5ve thinking, scien5ﬁc thinking)
How they solve problems and face diﬃcult challenges
How they relate to work, to each other
How well they are prepare for the world of work or
further study

What they can achieve in terms of
Skills they can carry out
Understandings they have gained,
The way they can apply these understandings in
novel situa5ons
How well equipped they are to move on to the next
stage of learning

Much of this cannot be assessed easily in
formal test ques6ons. It is an integral part
of the process of learning and can really
only be observed during that process.

Much of this can be assessed by formal
examina6ons and tests but we need to
widen the ways we carry out this
assessment.

Many educa6onal ac6vi6es can be assessed:
Porqolios
Presenta6ons
Prac6cal ac6vi6es
Computer-based ac6vi6es

Test and Examina6ons

Case studies
Simula6ons
Group work

Must employ wide range of formats
Must focus own a wider reg of skills
Must avoid oppressive, mechanical and
unthinking use of tests

Figure 7.2 More about Process-Product Assessments

The Sad Picture

☹

For many people the word test may raise up images of
long examina:ons or endless mul:ple-choice ques:ons
that bring back memories of exam anxiety

Examina5on Boards need not depend only on end-of-course formal examina5ons. There is a place for the
assessment of projects, porholios and prac5cal ac5vi5es along with a widening of the scope for the ﬁnal
examina5on papers to test a much wider range of skill using a much wider range of assessment formats. All
of this has been carried out successfully in various places in the world. There is a beper future …..
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A New Vision for Assessment
Assessing portfolios, projects and activities
Widening the range of skills tested
Enlarging the question formats being used
Assessing to reflect curriculum goals

The prac5cal ways by which this can be achieved will be outlined later.
The overall picture can be seen as:

❶
Assessment for
Cer;ﬁca;on

Assessment

❷
Assessment to
direct learning
To pinpoint
strengths and
weakness to inform
future learning

The award of
grades at the
end of a unit or
a course

Summa;ve
Assessment

Award, reward,
recogni;on.
Entry to next
stage

Further Learning

Process

Product

Assessment
of
Learning

Forma;ve
Assessment

Assessment
for
Learning

Figure 7.3 Assessment for learning

In the end-of-unit or end-of-course assessments, the assessment seeks to ﬁnd out the extent to which the
learner has achieved the outcomes for the unit or course. This may give the learner a reward or even an
award cer5ﬁcate. It may give access to more advanced courses. This type of assessment is ogen called
summa6ve and it tends to focus on the ﬁnal product.

Confusion
Summa5ve assessment is used to award marks or grades.
Forma5ve Assessment is to inform learning
but
Summa5ve assessment can take place throughout a course:
(a) Essays, projects or porholios to give course credit
(b) Tests, say, half way through a course
Summa5ve is deﬁned by how the test data are used: to give credit
Forma5ve is deﬁned by how the test data are used: to inform learning

Assessment can also be used to pinpoint strengths and weakness in the learning process. It can direct
future learning and suggest what the learner needs to do to make progress. It does not lead to any
cer5ﬁca5on. Indeed, it may give no mark or grade. It is ogen called forma6ve and it tends to focus more on
the processes of learning and not just the ﬁnal product.
It has to be stressed: both types of assessment are important. However, most assessment tends to be
related to cer5ﬁca5on. Indeed, research shows clearly the dominance of this and the way we set
assessment ques5ons is strongly inﬂuenced by the needs for cer5ﬁca5on. In other words, we tend to copy
the ques5on style used in na5onal cer5ﬁca5on and use that in our in-school assessments.
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Figure 7.4 The way na:onal examina:ons control everything

The tragedy is that na5onal examina5ons determine the way teachers assess in schools simply because
teachers have to prepare their students for na5onal examina5ons. The key to changing school assessment
lies outwith the schools: reforma5on of the na5onal examina5on system.
Re-thinking Assessment
Assessment needs to be seen as an integral part of the en5re learning process. However, what goes on in
schools is controlled almost en5rely outside schools !

The Curriculum Speciﬁca:ons

The External Examina:ons

The Resources Available

}

controls ….

What is taught
How it is taught
How it is assessed

If things are to develop in schools, then there have to be changed curriculum speciﬁca5ons, changed
external examina5ons and adequate resources for the task.
Teaching is no longer seen as lecturing. Teaching does not involve the
transfer of informa5on from the head of the teacher to the heads of
the students. Teaching is seen as an exercise where, as teacher and
learners together, we develop understandings of the world around.
Assessment goes on all the 5me - it is integral to the whole business
of learning. We need to know what and how our students are
understanding. We need to be able to engage with them as their
minds baple to understand diﬃcult concepts.

We are all on an educa:onal journey
together
The only diﬀerence between students
and their teachers is that the teachers
have lived longer

We need to:
Start from a learner’s exis5ng understanding.
Involve the learner ac5vely in their learning process;
Help the learner to understand the learning aims and the criteria of quality, so enabling self and peer assessment.
Support and guide social learning through discussion.
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Conclusion
Assessment needs to be seen by the students as something that helps them. It is not a maper of them
siWng an examina5on and feeling rewarded or rejected when the marks are awarded later. It is not a maper
of teachers siWng in judgement, awarded ‘passes’ or ‘fails’61 . Many classroom assessment events occur in
typical classrooms, all intertwined. The overall sense of expecta5ons that these events build up, the
meaning or sense that students make out of this aspect of their classroom, composes the classroom
assessment environment62. In other words, the students feel that the assessment is not a maper of
judgement or condemna5on. When this is achieved, at least in part, then then the end-of-course
examina5on board examina5ons become much less daun5ng.
Another important issue is the way examina5on board examina5ons are taken en5rely at the end of a
course. There is a place for in-school assessments which are conducted by the teachers and monitored by
the examina5on board. Such assessments can give credit for a wide range of skills, skills that are ogen very
diﬃcult to assess in formal wripen ‘end-of-course’ examina5on papers. The prac5cal ways to do this will be
outlined later but this kind of prac5ce is common in many countries and works well. Indeed, in one country,
the en5re process of na5onal accredita5on is en5rely in the hands of the schools and their teachers:
standards are high and the system is widely applauded.

61
62

Stodolsky, S.S. (1988) The subject ma^ers: Classroom ac6vity in math and social studies, Chicago: University of Chicago Press.
S5ggins, R. J., and Conklin, N. F. (1992) In teachers’ hands: Inves6ga6ng the prac6ces of classroom assessment, Albany: State University of New
York (SUNY) Press.
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Assessment
Moving
into a
New Future

Criteria for Success

Aims
This chapter outlines how to use assessment successfully so that
learners are assessed robustly and fairly in such a way that the right
achievements are rewarded and learning is supported.

Introduc:on
It is easy to see that learning success must be rewarded by good assessment grades. However, it is even
more important that the right skills are rewarded. Far too ogen, the rewards simply are given for correct
recall of informa5on and procedures. There is liple or no recogni5on of skills of understanding, thinking or
evalua5ng. If a high grade is to mean anything in the wider world, it must indicate that the successful
learner is equipped to make a contribu5on in future life, in the workplace, and in the crea5on of new
developments for the beneﬁt of wider society. For all of this, the reward of recall is largely irrelevant.
Every examina5on or test is made up of assessment tasks. Ogen, we call these ques5ons. The quality of
every assessment is only as good as the ques5ons asked. It takes very great skill to develop assessment
tasks which are really good. Such tasks are designed to allow the very able to perform well and to show
their abili5es in understanding, thinking, evalua5ng and, indeed, employing their understandings in
construc5ve ways.

Key Principle

The quality of every assessment is only as
good as the ques:ons asked
In simple terms, assessment is not easy and good assessment will be incredibly demanding for you as a
teacher. The aim of this chapter is to give a set of seven key ques5ons which will help you develop really
good assessment tasks.
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The whole process of assessment can be approached by asking a set of seven ques5ons:
Does it test what
we want it to test?

Are the data obtained being
interpreted and use validly?

❶

❼

Are our ‘standards’ similar
to na:onal norms?

Does it allow the learners to
show their true abili:es?

❷

❸

Assessment
Task

❻

❹

Are the skills being tested
relevant and important?

Is it economic in terms of
:me and resources?

❺
Is the marking and
grading appropriate?

Figure 8.1 Assessment Task
As assessment is central to the recogni5on of achievement, the quality of the assessment is therefore
important to provide credible informa5on. Credibility in assessment is assured through assessment
procedures and prac5ces being governed by certain principles. Let us now look at these ﬁve key ques5ons
in more detail.
What are we tes:ng?
The fundamental ques5on is whether our tests and examina5ons test what we want. Another way of
looking at this is to ask if the students are gaining their rewards for showing the skills that are important. In
chapter 3, we discussed this in some detail. We suggested ﬁve broad areas that are the key for assessment:
What they know
What they understand
What they can do
How they can think
How well they can evaluate

Let us extend the list by adding two more important skills, both vital for modern living:
How well they communicate
How well they can relate their studies to society

The descrip5ons can be extended as well:
Broad Areas
Know
Understand
Do

Working Descrip:on
What the student knows (facts, concepts, skills) or can be accessed.
Described in terms of the extent to which the student can apply their knowledge in novel
situa5ons with some prospect of success.
Skills (prac5cal or procedural) which the student can demonstrate successfully.

Think

The extent to which students can think crea5vely, cri5cally or scien5ﬁcally in rela5on to the
material being studied.

Evaluate

The extent to which the student can ask the ques5ons why? what? and how? of new
informa5on, its sources and the way it links to which is already known.

Communicate

The extent to which they can demonstrate that they can communicate their ideas and
understandings coherently and logically

Relate

The extent to which they can see how what they have bene stymieing relates to the major
prac5cal issues of modern living
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Now stop and think about the last test you set. Be honest. Look at the ques5ons you asked. Probably, your
students gained most of their marks simply by recalling memorised informa5on, memorised
‘interpreta6ons’ or memorised procedures. What about genuine understanding where your students can
use their knowledge in a novel situa5on? Do your students ever have to think in gaining their answers or
was it simply a measure of recall? Did they have look at what they know and understand, and then evaluate
it in terms of relevance, importance or meaning?
The best way to ﬁnd out how your students gained their answers is to talk to them and ask them how they
found the answers they did. Sadly, you will almost certainly ﬁnd that recall is the dominant feature.
In the next chapters of this monograph, we shall look at speciﬁc examples of ques5ons which can explore
some of these more important skills. However, at this stage, it is worth no5ng that mul5ple choice
ques5ons rarely measure anything beyond recall. Fill-in ques5ons almost certainly measure nothing more
than recall while ques5ons that ask for facts or informa5on are measuring nothing more than recall. We
need to break out of this straight-jacket and look at some of the exci5ng new ways that have developed
over the past few decades.
Let’s break out ….

Assessment can
be exci:ng

Does it allow the learners to show their true abili:es?
Have you ever set an examina5on or test which was too
easy? Or too demanding? A test that is too easy does not
allow the very able to show their true abili5es and skills. A
test that is too hard may cause many to panic and not
perform as well as they should and some will even give up.
The problem is to know how to set ques5ons at the right standard but there are two things that are cri5cal
in seWng the right standard:
Your knowledge of your students - you just know what they can do.
Your experience - we all gain immeasurably from our experiences in examina:on seung.

This is why examina5ons set by outsiders (those who have never been teachers or those who have been
away from the classroom for some 5me) are ogen inappropriate. Such examina5on sepers do not really
understand the way young people learn and the way they understand. They frequently do not understand
the prac5cal educa5onal needs of young people!!
SeWng test and examina5on ques5ons and tasks is NOT easy. Indeed,
seWng GOOD test and examina5on ques5ons and tasks is VERY DIFFICULT.
Because of this, we tend to set ques5ons which are easy to set but the skills
being tested may be not so important.
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We start by looking at the curriculum we are to teach. We look at its stated
goals and aims. We use our own judgement on these, for curriculum writers
ogen state very unrealis5c goals. The tragedy is that curriculum writers and
planners are rarely prac5sing teachers and they lack the reality of knowledge
that only prac5sing teachers possess. It is interes5ng in one recent study in
Pakistan that the curriculum developed within the school in one subject was
found to be much beper than that imposed by those outside the school63 . This is frequently the case.
At this stage, you need to sit down and write down your understanding of the
key skills, understandings and insights that you think are the most important
ones for your students. You then develop test ques5ons to test these skills.
This is what is known as seWng a test speciﬁca;on. It is important that you
base it on skills (including prac5cal skills, understandings, applica5ons,
evalua5ons) and do not base it on content and subject maper. Remember
that most of the subject maper you teach your school students will be forgopen within a few years.
However, the skills they gain may well last a life5me.
Fundamentally, you want to reward a balance of the most
important skills related to your subject area. You do not want to
reward recall. You do not want to reward things simply because
they are easy to measure in formal examina5ons. We aim to
educate, not to ﬁll the heads of our students with endless
catalogues of informa5on. We aim to educate and reward what is
important for our students for their future lives.
Indeed, it all comes down to placing our own students at the fore-front of all our planning, especially our
planning of assessment.

Always think of your students

Within the vast industry of na5onal examina5ons in almost every country throughout the world, there is a
real danger that the student gets lost in a process. Let us put the student back at the centre. When
assessment does not bring beneﬁt to the student in terms of their futures and their ways of learning, then
the assessment system has gone wrong. When assessment leaves the students dissa5sﬁed, feeling that
they have been forced into endless memorisa5on and recall, with no opportunity show their real skills, then
assessment has failed.

63

Ali, A. A. (2008) Percep6ons, Diﬃcul6es and Working Memory Capacity Related to Mathema6cs Performance, MSc Thesis, University of Glasgow,
Glasgow. [hpp://theses.gla.ac.uk/441/]
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Is it economic in terms of :me and resources?
Tests and examina5ons cost 5me. Time costs money. The 5me you spend seWng
and marking examina5ons is 5me not available for you to prepare, to teach, and to
develop your skills in other areas. The 5me spent by our students preparing for
examina5ons may be very large while they spend much 5me siWng them.

If the :me spent does not
realis:cally contribute to
learning, then the :me is
being wasted.

It is always much beper to set short tests and examina5ons at various points throughout a course rather
than put all the eﬀort into one end-of-course examina5on. Firstly, mul5ple assessments give greater
accuracy overall. Secondly, it reduces student panic. However, the main point here is that spreads out the
workload for yourself and makes your life somewhat easier.
Always ask yourself: Is the assessment I am planning going to bring beneﬁt to my students? Will it enhance
their learning? Is it cost-eﬀec5ve? Would my 5me be beper spent on something else?
Is the marking and grading appropriate?
SeWng and siWng examina5ons and tests is one thing. For teachers, marking
is perhaps the worst task you have to undertake. Some5mes, you will come
away from the task feeling uperly despondent, perhaps
saying to yourself, ‘Did I teach them anything?’
As a task, marking is highly repe55ve, boring and we see ourselves as crea5vely totally
unproduc5ve. We become 5red and jaded and, perhaps, we are not marking
consistently. Are we alloca5ng marks fairly? Are we alloca5ng marks consistently with
the way other teachers are alloca5ng marks. Do our students get the rewards they
deserve?
Here are some simple ways to help us:
Recognise that completely consistent marking is a prac5cal impossibility. Our goal is to
minimise the inaccuracies and inconsistencies.
Always develop a marking brief before you start. Indeed, it is ogen beper to develop the
marking brief when you are seWng the paper.
A good marking brief will show how each mark is to be awarded in the en5re examina5on
paper.
Always discuss your proposed marking brief with colleagues and re-adjust it in the light of their comments.
If several diﬀerent teachers are to mark scripts in the same examina5on, make sure there is a ‘markers
mee6ng’ before the marking starts. At this mee5ng, all the markers will need to agree on the marking brief
so that everyone awards marks in the same way.
Ager the papers are marked, a sample (maybe 10%) of papers should be ‘double-marked’ so that the
marking standards are checked.
Wherever possible, use the examina5ons as a mechanism for teaching and learning. Give back the papers
to your students and go through the en5re paper with them, showing how you marked it. This is a
wonderful learning opportunity. Allow students to approach you agerwards if they think you have not
awarded the marks as you explained or if there is a totalling error. Do not be upset (and do not put the
students down!) - we all make mistakes in marking and there is no loss of face in admiWng this.
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Are our ‘standards’ similar to na:onal norms?
This is much more diﬃcult and the only way forward is by means of experience. We
see how our students perform in na5onal examina5ons and we start to relate this to
how well they performed in examina5ons we set. However, it is not even that easy.
The na5onal examina5ons may be marked according to criteria that are diﬀerent
from those you use in your schools and it may be impossible to explore this. In other words, the na5onal
examina5on markers may be giving credit for things that you do not think are so important, and vice versa.
The only solu5on lies in experience. We look at na5onal examina5on papers, we talk to our
students ager they have sat papers, we talk to other teachers and, best of all, we talk to those
who are examiners and markers at na5onal level.
In some countries, they have a brilliant policy that all na5onal examina5on papers are marked by prac5sing
teachers. In the best system, every marker MUST apend a one-day markers mee5ng before they start
marking. Here, the paper seper presents a proposed marking brief. This is discussed and amended by the
team of markers and the ﬁnal amended marking brief is used rigorously by all the markers. Typically, a
sample of about 20% of the papers are re-marked to ensure marker consistency.
Such a system works very well and has the added advantage that many school teachers gain experience in
how the na5onal system of examina5ons works and the basis by which papers are set and marked. This
means that it is much more likely that such teachers will set and mark their own in-school tests and
examina5ons to a similar standard to that used na5onally.
Finally, it is worth considering how our examina5ons relate to interna5onal
paperns.
It must be stressed that using interna5onal comparisons is
meaningless. Such comparisons tell us very liple for the examina5ons set by the
various organisa5ons who do this cannot control for very important variables.
Diﬀerent countries have diﬀerent curriculum emphases, diﬀerent paperns of
tes5ng, diﬀerent styles of test ques5ons. The subtle5es of language add a
further layer of complexity. Overall, each country has developed its own
educa5on culture and assessment culture.

Interna;onal Comparisons
by examina;ons say nothing
about na;onal standards

They say it regularly …...

This puts some countries at a great disadvantage in such interna5onal examina5ons and some countries at
a great advantage. The sepers of such interna5onal comparison examina5ons do study the diﬀerent
curricula for diﬀerent countries but all that does is take content into account. It cannot allow for educa5on
culture and assessment culture.
Are the data obtained being interpreted and use validly?
We have set the examina5ons, the students have sat them, we have marked
them. The tragedy is that the marks or grades we award can then misused by
others. Of course, we are all well aware that the marks in, say, an examina5on in
mathema5cs cannot be used to indicate how good a student is at, say, English.
However, many people use marks obtained for one purpose to indicate success
or failure in another.
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It is an interes5ng study to look at how well school na5onal examina5on marks relate to later success at
university. From several studies in developed countries, it has been found that we cannot predict university
success very well at all from school grades64. Indeed, the rela5onship is so poor that it raises the ques5on
on why we use school examina5ons to determine university entrance. Part of this reﬂects the very diﬀerent
way universi5es teach, compared to schools.
Part of this also reﬂects that school students have gone through adolescence. They need to develop their
own good ways of working and, ogen, this goes on well into university life. Thus, they may change quite
markedly in the way they study when comparing school to university. The important point is that any
school examina5on is one very imperfect measure of student performance at one par5cular 5me under one
par5cular set of circumstances. Thus, the predic5ve power of the outcomes is not very great.

Any school examina:on is one very imperfect measure
of student performance at one par:cular :me under one
par:cular set of circumstances

Poli5cians and educa5onal managers ogen use the marks obtained in one school to indicate how well the
school and the teachers are teaching. In reality, the na5onal examina5on marks were designed to indicate
how well the school students performed. They say nothing about the quality of the school and its teachers.
Doing this is a simple abuse of data and may lead to very misleading outcomes. Indeed, there is more or
less no academic evidence for the value of school leagues tables, no evidence that genuine quality is
enhanced by them, but much evidence of unintended consequences which have proved disastrous 65.
It is a bit like comparing two cars only by looking at their petrol consump5on. One car travels 11 kilometres
for each litre of petrol used while another travels 14 kilometres for each litre of petrol. It would be uperly
naive to suggest that the second car was beper than the ﬁrst. Such a comparison ignores the fact that the
cars do not cost the same, the former is designed for longer distances while the laper is designed as an
urban run-about. Quite apart from that, the ﬁrst car might be coloured grey while the second might be
yellow, giving the laper a much higher visibility and, hence, safety ra5ng. Of course, there are not so many
who like yellow cars! We could go further. The ﬁrst car might have an engine which lasted much longer but
required more expensive maintenance.

Impossible Comparison
The two cars were designed
for very diﬀerent purposes
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Johnstone, A.H. (1972) An evalua6on of new Scoksh chemistry syllabuses, PhD Thesis, University of Glasgow, Glasgow.
Robinson, K. (2011) Out of Our Minds: Learning to be Crea6ve, Capstone Publishing Ltd, Chichester. (He makes some very interes5ng observa5ons
of the eﬀects in parts of the US).
Muir, R. (2013) The impact of league table reform on voca6onal educa6on in schools, IPPR, London.
Croxford, L. (1999) League Tables - who needs them? Centre for Educa5onal Sociology, Edinburgh.
ASTI Brieﬁng (undated) League Tables, Associa5on of Secondary Teachers Ireland, Dublin. [hpp://www.as5.ie/about-as5/policy/league-tables/]
HeraldScotland (Dec, 2011) School league tables show extent of compe66on, not quality of educa6on, HeraldScotland, Glasgow
For a very brief summary of key landmarks and comments, Are school league tables good or bad? UKEssays.com [hpp://www.ukessays.com/
essays/educa5on/are-school-league-tables-good-or-bad-educa5on-essay.php
For a rigorous review, see: Meyer, H. D., & Benavot, A. (2013). PISA, Power and Policy: the emergence of global educa6onal governance, Oxford,
Symposium Books.
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The key point is that we cannot compare cars only on the basis of petrol consump5on. This tells us
something about the engine size, the power-to-weight ra5o but it does not really tell us much about engine
eﬃciency. It certainly says nothing about the overall quality of cars. Nor will such a comparison be helpful
to anyone wan5ng to buy a car.
In the same way, we CANNOT use na5onal examina5on marks to compare schools. They tell us something
about student performance in a par5cular year in a par5cular set of examina5ons. Educa5on is very much
more than examina5ons and the quality of the students in a school cannot be judged solely on the basis of
the examina5ons.
Cost - Very large
Eﬀort - Considerable
Risk - Far too large

While student apainment cannot be judged simply by looking at examina5on grades, such grades say
absolutely nothing about the teachers or the quality of the school. Diﬀerent schools have diﬀerent
catchments, diﬀerent resources, diﬀerent community needs, diﬀerent local priori5es, along with vast
diﬀerences in educa5onal ethos, all for perfectly acceptable reasons. Making comparisons simply on the
basis of examina5on outcomes is likely to lead to meaningless conclusions being drawn and the good work
of many schools being denigrated or even destroyed. Just to add another layer of confusion, results from
one year to another in any school can varying enormously, simply on the basis of random ﬂuctua5ons in the
quality of the student intakes.

Probability of drawing correct conclusions
Almost zero

Bringing it Together
There are seven simple principles which will help us to develop quality assessment:
(1) Make sure we are tes5ng what we think we are tes5ng.
(2) Make sure that the way assessment is used allows the students to perform to their best.
(3) Make sure that we test what is really important and of beneﬁt for the students.
(4) Do not let assessment procedures take up too much 5me or have impossible
resource demands.
(5) Take careful steps to ensure that marking is both fair and consistent for ALL students.
(6) Gain as much experience as we can in the way na5onal assessment works.
(7) Do not allow examina5on data to be abused by educa5onal managers or poli5cians or the media.
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Assessment
Moving
into a
New Future

The Brain and Assessment

Aims
This chapter summarises the research which shows how informa:on
is handled in the brain and how the brain works in controlling
thinking, understanding, problem solving and assessment success

Introduc:on
The study of human learning falls within the ﬁeld of cogni5ve psychology and it is a research area in which
there have been signiﬁcant developments in recent years. Cogni5ve psychology and neuroscience have
changed the way in which we consider people’s knowledge, memory and learning processes.
Educa5on has always been awash with new ideas about learning and teaching while teachers are regularly
bombarded with sugges5ons for reform. Teachers are asked to use new curricula, new teaching strategies,
and new assessments. Despite calls to base the new ideas on the clear evidence of research, many of the
new ideas are simply expressions of opinion, ogen leaving the teachers to apempt what is impossible.
It is important to lay out some clear evidence which is soundly based on research. We need some clear
pointers. Fortunately, there is much excellent research which can give this to us.

What is learning?
Long ago, Gagné (1964) stated that: 'Learning is a change in human disposi6on or capability, which can be
retained, and which is not simply ascribable to the process of growth'66 . Lahey (2004) noted that, '...learning
can be deﬁned as any rela6vely permanent change in behavior, knowledge, and thinking skills, which comes
about through experiences'67 . Reid (2008)68 referred to learning as a process that leads to any change in
behaviour not explainable simply by development. We tend to limit this more to the cogni5ve but it could
be also the psychomotor, aWtudinal, or the development of skills.
66
67
68

Gagné, R. M. (1964) Problem solving, in A.W. Melton (Ed.), Categories of Human Learning. New York: Academic Press.
Lahey, B. B. (2004) Psychology: an introduc6on, 8th ed. Boston: McGraw Hill.
Reid, N. (2008) A scien5ﬁc approach to the teaching of chemistry, The Royal Society of Chemistry Nyholm Lecture, 2006–2007, Chemistry
Educa6on Research and Prac6ce, 9(1), 51–19
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Johnstone (1997)69 brings much of this together:
'Learning is the reconstruc6on of material, provided by the teacher, in the mind of the learner.
It is an idiosyncra6c reconstruc6on of what the learner understands or thinks (s)he
understands of the new material provided, tempered by the exis6ng knowledge, beliefs,
biases, and misunderstandings in the mind of the learner.'
Johnstone (1997)

The important phrase is ‘idiosyncra6c reconstruc6on’. Learning is not memorising. Learning involves the
learner seeking to make sense of new ideas and informa5on. Learning has to give new understandings that
are meaningful for the learner. Thus, assessment must measure the extent of meaningful learning.
What is Meaningful Learning?
The key researcher here is David Ausubel (1918-2008). He showed that meaningful learning involved the
student rela5ng new ideas and informa5on to what the learner already held in the brain. Ausubel suggested
the following three condi5ons for meaningful learning to occur (Ausubel and Robinson, 196970):
In simple terms:
What is learned must be linked on to what the person already knows and understands
The learner must possess ways of thought to enable this linking to occur
The learner must have a desire to make sense of what is being presented

We all hold many ideas and understandings in our brains.
'Meaningful learning occurs when the learner's appropriate exis6ng knowledge interacts with new learning.
Rote learning of the new knowledge occurs when no such interac6on place'
West and Fensham, 197471

Ausubel et al. (1978)72 have oﬀered clear insights into the meaning of meaningful learning. In such
learning, ideas are linked together in a complex matrix in the brain so that the learner can make sense of
how it all ﬁts and can then apply the knowledge in new situa5ons in life. Thus, Johnstone (1997) described
meaningful learning as, 'Good well-integrated, branched, retrievable and usable learning.'73
Again, there is a key phrase here: 'usable learning'. Meaningful learning can be employed by the learner. It
can be applied, ogen in a novel situa5on, with success. This gives us another key for assessment. Assessing
meaningful learning means that we have to assess how well our students can apply their understandings in
situa5ons which are new to them. This is TOTALLY DIFFERENT from the old tradi5on of tes5ng recalled
informa5on.
How do you see
learning and
assessment??

69
70
71

72
73

Johnstone, A.H., (1997) Chemistry Teaching-Science or Alchemy?, Journal of Chemical Educa6on, 74(3), 262-268.
Ausubel, D.P. and Robinson, F. G. (1969). School Learning: an Introduc6on to Educa6onal Psychology. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, New York.
West, l.H.T. & Fensham, P.J. (1974) Prior Knowledge and the learning of science: a review of Ausubel’s theory of this process, Studies in Science
Educa6on, 1, 61-81.
Ausubel, D.P., Novak, J. D. and Hanesian, H. (1978) Educa6onal psychology: a cogni6ve view. 2nd Ed. Rinehart and Winston, New York.
Johnstone, A.H. (1997), ibid.
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Visions of Learning
Studies of the ways teachers see learning and assessment give rise to three broad ways which exist today.
None of them is inherently superior. However, we need to look at them and see where we might ﬁt most
comfortably.
Behaviourist

Cogni:ve-construc:vist

Socio-cultural

Learning is seen as a response to

Learning involves the ac5ve

Learning occurs in an interac5on

the learning environment:

mental engagement of the

between the individual and the

rewards or punishments

learners with the materials

social environment

[Focus on the externals]

[Focus on the brain]

[Focus on the group]

Figure 9.1 Three Perspec:ves on Learning and Assessment

Each of the above perspec5ves can be used in speciﬁc situa5ons: for example, the ﬁrst when rou5ne skills
have to be mastered, the second when we are dealing with conceptual areas, the third with areas involving
community ideas, values and judgements. Indeed, all are true in all areas to some extent and can be
encompassed within an informa5on processing model of learning (see later).
Visions of Assessment
Now let us see how the three ways inﬂuence the way we develop and use assessment. Research has found
the following kind of picture:
Behaviourist
Learning is seen as a
response to the learning
environment: rewards or
punishments
[Focus on the externals]

Likely Effects on Assessment

Unseen timed tests
Progressive levels in skills
hierarchy
Answers tend to be right-wrong
Skills practice important

Cognitive-constructivist

Socio-cultural

Learning involves the
active mental
engagement of the
learners with the
materials
[Focus on the brain]

Learning occurs in an
interaction between the
individual and the social
environment
[Focus on the group]

Likely Effects on Assessment

Likely Effects on Assessment

Formative assessment links to prior
knowledge ideas
Dialogue, open-ended tasks,
concept mapping
Applying concepts in novel
situations
Problem solving tasks

Knowledge seen in social context
Group tasks important
Individual and group values
Language and communication
importance

Figure 9.2 Descrip:on of learning approaches

Now think of the way you tend to assess your learners. Your discipline background and your own personal
perspec5ves will strongly inﬂuence the way you see learning and this will, in turn, strongly inﬂuence the
way you tend to look at assessment. However, there is probably a place for all three paradigms in all subject
areas although the rela5ve emphasis may vary considerably.
Behaviourism focusses on the externals. Thus, teachers teach speciﬁc skills and assessment measures these
skills. There is liple apempt to understand how learning actually occurs. The third perspec5ve (sociocultural) focusses on the group. This recognises that learning is fundamentally a social phenomenon. People
organise their learning around the social communi5es to which they belong. Indeed, life involves the
interac5ons between people and assessment under this perspec5ve emphasises the social nature of
learning and achieving.
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An Important Paradox
In life, enterprise and success come
by means of collabora5on and
working together.

Something wrong here ….. ?

In schools and universi5es,
collabora5on and working together
is usually called ‘chea6ng’.

It is the middle perspec5ve that emphasises what goes on in the brain. It is the paradigm in the middle
(which we have labelled, ‘cogni6ve-construc6vist’) which causes some confusion. This confusion tends to
arise from the idea of construc5vism.
Understanding is Constructed
Research has shown consistently that learners construct their own understandings of the world around.
These understandings may be consistent or inconsistent with the generally accepted understandings.

The understandings they
develop may be diﬀerent from
ours.
(Alterna:ve concep:ons)

Learners
construct their own
understandings of
the world around

The
understandings they develop
may be diﬀerent incorrectly
constructed.
(Misconcep:ons)

The understandings
they develop may be
consistent
with accepted understandings
(Valid concep:ons)

Figure 9.3 Cogni:ve - construc:vist

Construc5vism sees learning as a process of personal construc5on of understanding and the making of
meaning. Research supports this unequivocally. Of course, others may well be involved but the meaning is
essen5al in the head of the individual. Given that, how do we assess?
There is a naive understanding of what is meant by construc5vism. At 5mes, it is almost as if it is implied
that all meanings which are developed by learners are equally valid. This cannot be so. Within society,
there are accepted understandings. Of course, it is important to note that interpreta5ons can vary
legi5mately. However, for example, the meaning of diﬀeren5a5on is well established, the rules for
computer programming are agreed, there are accepted rules for grammar and syntax, and the
understandings of the physical and biological world are agreed in considerable measure by the communi5es
involved and the methods of handling historical evidence are widely agreed. It cannot be an assessment
free-for-all.
There is considerable scope for valid interpreta5on and coming to variable reﬂec5ons of signiﬁcance.
Nonetheless, the approaches for developing legi5mate conclusions are largely well established and the
evidence on which such understandings are to be based can be established with a fair degree of certainty.
The other weakness in most construc5vist literature is the confusion between learning and teaching. All
learners, naturally, seek to construct understandings. This is nothing to do with teaching and the idea of
teaching construc6vis6cally is ogen discussed without any recogni5on of this. The phrase has liple
meaning. Construc5vism is to do with learning as understanding, not primarily with teaching. Thus, no
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maper what we do, the learners will construct their own idiosyncra5c understandings. Certain approaches
to teaching and learning may help in allowing the development of beper or more complete understandings.
Some Key Principles
Much literature on construc5vism is misleading and unhelpful
All learners, naturally, seek to construct understandings
Construc5vism is to do with learning as understanding, not primarily with teaching
There is no such thing as contruc5vis5c teaching
The key to success involves working within the limits of working memory capacity

Indeed, construc5vism has emerged as a good way to describe what was going on. However, as Kirschner et
al. (2006)74 have demonstrated, construc5vism, along with numerous other strategies, cannot oﬀer a clear
way forward unless it takes into account the key eﬀect of limited working memory capacity. The focus of
their work has been on the parallel concept of cogni5ve load.
Construc5vism is an understanding of learning founded on the premise that, by reﬂec5ng on our
experiences, we construct our own understanding of the world we live in. Each of us generates our own
'rules' and 'mental models' which we use to make sense of our experiences.

The Research Evidence
A much more useful way to look at learning is to consider how the human brain processes knowledge. In
this, we use the word ‘knowledge’ in its widest sense to encompass informa5on, ideas, understandings,
skills and insights. Here are some key features from research about models of learning as they aﬀect
assessment:
(1) Learning and knowing are more about how knowledge is organised and processed rather than what is
stored in long-term memory. This implies that assessment must focus on the more complex areas of
knowing rather than on discrete bits of knowledge.
(2) We need to assess not only what is stored in long-term memory but how it is stored and being used.
(3) Knowledge in all its richness is stored as schemata which tend to be domain-based and there is liple
evidence of transfer of learning or generic skills. Knowledge develops in highly contextualised and inﬂexible
ways. This is inevitable: it reﬂects the way informa5on has to be processed.
(4) There needs to be an emphasis on what features make a person an ‘expert’ as compared to a ‘novice’.
(5) Assessment should also focus on the strategies which students use, accep5ng that these may vary widely.
(6) Much understanding is embedded in a social context and assessment must take this into account. Indeed,
assessment needs to explore how well students engage in this aspect of learning.
Knowledge, skills, understandings and autudes stored …..
In long - term
memory
As complex
matrices of ideas

In contexts and
domains

Figure 9.4 The Human Memory

Now let us look a liple more at how the brain handles informa5on.

74

Kirschner, P.A., Sweller, J. & Clark, R.E. (2006) Why Minimal Guidance during Instruc5on Does not Work: An Analysis of the Failure of
Construc5vist, Discovery, Problem-based, Experien5al, and Inquiry-Based Learning, Educa6onal Psychologist, 41(2), 75-86.
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The Working Memory
In the mid 20th century, medical doctors observed that a blow to the head of a person ogen caused them to
forget the immediate past (last 10 minutes or so) but did not aﬀect memory of past events. This led to the
clear idea that human memory had more than one component. One part had been damaged temporarily by
an accident where there was a blow to the head, but the other part was unaﬀected. The two parts were
labelled as ‘short-term memory’ and ‘long-term memory’.
In 1956, Miller75 developed a simple way to measure the capacity of what he called ‘short-term memory’,
his paper being one of the most quoted papers of all 5me. He obtained consistent results showing that the
average number of pieces of informa5on an adult could hold at the same 6me in the ‘short-term memory’
was 7. His ﬁndings are highly reproducible. It was also found that the capacity of the ‘short-term memory’
grew with age to about age 16 and that its capacity was ﬁxed gene5cally. In other words, a person had to
operate with the ‘short-term memory’ they inherited from their parents. In passing, the capacity of ‘shortterm memory’ is nothing to do with what people have called ‘intelligence’ but it may aﬀect the success of
students in the kinds of tests and examina5ons they face, including so-called ‘intelligence tests’.
In his brilliant work in the 1970s and 1980s, Johnstone76 started to
appreciate that all the areas in the sciences where students reported they
had diﬃcul5es were those where the number of ideas that the student had
to hold at the same 6me was high, if understanding was to be achieved. He
then realised that this was controlled by the ‘short-term memory’. At one
stroke, he had explained why certain topics and themes are diﬃcult for
learners. Again, his ﬁndings have been conﬁrmed many 5mes and his work
probably represents the most important ﬁnding in all educa5on for
decades77 .
Very soon, it began to be understood that the ‘short-term memory’ was not only a place where informa5on
was held temporarily (before possible storage in long term memory) but was also the loca5on of the brain
where we all think, understand and solve problems. It was renamed as the ‘working memory’. In the
context of assessment, the working memory is where we work out answers to ques5ons and solve
problems. Its capacity is, therefore, cri5cal in designing all assessment tasks.
Where you ….
Think
Understand
Solve problems

Working Memory
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Miller, G. (1956) The Magical Number Seven, Plus or Minus Two: Some Limits on our Capacity for Processing Informa5on, The Psychological
Review, 63(2), 81-97.
76
Johnstone, A.H. and Kellep, N.C. (1980) Learning Diﬃcul5es in School Science - Towards a Working Hypothesis, European Journal of Science
Educa6on, 2(2), 175-81.
Johnstone, A.H. (1981) Chemical Educa5on, Facts, Findings and Consequences, (The Nyholm Lecture), Chemistry in Britain, 17(3), 130-135.
Johnstone, A.H. (1984) New Stars for the Teacher to Steer by?, Journal of Chemical Educa6on, 61(10), 847-9.
Johnstone, A.H. and El-Banna, H. (1986) Capaci5es, Demands and Processes: a Predic5ve Model for Science Educa5on, Educa6on in Chemistry,
23(3), 80-84.
Johnstone, A.H. and El-Banna, H. (1989) Understanding Learning Diﬃcul5es - A Predic5ve Research Model, Studies in Higher Educa6on, 14(2),
59-68.
Johnstone, A.H. (1991) Why is Science Diﬃcult to Learn? Things are Seldom What They Seem, Journal of Computer Assisted Learning, 7, 75-83.
Johnstone, A.H. (1997) Chemistry Teaching, Science or Alchemy?, Journal of Chemical Educa6on, 74(3) 262-268
77
See Reid, N. (2009) Working Memory and Science Educa5on, Research in Science and Technological Educa6on, 27(2), 245-250.
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The sustained work of Baddeley78 , working from a clinical psychological perspec5ve, has oﬀered the best
insights into how the working memory actually operates. Thus, medicine, psychology and educa5on79 came
together to understand that:
Working memory is a speciﬁc part of the memory system of the brain
Its capacity grows with age to about age 16 and remains constant throughout life
Its capacity is ﬁxed and cannot be altered in any way
It is where we all think, understand, and solve problems
Its capacity controls success in understanding, especially conceptual understanding
The long-term memory is simply a store, of more or less inﬁnite capacity

Now we turn to look at the implica5ons for learning and assessment.
Importance of Memory
In the educa5onal seWng, students receive most of their informa5on through sight and sound. Slavin
(2000)80 points out that most incoming informa5on is discarded immediately and the person suddenly
forgets the informa5on. That which is not discarded is either held temporarily in the working memory and
then it may be stored in the long-term memory.
The term ‘memory’ concerns the ability to understand informa5on, to retain it, to recall it when required
and to recognise it when it is encountered again81. Learning relies on memory for permanence. Thus,
'...without the capacity to remember and learn, it is diﬃcult to remember and learn; it is diﬃcult to imagine what life would
look like, whether it could be called living at all. Without memory, we would be servants of the moment, with nothing but
our innate reﬂexes to help us deal with the world. There could be no language, no art, no science, no culture. Civilisa6on
itself is a dis6lla6on of human memory...'. 82

Baddeley (1986)83 noted that the working memory space is
a place where we consciously think and perceive. It has a
limited capacity and its func5on is to hold and process
(there is also a 5me factor in processing) the informa5on.
These two func5ons have trade-oﬀs: if there is too much
informa5on to hold, then less processing can take place
and, if too much processing is involved, then it cannot hold
much. He found that the working memory has various
structures which seem to be part of it. He called these
loops: the phonological loop and the visuo-spa5al
sketchpad.
This work is important in understanding
learning but we shall not pursue it further here.

Working Memory

Where we …
Think
Understand
Solve problems

A space
shared between
holding and
processing

Fixed and limited
capacity
Easy to overload
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Baddeley, A.D. (1986) A Working Memory, London, Oxford University Press.
Baddeley, A.D. (1994) The Magical Number Seven: S5ll Magic ager all these Years? Psychological Bulle6n, 101(2), 353-356.
Baddeley, A.D. (2002) Is Working Memory S5ll Working, European Psychologist, 7(2), 85-97.
Baddeley, A.D., & Logie, R. (1999) Working memory: The mul5ple component model, in Miyake, A., & Shah, P. (Eds.), Models of Working Memory
(pp. 28- 61) (New York: Cambridge University Press)
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St Clair-Thompson and Bopen, C, (2009) Working memory and science educa5on: Exploring the compa5bility of theore5cal approaches, Research
in Science and Technological Educa6on, 27(2), 139-150.
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Slavin, R.E. (2000) Educa6onal Psychology (6th Edn), Boston, USA, Allyn & Bacon.
Onwumere, O. (2009). Diﬃcul6es in Understanding Mathema6cs: An Approach Related to Working Memory and Field Dependency. PhD thesis
submiped to University of Glasgow, UK.
Blakemore, C. (1988) The Mind Machine, London: BBC Publica5on, Page 46.
Baddeley, A.D. (1986) A Working Memory, London, Oxford University Press.
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Working Memory Func:ons
Our understandings of working memory has arisen from very large amounts of research.
characteris5cs of working memory space described by Johnstone (1997) are:

The main

'The working memory space has two main func6ons. It is the conscious part of the mind that is holding ideas and facts while
it thinks about them. It is shared holding and thinking space where new informa6on coming through the ﬁlter consciously
interacts with itself and with informa6on drawn from long-term memory store in order to make sense. However, there is a
drawback. The working space is of limited capacity… It is a limited shared space in which there is a trade-oﬀ between what
has to be held in conscious memory and the processing ac6vi6es
Holds Informa5on
required to handle it, transform it, and get it ready for storage in
temporarily
long-term memory store. If there is too much to hold, there is not
enough space for processing; if a lot processing is required, we
cannot store too much'.84

Working
Memory

Two func6ons

{

Process informa5on
for understanding

The memory that each of us possesses is cri5cal in enabling us to be the human beings we are. However,
the working memory (a 5ny part of our total memory) is absolutely cri5cal for understanding. If too much
informa5on is need to be held in the working memory at the same 6me in order to gain understanding,
then there can be no understanding. Thus, it is impera5ve that every aspect of teaching takes the limited
capacity of working memory into account.
If understanding proves impossible, then the learners usually resort to memorisa5on in order to pass the
examina5ons. The aWtudinal consequences of this are serious as Jung and Reid (2009) have demonstrated
and this explains why so many choose not to study the sciences in many countries85. Understanding has
proved so diﬃcult that they then give up and opt out.
There is a sad comment here. It is possible to pass examina5ons, and ogen pass well, simply on the basis of
the recall or memorised informa5on. If understanding is a key goal of educa5on (not memorisa5on), then it
is cri5cal that examina5ons are developed where it is impossible to pass simply on the basis of accurate
recall. This was a goal in the ScoWsh Examina5on system of the 1960s and 70s in the sciences86 . Although
more submerged, it s5ll con5nues on in some measure today.
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Johnstone, A.H., (1997) 'Chemistry Teaching-Science or Alchemy?'. Journal of Chemical Educa6on, 74(3), 262-268.
Jung, E-S., and Reid, N. (2009) Working Memory and AWtudes, Research in Science and Technological Educa6on, 27(2), 205-224.
ScoWsh Examina5on Board (1962a) Curriculum Papers 490 ñ Alterna6ve Physics for Ordinary and Higher Grade. ScoWsh Examina5on Board:
Dalkeith, Edinburgh.
ScoWsh Examina5on Board (1962b) Curriculum Papers 512 ñ Alterna6ve Chemistry for Ordinary and Higher Grade. Scoksh Examina6on Board:
Dalkeith, Edinburgh.
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Memory Models
Many studies have explored the way the human memory works and, by the 1960s, clearer pictures were
star5ng to become apparent. The work of Atkinson and Shiﬀrin (1971) on informa5on processing is
considered to oﬀer a key founda5on in this work87. Numerous others followed (Johnstone and Kellep, 1980;
Johnstone, 1984; Ashcrag, 1994; Brunning et al., 1995; Sweller et al., 1998)88 . It has to be stressed that all
these models of memory were developed based on carefully gathered empirical evidence. They are all very
similar but this sec5on seeks to ﬁnd out some of the key developments.
The overall picture is shown in ﬁgure 9.5.
Encoding for storage

Percep:on Filter
or
Sensory Memory

Working Memory

Long-term Memory
Retrieval for use

Figure 9.5 The Overall Pabern

It is interes5ng that the models all tended to use the language of the world of compu5ng. Partly, this was
because the new age of the computer was developing rapidly at that 5me. However, it is an interes5ng
thought that humans invented computers and, perhaps, the computers are modelled on the ways by which
the human mind actually works.
Figure 9.6 shows more detail of what is known:

Percep:on Filter

Input from
senses

or
Sensory Memory

Encoding

Attention

Working
Pattern
Recognition

Long-term

Memory

Memory
Retrieval

Interference
Lost Cues

Decay
Displacement
Decay

Figure 9.6 The Way the Brain Processes Informa:on

The key feature is that the research shows the way the memory works in terms of the ﬂow of informa5on.
We receive informa5on through our senses - mainly eyes and ears in educa5on. We select what we decide
what is relevant or important (consciously or subconsciously) and this moves into the working memory.
Here, it is processed. This may involve apempts to make sense of what has come in or to look into the longterm memory for past informa5on that helps the sense-making process. Understandings or informa5on
itself can then be moved to the long-term memory for storage.
The model of informa5on processing as a way to conceptualise all learning is based on very extensive
research evidence gathered over many decades and is extremely well supported by the evidence. As a
model, it has very considerable predic5ve power.
87
88

Atkinson, R. and Shiﬀrin, R. (1971) The Control of Short-Term Memory. Scien6ﬁc American, 225, 82-90.
Johnstone, A.H., Kellep, N.C. (1980) Learning Diﬃcul5es in School Science - Towards a Working Hypothesis, European Journal of Science
Educa6on, 2(2), 175-81.
Johnstone, A.H. (1984) New Stars for the Teacher to Steer by?, Journal of Chemical Educa6on, 61(10), 847-9.
Ashcrag, M. H. (1994) Human memory and cogni6on. New York, Harper Collins College.
Bruning, R.H., Schraw, G.J. & Ronning, R.R. (1995) Cogni6ve Psychology and Instruc6on, Englewood, USA, Pren5ce-Hall Inc.
Sweller, J., van Merrienboer, J., & Paas, F. G. (1998) Cogni5ve architecture and instruc5onal design: Educa5onal Psychology Architecture and
instruc5onal design. Educa6onal Psychology Review , 10, 251-296.
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In 1993, Johnstone89 published his empirically-based model and this model absorbs the major components
of previously research models and the key ideas of other research including that of Ashcrag (1994), Piaget
(1963), Ausubel (1978), Gagne (1964), Pascual-Leone (1970), and Baddeley (1986)90. The model seeks to
oﬀer a descrip5on of what is happening when learning is taking place and to account for the limita5ons of
learning. The model shows why learning is some5mes diﬃcult or even impossible. Many of these insights
have been tested and, in every case, the model has been found to predict successfully (Reid, 2008)91 .
There are three major components of this model:
(1)

Percep5on Filter

(2)

Working Memory Space

(3)

Long-Term Memory

As we teach, learners are selec5ng from what they see, hear and do. Thus, they may come away with a very
diﬀerent picture of what they have learned when compared to what we intended. We ogen discover that
the selec5on has been inadequate when we come to mark their test papers!
The working memory is a space of very limited capacity where we do all our thinking, understanding and
problem solving. It is easy to measure the capacity of the working memory of any person using simple and
reliable tests. For adults (age 16 and over), the average capacity is the ability to hold or handle 7 things at
the same 6me. Some adults can hold more, some less. Almost everyone has a capacity lying between 5 and
9 although most can hold 6, 7 or 8.
The working memory can be ‘emp6ed’ so that it can hold fresh informa5on but its capacity cannot be
extended. The capacity of working memory is gene5cally determined and is not related neatly to abili5es.
Younger learners have a lower average and this explains why certain skills and concepts cannot be
introduced too early: there is insuﬃcient capacity to handle them.
The long-term memory is simply a store, of more or less inﬁnite capacity. Research shows how informa5on
can move around the three parts of the brain.
The complete model is shown:
Percep;on
Filter

Long-term Memory

Working Memory
Events
Observa:ons
Instruc:ons

Where we
think,
understand,
solve problems

Knowledge, concepts,
procedures and autudes
stored as
matrix of ideas

Feedback loop

Figure 9.7 Informa:on Processing in the brain
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Johnstone, A.H. (1993) The Development of Chemistry Teaching - A Changing Response to Changing Demand, Journal of Chemical Educa6on, Vol.
70, No. 9, pp. 701-705.
Ashcrag, M. H. (1994). Human memory and cogni5on. New York, Harper Collins College.
Ausubel, D.P., Novak, J. D. and Hanesian, H. (1978) Educa6onal psychology: a cogni6ve view. 2nd Ed. Rinehart and Winston, New York.
Gagné, R. M. (1964) Problem solving. In A.W. Melton (Ed.), Categories of Human Learning. New York: Academic Press.
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Educa6on Research and Prac6ce, 9(1), 51–19
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All learners select from all that is coming at them and everything goes into the working memory. Ager
processing, informa5on and understandings may be stored in long-term memory for later recall. If new
informa5on is linked extensively to previous informa5on, then this can be seen as understanding. If it is
stored unlinked, it is rote memorisa5on. If it is linked wrongly, then we have a misconcep5on. Evidence
suggests the model covers all learning, formal and informal.
Informa:on Processing and Assessment
The model can now be expanded to include what happens in assessment.
In terms of assessment, we are looking at what is stored in long-term memory: what the student knows,
what the student understands, and what the student can do. However, the working memory is the key in
that this is where the knowledge, understandings and skills are handled before being demonstrated.
The capacity of working memory is very limited and the assessment task set may demand more space than
is available.
It has been shown again and again that the capacity
of working memory is a cri:cal factor in determining
success in assessment tasks

However, the extent of the factor is determined by the nature of the tasks set. The factor is ogen very
cri5cal in highly conceptual areas of the curriculum (especially the mathema5cs, chemistry and physics
areas) but limited working memory capacity as a factor applies to all subjects at all stages, even in tests of
pure recall.
Percep;on
Filter

Long-term Memory

Working Memory
Events
Observa:ons
Instruc:ons

Knowledge, concepts,
procedures and autudes

Where we
think,
understand,
solve problems

stored as
matrix of ideas

Feedback loop

Everything is stored here

Assessment tasks are carried out here

Assessment

Figure 9.8 Assessment and the Brain

Thus, all assessment must be carried out within the limita5ons of working memory in mind. We can only get
at what is in long-term memory by ‘bringing it out’ through working memory: a key principle.
Assessment must work within
the limita:ons of working
memory capacity
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A Summary
It must be stressed that the informa5on model for all learning was developed on the basis of a vast
accumula5on of evidence derived from some very carefully conducted research. It is not simply the
sugges5ons of others. It is the best understanding and interpreta5on of research evidence. Indeed, the
model has been used many 5mes to predict how learning can be improved. In each case, the predic5on has
been supported by subsequent research studies.
Working Memory

Very limited
capacity

Long-term Memory

Holding
Thinking
Understanding
Problem Solving
Preparing for Storage

Assessment is
conducted
through the
Working Memory

Knowledge, concepts,
procedures and autudes
stored as a

Apparently
inﬁnite
capacity

matrix of ideas

Assessment
What they know
What they can do
What they understand

Stored in Longterm Memory

How they evaluate
Ways of thinking

Figure 9.9 The Working Memory and Assessment

Some of the ﬁndings are now summarised, with their implica5ons for all assessment:
Key Principles About Learning
We all learn in essen5ally the same way;
Varia5ons are within the basic common processes;
Working memory has a very limited capacity;
Working memory grows with age but is ﬁxed gene5cally by about age 16;
Working memory cannot be expanded but it can be used more eﬃciently;
Working memory capacity is an aspect of the way the brain works; it is not neatly related to ability;
We can easily end up measuring the capacity of working memory and not the understanding of what has been learned;
Assessment ques5ons and tasks MUST be designed to take account of the limita5ons of working memory capacity.

We are complicated !
but
We now know much about how our brains work
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Assessment
Moving
into a
New Future

Skills Assessment

Aims
This chapter considers valuable skills that can be developed through
educa:on and how these skills can be assessed so that there are
rewards for the students in these areas

Introduc:on
Assessment is a process of obtaining informa5on about learning and achievement. In this chapter, we want
to move on and show the wide range of skills that we need to consider and how we can apempt to assess
them. Skill assessment is important where educa5on or training involves performance. Some abili5es
require mastery, for example, conduc5ng a chemical analysis, crea5ng a sculpture, using a word processor,
assembling a computer, preparing a meal in a hospitality course, comple5ng a wood-work project, giving a
hypodermic injec5on, driving a car, opera5ng a forklig or pilo5ng a plane. in such cases, where people must
reach a given level of performance, it is impera5ve that it is evaluated by prac5cal tasks.
Skill assessments are designed to measure a student’s competence on some phase or opera5on. There are
two general domains of skills:
Generic Skills

Speciﬁc Skills

Apply across many
areas of life

Apply to speciﬁc
subject areas

Examples

Examples

Management
Teamworking
Leadership
Self-mo:va:on
Verbal Communica:on

Riding a bicycle
Solving an equa:on
Programming a computer
Playing the trumpet
Pilo:ng a plane

Figure 10.1 Domains of Skills

There is even the skill in being able to handle examina5ons ques5ons! Long ago, Gagné (1974) said,
'An individual interacts with his environment by using symbols. He uses language to deal with his
environment symbolically. As the learning of school subjects continues, symbols are used in more
complex way: distinguishing, combining, tabulating, classifying, analysing, and quantifying objects,
events, and even other symbols. This kind of learned capability is given the name ‘Intellectual Skills’.'92

92

Gagné, R. M. (1974) Principles of Instruc6onal Design, Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc. USA.
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Indeed, there may be many students who are extremely capable but have never mastered the art of being
able to show their talents in formal wripen examina5ons and this reveals the need to re-think the whole
area of assessment.
Robert Gagné (1977)93, who studied learning as an instructor, saw learning as a process of change in human
capability. Working with adults, he saw this process of learning as not dependent on the process of growth
and this change in human capability persis5ng over a 5me. He says that learning is an unseen internal
process but what is going on inside the learner can be inferred from the outcomes of the learning.
Gagné stated ﬁve categories of learning outcomes as shown:
Intellectual skills

Cogni:ve strategies

Verbal Informa:on

Autudes

Motor skills

Figure 10.2 Categories of learning outcomes

In 1990, George Miller94 proposed a classiﬁca5on for medical educa5on involving four skill levels:
'Knows' (knowledge) is at the lowest level of the pyramid followed by 'knows how' (competence), 'shows
how' (performance), and 'does' (ac5on).
Sadly, in school and university educa5on, the literature is full of suggested lists of highly desirable skills.
There are very few research studies which discuss ways by which the development of such skills can be
achieved and almost none that oﬀer evidence on its assessment or achievement.
The sad picture of what is supposed to be educa5onal literature is illustrated in ﬁgure 10.
Skills must be taught

Skills are important

Full of advice

How to develop such skills is le\ vague

Lack of evidence

Skills are rarely described clearly

Educa:on
Literature

Lack of clarity

How to assess such skills

Almost total absence

Figure 10.3 A Sad Picture

One of the most important areas relates to thinking skills and, here, there are some recent studies which
can oﬀer us much help although most of the educa5on literature is simply specula5on.

93
94

Gagné, R. M. (1977) The Condi6ons of Learning, 3rd ed. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1977.
Miller, G. (1990) The assessment of clinical skills/competence/performance, Academic Medicine, 65(9), 63-67.
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Thinking Skills
Sadly, much of the literature is simply specula5on, with diﬀerent authors coming up with diﬀerent
(some5mes interes5ng, some5mes very vague) ideas95 . Thus, Griﬃn speaks of, 'everybody talking about
thinking skills is not talking about the same thing' while Smith (2002) speaks of 'a capacity, usually acquired
through training and experience, to do something well, to perform competently certain tasks'. Some have
developed all kinds of lists of mental ac5vi5es (like observa5on, categorisa5on, inves5ga5on, comparison,
and interpreta5on) and see thinking as built of combina5ons of these in an apempt to reach a solu5on to or
decision about the problem in hand (Jerwan, 2002; Zaitoon, 2003; Saadah, 200396). Some view thinking
skills as the outcome of a number of essen5al skills such as recall, deduc5on, analysis97 while others have
invented the idea of compound thinking skills98 .
Humans think. We all know this! Everyone thinks. You are thinking at this moment as
you read these words. You might be thinking that this topic is boring or that it is not
being introduced very clearly. You might be thinking that you might learn something
new about thinking. You might be thinking that
you already know all there is to know about
thinking, and you might be wondering why you are
reading this in the ﬁrst place. The point is that you are thinking right
now. You think because you are human, and humans think.
What
Thinking??

Let us stop for the moment and think further! We want to be able to assess thinking.
That is a very diﬀerent issue. It means that we have describe thinking in ways precise
enough so that we can devise ques5ons and tasks that might assess the presence of the
skill. This is known as developing an ‘opera6onal descrip6on’. Such a descrip5on is
precise enough so that measurement can be apempted. We shall come back in a
moment to see how measurement can be approached.
However, we need to remember that good thinking is hard work. Learning to think clearly and carefully
takes training, pa5ence, and prac5ce. Thinking carefully with clarity, depth, precision, accuracy, and logic is
thinking cri5cally. Cri5cal thinking is the process of thinking in a certain way. Crea5ve thinking means
thinking in a diﬀerent way. Scien5ﬁc thinking or systems thinking are other specialist ways of thinking - and
they all take mental eﬀort

Thinking with fresh
Mind

95

96

97

98

Griﬃn, A. H. (2001) Thinking in educa5on yesterday, today and tomorrow. Educa6on, Vol. 106, No. 3, pp. 268-280.
Smith, G.F. (2002) Thinking skills: the ques5on of generality. Journal of Curriculum Studies, Vol. 24, No. 6, pp. 659-678.
Jerwan, F. (2002) Teaching Thinking: Concep6on and Applica6on. Amman, Jordan: Dar Alﬁker.
Zaitoon, H. H. (2003) Teaching thinking: Vision applied to the development of the thinking mind. Amman, Jordan: Dar Al Shorok
Saadah, G. (2003) Teaching Thinking Skills. Amman, Jordan: Dar Al Shorok.
Habib, M. A. (1996) Thinking: Theore6cal Founda6on & Strategy. Cairo: Arabic Renaissance Library.
Habib, M. A. (1997) Self-Reﬂec5on and Innova5ve Features Associated with Mul5-dimensional Thinking for Undergraduate Students, Journal of
Psychology, Nos. 40-41.
Albaz, K. S. (2001) Eﬀec5veness of the Use of Marzano's Model for Learning Dimensions in Teaching Chemistry on Achievement and Compound
Thinking and Ap5tude towards the Subject for the 1st Secondary Class in Bahrain, Procedure of the 5th Scien6ﬁc Conference, Vol. 2, Egyp5an
Educa5on Associa5on, Cairo: Ain Shams University, pp. 413-448
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Thinking Skills
Many curricula make reference to ‘thinking skills’. However, there is a desperate need to describe what we
mean by such skills and to outline how such skills might be assessed.
First of all, we oﬀer a simple descrip5on of three skills which are a part of thinking skills:

Some Thinking Skills

Cri:cal skills

Asking the ques:ons ‘how’, ‘what’ and ‘why’ of informa:on,
its source and how it relates to previous knowledge

Scien:ﬁc skills

The nature, place and handling of experimenta:on,
including the place of hypothesis forma:on

Crea:ve skills

Imagine or invent something new and of perceived value

Figure 10.4 Descrip:on of Thinking Skills

These three descrip5ons are given in various places in the literature and
methods to assess these three skills are described. It is important to
recognise that crea5ve skills have been assessed successfully for a very long
5me. Thus, teachers of subjects like music, art, drama, and crea5ve wri5ng
have found good ways to assess crea5ve skills and these ways depend on
the professional judgments of subject experts, using clear criteria.

Meaningful

Crea:ve

New

Scien5ﬁc thinking skills have been analysed in
some detail by Al-Ahmadi99 and the ﬁndings
published100.
Cri5cal thinking has been the
subject of an outstanding PhD thesis101 . Some of the key ﬁndings have been
published recently102. The important things about all these studies is that they
oﬀer clear opera5onal descrip5ons of what we mean by speciﬁc ways of thinking
and they have given tested and validated examples of assessment methods. The
same approach was adopted in looking at systems thinking, a set of skills of
considerable importance in biology, medicine, economics and engineering. 103

99

Al-Ahmadi, F.M.A.A. (2008) The Development of Scien6ﬁc Thinking with Senior School Physics Students, PhD Thesis, University of Glasgow,
Glasgow. [hpp://theses.gla.ac.uk/241/]
100
Reid, N and Serumola, L. (2006) Scien5ﬁc Enquiry: The Nature and Place of Experimenta5on: a review, Journal of Science Educa6on, 7(1), 1-15.
Reid, N and Serumola, L. (2007) Scien5ﬁc Enquiry: The Nature and Place of Experimenta5on: some recent evidence, Journal of Science Educa6on,
7(2), 88-94.
Al-Ahmadi, F. and Reid, N (2011) Scien5ﬁc Thinking - What is it and can it be measured? Journal of Science Educa6on, 11(2), 53-59.
Al-Ahmadi, F. and Reid, N (2012) Scien5ﬁc Thinking - Can it be Taught? Journal of Science Educa6on, 13(1), 18-23.
101
Al-Osaimi, K.H. (2013) The development of cri6cal thinking skills in the sciences, PhD Thesis, University of Dundee, Dundee.
[hpp://discovery.dundee.ac.uk/portal/en/theses/the-development-of-cri5cal-thinking-skillsin-the-sciences%28f8eb450c-0914-4e1baa1c-65dd9d02cƒa%29.html]
102
Al-Osaimi, K.H., Reid, N., Rodrigues, S. (2014) Cri5cal Thinking - Can it be Measured? Journal of Science Educa6on, 15(1), 30-36.
Al-Osaimi, K.H., Reid, N., Rodrigues, S. (2014) Cri5cal Thinking - Can it be Developed? Journal of Science Educa6on, 15(2), 57-75.
103
Chandi, S.S. (2008) Using Systems-Thinking as a Teaching and Learning Tool in Biology Educa6on (PhD thesis), University of Strathclyde and
University of Glasgow.
Chandi, S.S., Reid, N., McWilliam. A., and Gray, D. (2009) Exploring the usefulness of a systems-based model from the perspec5ve of biology
students, Scoksh Educa6onal Studies, 41(1), 68-85.
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Now we have some idea what we are considering in these three thinking skills areas. How about
approaching assessment? We have to acknowledge that, in the present state of knowledge, assessment will
not be easy. However, here is the approach adopted in many of the research studies quoted:
Look for tasks where the presence of these thinking
abili;es is likely to lead to greater success

In other words, when trying to assess the skills of cri5cal thinking, scien5ﬁc thinking and crea5ve thinking,
we need to develop assessment tasks where the student who possesses the skills will perform beper. This
is very diﬀerent form rewarding the students with the best memory.
Now, let us examine the three types of think a bit further and see how assessment can be approached.
Assessing Thinking
This is the way that many teachers have considered crea5vity for years. They have set
tasks and challenges where the presence of crea5ve thinking skills gives the learner an
advantage. Some ‘product’ (intellectual, prac5cal, or combined) emerges where there is
evidence of something ‘new’ and something of perceived value. This has applied in the
expressive arts, physical ac5vi5es as well as areas of the humani5es. It could apply
anywhere.
Of course, assessment involves considerable value-judgement. However, diﬀerent examiners can show
considerable agreement over this, sugges5ng that crea5ve thinking can be measured by looking at what the
learner has created. This can even happen in wripen form. The great novelists in the world are capable of
highly crea5ve thinking. We can ask our students to write an essay on a theme which can show their
abili5es and skills to write crea5vely.
Books have been wripen on this subject and it is generally agree that this is a
desirable skill. However, rarely have they developed any opera5onal descrip5ons
that might guide us in assessment. Very recently, two papers have oﬀered a way
forward by showing that cri5cal thinking can be measured and cri5cal thinking
skills can be developed99. The analysis is built around the simple model:

How?

Why?

}

What?

Information
Source

Information
Itself

The Linking
Process

Figure 10.5 Cri:cal Thinking : An analysis
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The authors have developed a short test where being able to answer the ques5ons successfully gives
evidence of their cri5cal thinking skills, using this model. In some ways, describing cri5cal thinking is best
seen by looking at the opposite. Figure 10.9 shows this.

Thinking Uncritically

Thinking Critically

Accepting without question
The information source
The information itself
The meaning of the information
Impedes critical thinking due to
learners making hasty and biased
judgements, and is a personal orientation,
a selection of facile or common views,
and uses routine, dependent thinking.

Questioning
The information source
The information itself
The meaning of the information
Identify aspects of accuracy and ambiguity in the information given,
represents the ability to think logically and to evaluate arguments and
evidence, to identify assumptions and what aspects are contained in
them. Requires judgment based on specific criteria and evidence and
the ability to assess evidence and sources of information.

Figure 10.6 Thinking Cri:cally and Uncri:cally

The key to thinking cri5cally is being unafraid to ask ques5ons and keep on asking ques5ons, never
accep5ng an answer unless it is supported by the evidence.
In many ways, scien5ﬁc thinking has generated even more
confusion. The literature is full of books and ar5cles where the
authors (always scien5sts) have apempted to describe scien5ﬁc
Scien:ﬁc Thinking
thinking using long lists of skills. In the end, their lists seem to
encompass ever conceivable form of thinking and the reader is ogen
leg with the conclusion that the only people who ever think are
scien5sts: an insult to the majority of the world’s popula5on!

Only scien:sts think !!!

However, almost never have they developed any opera5onal descrip5ons that might guide us in
assessment. Recently, four papers have oﬀered a way forward by showing that scien5ﬁc thinking can be
measured and scien5ﬁc thinking skills can be developed104.

A Problem

The one feature of all the sciences is that they gain their insights and understandings by
means of experiments (that includes computer modelling). That is what makes
scien5ﬁc thinking unique and that led to the clear descrip5on:
The nature, place and handling of experimenta:on, including the place of hypothesis forma:on

Given that opera5onal descrip5on, the authors were able to develop a test of scien5ﬁc thinking.
With both cri5cal thinking and scien5ﬁc thinking, there is s5ll a problem. The tests described in the
literature were designed for research purposes where several hundred school students were involved. The
test certainly worked well but there is no certainty that these tests are yet ready to measure the skills at an
individual level although that may not prove a major problem. However, there is a greater problem: the
tests were designed to ﬁt speciﬁc age ranges and speciﬁc subject areas. They would not necessarily adapt
for other contexts.

104

Reid, N and Serumola, L. (2006) Scien5ﬁc Enquiry: The Nature and Place of Experimenta5on: a review, Journal of Science Educa6on, 7(1), 1-15.
Reid, N and Serumola, L. (2007) Scien5ﬁc Enquiry: The Nature and Place of Experimenta5on: some recent evidence, Journal of Science Educa6on,
7(2), 88-94.
Al-Ahmadi, F. and Reid, N (2011) Scien5ﬁc Thinking - What is it and can it be measured? Journal of Science Educa6on, 11(2), 53-59.
Al-Ahmadi, F. and Reid, N (2012) Scien5ﬁc Thinking - Can it be Taught? Journal of Science Educa6on, 13(1), 18-23.
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Therefore, in the immediate future, it is highly unlikely that there will be any reliable and fair tests available
to test any of these skills. However, by thinking though the test tasks we set carefully, we may steadily begin
to see ways by which we can obtain evidence. Much will come through observa5on of the processes of
learning and the various ac5vi5es which learners undertake in our own classrooms and workrooms.
Giving a learner a grade for, say cri5cal thinking may be uperly unrealis5c. However, we may be able to say,
with conﬁdence that we have seen evidence of cri5cal thinking developing in learners as they progress
through our courses. Indeed, research with teachers in the crea5ve arts shows considerable resistance in
having to give a mark or a grade for crea5vity. The need to give a mark or grade almost contradicts the very
nature of crea5ve thinking.

Please do not give me a grade

Crea5ve thinking can permeate the curriculum in all kinds of ways but, perhaps, the way forward is for
those subjects where it is of special importance to consider awarding a ‘duly performed’. In this, on the
basis of considerable evidence gathered over a course, you would indicate that the student had made
sa;sfactory progress and that the student had reached a sa;sfactory skill level. The same sensible
principles can be applied to cri5cal thinking and scien5ﬁc thinking.
However, there is another way forward that shows great promise:
Do not try to measure the achievement
Instead, measure the task comple:on
An Answer

This leads to the concept of ‘duly performed’ - a powerful way to look at assessment.
The Idea of ‘Duly Performed’
Here is a very simple way to give credit for skills where we do not as yet have good ways to provide a
measurement in any formal assessment. It is not new but has been used successfully for at least 50 years!!
Suppose you have an eight week long laboratory course in chemistry as part of the
university chemistry course. How do we give credit for this course? The ﬁrst thing to
note is that there is no simple, economic way to assess the achievement of the desired
outcomes of this course. In the list of desired outcomes, the course aims to:
(a) Make the chemistry covered in the lecture course real and meaningful
(b) Show how experimental work can provide the data which leads to theories and models
(c) Develop skills of planning and team-working
(d) Allow students to develop an awareness of safety considera5ons
(e) Develop conﬁdence in handling key pieces of equipment

The only way to assess such skills might be to watch every student all the 5me during the eight-week course
- a complete impossibility and totally inhumane. It is important to note that handing in laboratory reports
ager each experiment gives almost no evidence of the achievement of these goals.
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However, research has shown that comple5on of this course does enhance
Do not try to measure the achievement
the desired skills. Therefore, we measure the comple5on of the course. If Instead, measure the task comple:on
the student apends each 5me and completes the experimental work and
hands in a brief report showing what they did, then they gain the maximum credit. If a student misses
some laboratory sessions and fails to complete all the reports, then they gain less credit. If a student fails to
apend for the majority of the course or fails to complete a minimum number of reports, then they are
denied the opportunity to sit the ﬁnal examina5on in the lecture course. This approach has been used
successfully from the 1950s in university laboratory courses.
One of the important skills in a physics course at school level was development of the problem solving skills.
The problem with problem solving skills is that such skills are highly context dependent. Therefore, we
must look at problems in the context of physics. There is simply no way to measure the development of
such skills with any accuracy or reliability. However, ‘duly performed’ oﬀers an easy way.
Research has shown that the comple5on of four group problem solving tasks develops the skills suﬃciently
for your purposes105. Each of the four group problem solving tasks is based on a real-life problem which the
group has to solve and each task takes about 1.5 hours. If a student takes part fully in a group to solve four
such problems, then they gain the full credit. If they complete 3 out of the 4, then they get ¾ of the credit,
and so on. The very act of comple5on of four tasks is suﬃcient to develop the desired skills adequately
although it is impossible to measure success by any kind of formal test at an individual level.
The key thing about research is that it shows what can be achieved with a large sample of students, on
average. We use that evidence to give credit to an individual level, even although we cannot measure
accurately at that level. The students feel good. They know what is required of them and, if they are
commiped enough to complete all the tasks, they gain the credit. Thus, problem-solving skills in some
subject discipline have been rewarded.
Now let us go back to look at problem solving skills a liple further.
Problem Solving
This has become a fashionable skill list in the aims of many courses today. Again, the problem is how to
deﬁne a problem, in a way that allows assessment to be possible. Again, the literature is not helpful for it
ogen fails to give a clear picture that can take us forward in our thinking.
A descrip5on given by Hayes (1981)106 is now widely used:
' … whenever there is a gap between where you are now and where you
want to be, and you don’t know how to ﬁnd a way to cross that gap.'

This descrip5on is excellent. They key thing is that a problem means uncertainty - we do not know how to
cross the gap. That is very diﬀerent from the usual kinds of problems we see in mathema5cs, physics or
chemistry. These usually involve the learner applying some simple rule or algorithm and then processing
the numbers correctly. There is no uncertainty here.

105

See, for example, Reid, N. and Yang, M-J. (2002) Open-ended Problem Solving in School Chemistry: A Preliminary Inves5ga5on, Interna6onal
Journal Science Educa6on, 24(12), 1313-1332.
106
Hayes, J. R. (1981). The complete problem solver, Philadelphia: The Franklin Ins5tute Press.
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In simple terms, the way we have conceptualised problem-solving in the past has been far too limited and
the ques5ons which supposedly test the skills almost certainly do not do so. The problem is a lack of clear
deﬁni5on and that is where the work of Hayes is important. In fact, it is even more important when we
realise that, throughout life, we shall all face situa5ons, events and decisions where we simply do not know
what to do: these are real problems of real life. Educa5on needs to prepare the learners for life.
Many years ago, a simple, but clear-sighted, analysis by Johnstone (1993)107 noted that there are three
elements in every problem: things we know, a goal to be reached, and a method or strategy to get there.
Each of these can either by fully known or not. This gives eight types of problems. His model is now widely
used.
In every problem, there are three elements:

Each of these can be either:

Things we know
A goal to be reached
A method or strategy to get there

Fully known
Not fully known

Problem
Solving

This gives eight
types of
problems

Figure 10.10 Three Dimensions of Problems

At last, we have a clear descrip5on of what problem solving means. The beauty of this analysis is that it
works in every area of life, in every subject taught at school or university, in every context or circumstance.
The analysis is also so straighhorward.
Johnstone presented his analysis as a table:
Type

Data

Methods

Goals

1

Given

Familiar

Given

2

Given

Unfamiliar

Given

3

Incomplete

Familiar

Given

4

Incomplete

Unfamiliar

Given

5

Given

Familiar

Open

6

Given

Unfamiliar

Open

7

Incomplete

Familiar

Open

8

Incomplete

Unfamiliar

Open

Exercises or
algorithmic tasks

More open-ended
(or real) problems

Table
108

10.1 Eight Problem Types (arer Johnstone, 1993)

It is interes5ng that, in his original publica5on of this table, Johnstone never suggested that there was any
hierarchy in diﬃculty. In other words, there are eight diﬀerent types of problems but none is intrinsically
more diﬃcult. Later research showed that this was correct109 .

107

Johnstone, A.H. (1993) In, Crea6ve Problems Solving in Chemistry, Royal Society of Chemistry, London.
Wood C.A. (2006) The development of Crea5ve problem solving in chemistry, Chemistry Educa6on Research and Prac6ce, 7(2), 96-113.
109
Yang, M-J. (2000) Problem solving in chemistry at secondary school, PhD Thesis, University of Glasgow, Glasgow. [hpp://theses.gla.ac.uk/2161/]
108
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The power of the analysis means that we can place every assessment ques5on or task into one of the eight
categories. If your subject uses problem solving as one its learning outcomes, have a look at examples of
assessment ques5ons you use and see if you can place them in one of the eight categories.
Research has shown the near impossibility of developing problems for school level under types 7 and 8.
Research has also shown that almost all assessment problems (even at university levels) rarely move
beyond type 1 and these are scarcely problems in the sense that Hayes uses.
There are two other uncomfortable ﬁndings from research110 :
While it is possible to teach the skills for solving algorithmic problems (exercises, type 1), it has proved to be
ineﬀec5ve to try to teach any strategies for solving the more open-ended problems (types 2 to 8). Their very
open-endedness means that taught strategies do not really work and, indeed, strategies can actually be
unhelpful.
There is no evidence that there is such a thing as generic problem-solving ability and there is strong
evidence to suggest that problem-solving is a context dependent skill. Thus, allowing the learners to solve
problems in your subject is no guarantee that they will become beper problem solver in any other area.
Problem Solving
It is easy to test skills at closed problem solving
Set a problem ques:on and see how can solve it
It is very diﬃcult to test all other kinds in an examina:on
How can we make it fair ?
Research shows that the following factors are cri:cal for success:
Working memory capacity
Holding many ideas in long term memory well linked together
Numerous cogni:ve characteris:cs like visual-spa:al ability, extent of divergency
Conﬁdence
Teaching strategies for solving problems is very limited and only really applies to
closed problems (are these problems?).

An Extra Thought
It is ogen stated that educa5on involves three dimensions:

ve
Cogni:

Aﬀec:ve

Psych
om

otor

Educa:on

The three areas or dimensions are ogen described as:

110

Cogni6ve:
Pscyhomotor:

Knowledge and understanding
Prac5cal skills

Aﬀec6ve:

AWtudes

Yang, M-J. (2000) Problem solving in chemistry at secondary school, PhD Thesis, University of Glasgow, Glasgow. [hpp://theses.gla.ac.uk/2161/]
Reid, N. and Yang, M-J. (2002) The Solving of Problems in Chemistry: The More Open-ended Problems, Research in Science and Technological
Educa6on, 20(1), 83-98.
Reid, N. and Yang, M-J. (2002) Open-ended Problem Solving in School Chemistry: A Preliminary Inves5ga5on, Interna6onal Journal Science
Educa6on, 24(12), 1313-1332.
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The aim of those who have emphasised this kind of approach is understandable. They want to move
learning away from educa5on’s emphasis on ‘head knowledge’ - ﬁlling the heads of learners with facts and
informa5on. However, the analysis above is not quite right.
The ﬁrst problem relates to the word ‘aﬀec6ve’. This word relates to that which is involves feelings or
emo5ons. The ‘aﬀec6ve’ is NOT the same as ‘aktudes’. The whole ﬁeld of aWtude research is quite
enormous and the classic review of the en5re area is that of Eagly and Chaiken111 . There have been, literally,
thousands of studies rela5ng to aWtudes, their nature, purpose, and measurement. The work has
developed enormously and there are now very clear pictures:
The agreed ﬁnding is an aWtude can be described like this:
'Aktude is a psychological tendency that is expressed by evalua6ng a
par6cular en6ty with some degree of favor or disfavor'.

(Eagly and Chaiken, 1993, page 7)

The key word here is ‘evalua6on’. In developing an aWtude towards someone or something, we are
evalua5ng in some way. This evalua5on may be based on knowledge (cogni5ve), feeling (aﬀec5ve) or
experience (known as cona5ve) or any combina5on of the three in any propor5ons. In other words,
aWtudes are simply NOT the same as the ‘aﬀec6ve’ although they may involve the ‘aﬀec6ve’. You can ﬁnd a
very short and simple summary in the sec5on on aWtudes in this monograph112 .

Autudes
Evalua;ons
involving

Cona:ve
(related to experience)

Cogni:ve
(related to thinking)

Aﬀec:ve
(related to feeling)

While it is true that educa5on involves the total person and this must include feelings and behaviour just as
much as head knowledge, the analysis commonly used is s5ll too simplis5c and is really misleading. Here is
a beper model for you to consider:

Cogni:ve

Psychomotor

Aﬀec:ve

What we
know

How we
understand

How we
do things

What we
can do

How we
think

How we feel

How we evaluate
knowledge

111

Chaiken, S. H., & Eagly, A. (1993). The Psychology of AWtudes, Harcourt Brace College Publishers, New York.

112

Reid, N. (2003) Gekng Started in Pedagogical Research in Higher Educa6on, LTSN Physical Science, Higher Educa5on Academy, Hull, ISBN
1-903815-07-X, [online: hpp://www-new2.heacademy.ac.uk/assets/ps/documents/prac5ce_guides/prac5ce_guides/
ps0076_geWng_sarted_in_pedagogic_research_in_the_physical_sciences_aug_2004.pdf]
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Implica:ons for assessment
If educa5on is to value this wide range of skills and outcomes, then it is important assessment gives credit
for them. However, in many areas, there are, as yet, no reliable assessment methods which can give fair
measurements.
There are good ways to assess what we know, understand and skills in evalua5ng knowledge. There are
developing ways to look at thinking and there are some good ways to consider the things we can do.
However, it is more or less impossible to measure emo5ons or aWtudes or, indeed, some aspects of
thinking and problem solving in a reliable way. The ‘duly-performed’ approach may help in some areas but,
while aWtudes can be measured very large samples, the accuracy of individual measurement is s5ll
unacceptable.

to explore
the poten;al of
‘duly performed’ assessment approaches
in
na:onal assessment and cer:ﬁca:on

RSVP
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Assessment
Moving
into a
New Future

Features of Quality

Aims
This chapter considers the basic principles that can help us to develop
and apply assessments which are of quality in measuring student
learning against the goals of the curriculum

Assessment Quality
We all want quality educa5on. We all want quality assessment. The diﬃculty is in
describing accurately what we mean by quality. The ﬁrst danger is in assuming that
quality assessment data can give a reliable indica5on of quality of educa5on. If we use
the data from formal assessment to indicate the quality of educa5on, the quality of
schools or the quality of teaching, then we distort all that goes on in schools. This is
simply because formal assessment can only measure a very narrow range of skills and, by
focussing on these, the en5re educa5on process will neglect other, perhaps more important, skills that
cannot be measured using formal examina5ons.
This chapter will focus on seeking to develop quality in our assessments. Our
assessment will have a large impact on the futures of our students. It is, therefore,
essen5al that we develop the best assessment of the highest quality possible.
Quality Assessment
Students

Teachers

We know
how we
are doing

They know
how they
are doing
Our teaching
can be
enriched

They are
rewarded
fairly

Figure 11.1 Why important assessment in quality key features
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Two Kinds of Assessment
There are two broad kinds of assessment which we shall meet:
‘Internal’ includes using regular grading, record keeping and repor5ng to parents and to the students
themselves; at secondary level, informing decisions about courses to follow where there are
op5ons within the school.
‘External’ includes mee5ng the requirements of statutory na5onal assessment and cer5ﬁca5on by
examina5on bodies or for voca5onal qualiﬁca5ons, selec5on for further or higher educa5on.

This can be seen:
Internal assessment

External assessment

What we do in the school

National Examinations

The problem is that na5onal examina5ons strongly inﬂuence how we assess our students in the school for
our task is to prepare our students for these na5onal examina5ons.
Internal assessment

influences to the point of control

External assessment

Key Features of Quality
In this, we need to start by looking at what we want to test and ensuring that this is an appropriate set of
goals. We then select the appropriate method to measure against these goals so that we have evidence of
student competency. We want our students to perform at their best to show to us that they have made
signiﬁcant achievements. A good way forward is:
Teachers clearly iden5fy the key desired characteris5cs and learning outcomes
Teachers inform their students of what is expected of them
Teachers develop assessment tasks to match the desired characteris5cs and learning outcomes

There are four aspects we need to consider in developing quality assessment:
Validity

it would assess all the learning that we want to assess and nothing more or less

Does the test measure
what we intend it
to measure?

Reliability

It gives an accurate measurement of performance

Does the test measure
accurately, reﬂec:ng
achievement fairly?

Fair Marking

Students receive appropriate credit for their performance

Does the marking reﬂect fairly
what students have actually
achieved?

Practicability

In terms of use of resources (:me and cost)

Is the assessment procedure
humane and economic in terms of
:me and resources?

Figure 11.2 Factors of quality assessment
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The ideal of sa5sfying all these requirements is, unfortunately, very diﬃcult, for they are
ogen in conﬂict. For instance, reliability and validity interact: the greater the demand for
‘accuracy’ (high reliability), the greater the tendency for the assessment to be reduced to
aspects of performance that can be unambiguously judged as correct or incorrect, which
restricts the range of skills to be measured and hence the validity of what is assessed.
Costs cannot be ignored: marking every assessment twice would improve accuracy but is
out of the ques5on on a large scale. We now look brieﬂy at what each of these requirements means in
prepara5on for considering how they can be achieved.
Assessment Conﬁdence
Overall, the key thing: can we have conﬁdence that the assessment reﬂects the achievements of the
students? Assuming that a test does, in fact, test what it is intended to test, then conﬁdence in its results
relate to:
Conﬁdence

Do these reﬂect the balance of
knowledge and skills and sample
the curriculum fairly?

Quality of
Ques:ons

The Marker
Accuracy

To what extent will diﬀerent
markers give the same score?

Quality of
Ques:ons
Is the student able to perform
op6mally under test condi6ons?

Figure 11.4 Assessment Conﬁdence

Numerous studies have shown that diﬀerent tests, or diﬀerent markers, can make an enormous diﬀerence
to grades, even with carefully designed tests and well briefed markers113. This suggest mul5ple measures
are important, with mul5ple markers.
Prac:cali:es
Any assessment is only as good as the test ques5ons asked. Test ques5ons cannot be good
unless they are tes5ng what we want to test in a reliable way.
Here are the key stages to explore this:
Describe clearly and opera:onally what are the
goals of the learning being assessed

Develop ques:ons that are
likely to test these skills

Ensure that the ques:ons do
not show fatal ﬂaws

Think of an example. Imagine that your students have just completed a sec5on of work on the topic of
redox chemistry. Your aims might include the following:
The students should:
Understand the nature of oxida5on and reduc5on in terms of electron ﬂow (conceptual understanding);
Be able to balance ion-electron half-equa5ons correctly (an intellectual-prac6cal skill);
Be able to combine ion-electron half-equa5ons correctly (a skill of applica6on).

113

Spencer. E., (1981) Inter-Marker Unreliability in SCE O Grade English Composi5on. Is Improvement Possible? Scoksh Educa6onal Review, 13(1),
41-55
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In order to assess conceptual understanding, a structural communica5on grid ques5on114 might be the best
format. Mul5ple choice ques5ons will be useless while short answer ques5ons might simply test recall.
However, the only way to test if they can balance and combine ion-electron half-equa5ons correctly is to
ask them to demonstrate these skills by giving them two or three such equa5ons and asking them to show
the skills. The ﬁrst ques5on might be very easy, the next a liple more diﬃcult and the next one quite
diﬃcult, allowing diﬀerences in ability to show.
Note that none of the three aims reﬂect recall skills although they have to remember the skills of balancing
and combining ion-electron half-equa5ons. The key is being able to carry out these skills correctly.
Quality Ques:ons
Here is a simple way to look at ques5ons to see if they are of
good quality. It can be carried out on your own but it is much
beper if two or three of you look at the ques5ons together and
discuss how you see the ques5ons. Imagine you have set a
school examina5on paper in the topic of simple direct current
circuits. As before, you need to start out by lis5ng what are the aims of this part of the course. In other
words, what do you want you students to be able to do at the end of this piece of work?
Now, work with two or three of your colleagues. Together look at each ques5on in your drag test paper and
ask three ques5ons of each ques5on:
What does this ques5on test?

Knowledge, understanding, skills, thinking or evalua5ng ?

Is it worth tes5ng?

From the perspec5ve of the learner ?

Are there any obvious ﬂaws in the ques5on?

Informa5on overload, implicit answers, ambiguity.

We ogen set ques5ons which aim to test a par5cular outcome but, in fact,
evidence shows again and again that the learners get answers by routes we did
not expect. The most common ﬂaw in ques5ons is that they simply end up in
tes5ng recall or recogni5on when we think they are tes5ng something else.
The next step is even harder to face. For the moment, forget your own subject discipline and your own
commitment to that discipline. Think of the learner. For them, is the ques5on asking something worth
tes5ng? Has it value or relevance for them? Does the evidence from this ques5on take the learner forward
in their development?
Finally, if the ques5on passes the ﬁrst two stages, look afresh at the ques5on. It is amazing how many ﬂaws
exist in test ques5ons. If the ques5on is overloaded with informa5on, we may be simply tes5ng the capacity
of the learner’s working memory. There may be ‘clues’ in the wording of the ques5on which point to the
obvious answers. There may be ambigui5es so that the more able learner sees something deeper in the
ques5on and misses the ‘right’ answer.
Good ques5ons (or tasks) are diﬃcult to set and the problem is greater in some subjects
than others. It is useful to take the ques5ons you have set and ask others to apply the three
ques5ons to what you have done. It is rela5vely easy to set ques5ons which simply test
recall and recogni5on. We all quickly discover how demanding it is to set good ques5ons
which test other skills.

114

Examples of this approach will be shown later (chapter 12)
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There are several steps we can take to enhance the ques5ons we set so that they measure what we intend
them to measure, they measure something useful for the perspec5ve of the learner and they avoid most of
the major ﬂaws. The ﬁrst step is to be honest with ourselves in apprecia5ng that, as soon as we move
beyond tes5ng recall, good ques;ons are diﬃcult to develop. This is no weakness on our part; it is simple
realism!
Secondly, we need to keep the learners always at the focus of all our thinking. We need to ask how they will
see the ques5on, from the perspec5ve of their age, experience and what they have been taught. Most
learners at school stages want to gain the maximum credit with the
Maximum credit
minimum eﬀort and they will ﬁnd all kinds of devious, but usually
Minimum effort
legi5mate, ways to achieve this. It is worth the eﬀort to listen to what
the learners say, perhaps ager an assessment.
Thirdly, we need to work with colleagues in an aﬃrma5ve way. Experienced colleagues in the same subject
discipline can oﬀer percep5ve insights while colleagues in other disciplines can ogen see things which
escape our no5ce altogether.
The quality is only as good as the validity of the assessment tasks set:
Does it test what we think it is tes:ng?
Can pupils get right answers by other routes than those we intend?

We now need to turn to our learners and how they respond as they complete the
assessment. Has the test or examina5on (in whatever form it takes) given them an
opportunity to show their genuine knowledge, understandings, skills, thinking or
evalua5on.
Prac:cal
Approaches

Of course, learners can cheat but this is not what we are thinking of here mainly. Let us
look at some prac5cal issues:

If there is a choice of ques5ons in a test paper, then all students are not
Do not oﬀer a ques:on choice
It makes the assessment unfair
siWng the same assessment. For example, if the examina5on paper
requires the learners to complete ﬁve ques5on out of a set of eight, then
there are 56 ways by which the students can select their ﬁve ques5ons. There are, therefore,
not all siWng the same examina5on. Unless we know that all the ques5ons are of equal
diﬃculty and are tes5ng things of equal value, then the assessment is simply not fair. In fact,
we cannot know either of these with certainty although the ﬁrst can be handled easily using
simple sta5s5cs.
The test format we use may be inappropriate. For example, mul5ple choice is
known to be very unreliable as a test method. In some research, it was found that
many right answers were chosen for the wrong reasons. In another study, it was
found that simply changing the order of the distractors (set of possible answers)
changed the level of performance quite markedly115 .

Are mul:ple choice exams an accurate
measure of one’s knowledge
A
B
C
D

Yes
A and C
A and B
All of the above

A test may be too diﬃcult or too easy, giving some learners a disadvantage. Able learners may be ‘insulted’ by
a trivial paper and may not show their true abili5es while diﬀerent learners tend to panic to diﬀerent extents
in a too demanding paper.

115

Friel, S. and Johnstone, A.H. (1978a) A Review of the Theory of Objec5ve Tes5ng, School Science Review, 59, 733-8.
Friel, S. and Johnstone, A.H. (1978b) Scoring Systems which allow for Par5al Knowledge, Journal of Chemical Educa6on, 55, 717-9.
Friel, S. and Johnstone, A.H. (1979a) Seconds Thoughts in Mul5ple Choice Tests in Science, Journal of Chemical Educa6on, 56, 326.
Friel, S. and Johnstone, A.H. (1979b) Does the Posi5on of the Answer in a Mul5ple Choice Test Maper?, Educa6on in Chemistry, 16(6), 175.
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The working memory demand of ques5ons may favour some students. The research evidence is
very clear here. In almost all assessments, there are ques5ons which require the candidates to
hold or process too many things at the same 6me. Those with above average working memories
have a considerable advantage and this is nothing to do with their abili5es116. It is simply a
func5on of the way the brain is ‘wired up’.

My brain is about
to explode

The style of assessment may favour students with certain learner characteris5cs. There are
numerous aspects to this. One example considers visual-spa5al abili5es. It has been found that
possessing enhanced visual-spa5al abili5es always seems to favour beper test performance117.
There is, of course, the ‘good day, bad day’ aspect. Some learners perform beper in the
morning, some have ‘oﬀ’ days, performance on speciﬁc day may be inﬂuenced by events
outside the classroom.

Use many diﬀerent
styles of ques;ons

In some subjects, it is rela5vely easy to mark fairly consistently so that any diﬀerences between markers are
very small. In other subjects, this is diﬃcult to achieve and diﬀerences between markers can be very large enough to change a good pass into a ‘fail’ or a borderline pass into an ‘A’ pass.
The problem lies in the great diﬃculty to specify what are the criteria for success unambiguously so that all
markers can award credit in a similar fashion.
Prac:cal Things you can do
Here are some prac5cal ways forward:
Set up a marking brief, outlining as precisely as possible how marks are to be allocated.
This should be wripen, discussed, agreed and followed;
In some subjects, it is possible to allocate every mark;
In other subjects, it is extremely diﬃcult:
Where it is diﬃcult, try to describe as clearly as possible what you understand by, say, ‘ﬁve marks worth’, ‘three
marks worth’ and ‘one mark worth’ (assuming credit is out of 5).

116
117

Reid, N. (2009) Working Memory and Science Educa5on, Research in Science and Technological Educa6on, 27(2), 245-250.
Hindal, H., Reid, N. and Whitehead, R. (2013) A Fresh look at High Ability, Interna6onal Journal of Instruc6on, 6(1), 59-76.
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Enhancing reliability
There is slippage with 5me: we get 5red and the marking of the last paper is inconsistent with the ﬁrst. To
check for this, re-mark the ﬁrst marked paper again at the end;
Individualised interpreta5on of criteria: we need to follow agreed criteria. This is not easy, especially in subjects
like English. We need to surrender our legi5mate personal value judgements for agreed value judgements - not
easy.
Marker bias - we know the learners too well! Be aware of it and aim for objec5vity. It is too easy to upgrade
marks subconsciously when the paper is beau5fully presented and we know the learner’s commitment.

Prac;cal Approaches
Set a paper with clear marking brief in mind;
Check paper and marking brief with colleagues;
Ensure that learners know test aims and format;
Ensure that test condi5ons are acceptable;
Ensure that all markers use the marking brief.

Standards
Almost every day, there are references in the media to standards in school educa5on. Indeed, we probably
all agree that we wish to develop the highest standards possible for our learners. One major problem is how
do we deﬁne ‘standards’?
We measure what we are
capable of measuring and then
we deﬁne our ‘standards’ by
that measure

The danger is that we measure what we are capable of measuring and
then we deﬁne our ‘standards’ by that measure. Thus, it is too temp5ng
to deﬁne standards by examina5on grades. This is how poli5cians and
the media see it. Sadly, it is ogen how educa5onal managers and school
inspectors see it as well.

School managers, school
inspectors, poli:cians,
the media

The problem is that examina5ons, no maper how well set and marked, are very imperfect measuring
instruments. It is like trying to measure your height with a measuring tape on which no number scale has
been marked. If we have a group of people, then we can place them in rough order by their height. That is
all.
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Think of examina5ons like a measuring tape with no scale on it …..
Where is the
scale ??

Examination

Examina5ons are like that. They are quite good (but by no means perfect) in placing learners in some kind
of order of merit. However, where to place the ‘pass mark’ or the grade boundaries is a maper of human
judgement.
Therefore, statements in the media which suggest that standards have improved or otherwise on the basis
of grades in some na5onal examina5on are simply nonsense. The examina5on papers are not iden5cal from
year to year. We now have more than one measuring tape and none of them has a number scale marked on
it!
Examination 2011

Exam

inatio

n 201

2
Examin

13

ation 20

At the na5onal level, it is a reasonable assump5on to think that the ability of the candidates in any
examina5on will be roughly the same from year to year. It is that which is used to decide pass marks and
grade boundaries. That is all we have and, in subjects with high numbers (> 1000), it is a very sound basis
for taking decisions.
At the school level, the numbers are too low to expect the general abili5es from one year to the next to be
similar. Indeed, it only takes a fairly superﬁcial sta5s5cal analysis to show that the performance in an
average size school at na5onal examina5ons can vary by as much as ± 30% over a
ten year period. This is simply caused by the natural varia5on in year groups and is
nothing to do with the ‘standards’ in the school. Therefore, any apempt to compare
overall performance in a school from year to year (and then blame headteachers
and staﬀ !) is simply nonsense. It is quite unethical and totally unfair.
There is another problem in the media about examina5on standards. Media commentators base their
knowledge of educa5on almost en5rely on their memories of their own school days. Educa5on at all levels
has changed out of recogni5on over the years. It is probably true to say that a person has almost certainly
‘lost touch’ ager no more ﬁve years of loss of direct regular contact with a school. And direct contact
means working there!
The only certainty about school educa:on is uncertainty: change is
happening so fast that an outsider has no chance of keeping up to date.

Examinations place candidates in a rough order of merit
Examinations are not exact measuring instruments
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A Diﬀerent View of Standards
There is another aspect of standards which is closer to us. It is very diﬃcult, perhaps almost impossible, to
specify in unambiguous language the standards we wish from our learners. Even when we think we have it,
a colleague may interpret what we write in a slightly diﬀerent way. This means that criteria laid down in
curriculum speciﬁca5ons are incredibly diﬃcult to interpret unambiguously. It is also very diﬃcult to
interpret the criteria into test ques5ons where we can be sure that then ques5on tests the desired outcome
and that it tests it at the standard we wish.
There are two ways we resolve this problem. The ﬁrst is to look at previous examina5on papers or exemplar
examina5on ques5ons. The second is to rely on our experience and the experience of our colleagues.
Deﬁning standards in words
(We say what students
should be able to do)

Deﬁning standards in norms
(We look at performance
of many students)

The Experience of Teachers
(We tend to know what
students can achieve)

Figure 11.5 Deﬁning the Standards

From experience, we tend to know what to expect, we tend to know what is the likely performance of the
more able and what is the cri5cal performance that just gives the ‘pass’. However, that is a value judgement
and not exact. Nonetheless, a group of experienced teachers can usually agree on the ‘standards’ required
in their own specialist areas.
Here is a summary of some of the key points.
Some Established Principles
There are rarely absolute standards in learning
It is like we are trying to measure someone’s height with a measuring tape with no scale on it
We are extremely good at placing pupils in rough orders of merit on some performance
It incredibly diﬃcult to specify criteria totally unambiguously
We are extremely good at having a ‘feel’ for the standards, based on experience
Research shows that we are not conﬁdent to trust the judgements of other teachers
It is never easy to place our ‘standards’ in the wider context of na:onal ‘standards’

In assessment, the following features are important:
Saying precisely the objec6ves
as the basis for assessment
Sekng the required
standards for each objec6ve
in the assessment

Minimising unfair advantages
or disadvantages for
candidates

Quality
Assessment

Crea6ng test ques6ons
to measure against the
objec6ves

Ensuring that
assessment ques6ons
reﬂect reality
Deciding the standards for each level
of performance for each objec6ve

Figure 11.6 Features to Achieve Quality Assessment
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We start by sta5ng exactly what we want to assess and the standards we
expect from our students. We then start to create assessment ques5ons and
tasks, con5nually checking if these are likely to measure against the
objec5ves we have set for the assessment. It is important to check that the
ques5ons we set are realis5c and meaningful for the students. It is also vital
that we check that the ques5ons do not give some students unfair
advantages. Thus, we need to be sure that we are not overloading the
working memories of students who happen to have slightly smaller working
memory capaci5es.
Seeng our Own Assessments
In some parts of the world, all assessment at all levels in secondary schools is carried out internally within
the school. They have developed a system which has been found to assess the learners performance in a
robust and authen5c way. Universi5es are found to be able to trust the assessments. Indeed, wider society
trusts the assessments. Let us take this step by step and see how it can be done. Firstly, what does research
show?
(1) The best way to describe and deﬁne the criteria for assessments is for teachers to work
together to draw up these criteria, with some support from outside.

Research
Evidence

(2) Teacher assessments are remarkably reliable much of the 5me while the greatest
reliability is obtained by combining teacher assessments with external assessments.
(3) Teachers working aﬃrma5vely together cannot only deﬁne criteria but they can also agree on assessment
tasks which are valid and reliable.
(4) Na5onal examina5ons are not as reliable as most assume: they are one picture of performance at one
moment of 5me with one sample of ques5ons.
(5) The predic5ve value of na5onal assessments in term of future performance (eg university degree class) is
fairly poor.
(6) In many subject areas (interes5ngly, the sciences, technologies, engineering and mathema5cal subjects),
Universi5es are less interested in content covered than in ability to work independently and show key
thinking skills and posi5ve aWtudes.
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Assessment
Moving
into a
New Future

Methods of Assessment

Aims
This chapter looks to focus on numerous ways to assess, giving
prac;cal examples and also ways of marking so that we reward
skills beyond recall

Introduc:on
The focus of this chapter is on the prac5cal ways we can assess our students in the classroom and in the
tests and examina5ons we develop in our schools and universi5es. We need to recognise the enormous
power of our assessments:
'Assessment acts as a mechanism to control students that is far more pervasive and insidious than most staﬀ
would be prepared to acknowledge'.

Danili and Reid, 2005118
Of course, there are numerous ways by which we can assess the progress of our students. In simple terms,
Interviews

Wriben Examina:ons

Observa:ons

Task Comple:on

Our students tell us what they
know

Our students write down what
they know

Our students show us what they
know

Our student undertake tasks of
known value

SPEAK

WRITE

DO

UNDERTAKE

We talk to our students

We read what they write

We watch what they do

We check that the tasks are
completed

We LISTEN

We READ

We WATCH

We CHECK

From all this, we deduce what they know, understand, and can do as well as how they think and evaluate

Many people think that assessment is limited to the paper and pencil tests given in class to see if students
have learned the content.
Assessment is far more than pencil and paper tests:
We can observe our students in the classroom; we can talk to our students before and during the
comple6on of a task.

Assessment is far more than measuring what they can recall:
We need to emphasis their understanding and what they do successfully. We need to consider their skills
in thinking and their ability and willingness to evaluate knowledge.

118

Danili E. and Reid N., (2005) Assessment formats: do they make a diﬀerence? Chemistry Educa6on Research and Prac6ce, 6, 204-212.
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Assessment performances are day-to-day ac;vi;es that can also be authen;c and
engaging demonstra;ons of students’ abili;es to grapple with the central challenges of
a discipline in real life contexts.
Kulieke et al., (1990)122
119

Classroom Assessment
Here is an important principle:120
'Classroom assessment provides valuable informa;on that allows teachers to adapt
instruc;onal procedures to the learning needs of their students.'
(Koyalik, 2002 as cited in Eggen and Kauchak, 2004)120

All assessment, including classroom assessment involves a process:

Share the results with students

Conduct assessment, mark and analyse

Set appropriate ques:ons and tasks

Choose an assessment technique

Seung targets and wri:ng objec:ves

Figure 12.1 Processes in Assessment

This can be summarised:
We need to decide want we want to measure
We need to decide how we are going to measure it
We need devise appropriate ways to measure it
We measure and we mark and analyse
We tell our students how they got on

Methods and tools may include oral ques5oning, quizzes, tests, examina5ons, assignments, projects,
essays, observa5ons of performance, and any other product or sample of behaviour that might provide
informa5on about how well a student or group of students is doing (Earl and Cousins, 1996)121 .
119

Kulieke, M., Bakker, J., Collins, C., Fennimore, T., Fine, C., Herman, J., Jones, B.F., Raack, L., & Tinzmann, M.B. (1990). Why should assessment be
based on a vision of learning? [online document] NCREL, Oak Brook: IL. Available online: hpp://www.ncrel.org/sdrs/areas/rpl_esys/assess.htm
120
Eggen, P. and Kauchack, D. 2004. Educa6onal psychology: windows on classrooms. 6th ed. New Jersey: Pearson.
121
Earl, L., and Cousins, J. B. (1996). Classroom Assessment. Canada: Ontario Public School Teachers’ Federa5on.
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Assessment and Tes:ng
We tend to think of assessment as a formal test or examina5on where students write down what they can
recall about some topic or theme. It is cri5cal to remember that the formal wripen test or examina5on is
ONLY ONE kind of assessment. Dietel et al., (1991)122 deﬁne assessment as 'any method used to be^er
understand the current knowledge that a student possesses'. The important word here is ‘any’. However
their descrip5on is s5ll inadequate. Here is a beper way:
Assessment
Any acceptable technique that gives us informa:on about how well
our students know, understand and demonstrate their skills, as well as
showing how well they are thinking and evalua:ng.

Assessment aﬀects students. Assessment aﬀects us, as teachers. The way it aﬀects students and teachers
is described as feedback. Look at ﬁgure 12.2 below. Start in the middle, with the green box en5tled
‘teaching and learning’. This leads to assessment. However the assessment feeds back to the students and
to ourselves:
Feedback

Learners

Teachers

}

Assessment

Teaching and Learning

Feedback
Figure 12.2 Assessment Feedback

Now let us look at the possible eﬀects of that feedback (ﬁgure 12.3).
Success leads to conﬁdence
Failure can lead to despair
Outcomes will inﬂuence their view of:
• Learning itself
• Their role in learning
• The role of their teachers
• The value of assessment
Learners

Teachers

Feedback

}

Teaching and Learning

How we see
Our students and their eﬀorts
Our teaching and its eﬀec6veness
The curriculum and its meaningfulness
Our assessment and its usefulness

Assessment

Feedback

Figure 12.3 Assessment Feedback in Detail

122

Dietel, R. J., Herman, J. L., & Knuth, R. A. (1991). What does research say about assessment? NCREL, Oak Brook. Available online: hpp://
www.ncrel.org/sdrs/areas/stw_esys/4assess.htm
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Widening our Horizons
We can obtain assessment evidence from numerous sources:
Course-embedded assessment (uses exams, class ac5vi5es, and assignments)
Porholio analysis (collec5on of student work)
Performance-based measures (ac5vi5es such as wri5ng an essay, making a presenta5on, comple5ng a problem
-solving exercise, giving a performance, and simula5ons)
Surveys, interviews, and focus groups of students, alumni, and employers

Un5l now there is no one perfect or ideal method of assessment. Each method has its advantages and
disadvantages. However, the suitable methods of assessment to be used depend mainly on the outcomes
required to be assessed and, therefore, teachers have to think deeply before choosing any assessment
method.
We shall now look at examples of the various methods open to us. Let us think of ques5ons set in wripen
test papers. There are two broad categories:
Wri^en
Assessments
Verbal
Assessments

Objec:ve
Other
ques:ons ques:ons

Prac6cal
Assessments

It has to be stressed that all ques5ons are set by us. The only thing that is objec5ve about objec5ve
ques5ons is that they can be marked by a machine. However, the machine s5ll has to be ‘told’ what are the
‘right’ answers. There is nothing special about objec;ve ques;ons.
The table below looks at some of the more common formats of ques5ons, with some comments on their
poten5al. Under ‘objec6ve formats’, par5al knowledge mul5ple choice and structural communica5on girds
have very considerable poten5al in some areas of the curriculum and examples are oﬀered later.
Objec:ve Formats
Example

Other Formats
Comment

Example

Comment

Mul;ple Choice

They tend only to indicate recallrecogni5on while reliability is highly
suspect

Short Answer

Can indicate what they know, can do or, to a limited
extent, what they understand.

Par;al knowledge mul;ple
choice

More reliable, can be used to give
some indica5on of understanding

Extended answer

Versa5le, can be used to explore understanding, skills,
thinking and evalua5on.

Structural Communica;on
Grids

Powerfully diagnos5c, especially
good at conceptual areas; cannot be
used for everything

Prac;cal Tests

Can assess cogni5ve skills (as in mathema5cs
procedures) as well as prac5cal skills.

There are several other objec5ve formats but these have Observa;on
limited applica5on in courses at school and further educa5on Calcula;on
stages.
There is ongoing work in exploring formats for assessment Essay
which use the power of computers. Much of this work has
sadly never moved beyond mul5ple choice variants, with their
Disserta;on
well established limita5ons.
However, new formats are being considered and, in due
Project
course, may have wider applica5ons.
Indeed, electronic assessment is a growing area where we can
expect developments in the near future. There may come a Verbal Presenta;on
day when assessments use mobiles, on-line tasks and iPads.
Nonetheless, e-assessment faces the major problem about
uncertainty of whether an assessment is completed unaided Duly Performed
by others.
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Very insighhul but very diﬃcult to reduce to scores.
Important in many subject areas to test procedural
skills and, occasionally, understanding
Can assess almost anything but the problem is how to
mark fairly. The marking 5me demand is considerable.
Oﬀers enormous scope. Marking needs careful
thought but good ways to mark have been developed.
This can reﬂect extended work and oﬀers many
insights. Reducing to a score needs thought.
Very 5me-consuming but gives rich insights. Marking
needs careful thought but good ways to mark have
been developed.
Credit is given for task comple5on and no tradi5onal
marking is involved. A very useful way forward to
assess some intractable skills.

Chapter 12

In making a choice of which format to use, there are two important aspects to be considered:
Diﬀerent formats have diﬀerent strengths and weaknesses. It is important to select the format which will
suit the task in hand;
In selec5ng a format, ask yourself if the learner answers will provide you with the informa5on you want.
This needs to be related to your aims in the assessment.

We now look at each of these assessment methods and discuss their strengths and weaknesses, giving
examples of them where they are less familiar.
Objec:ve Assessment Formats
Some argue that objec5ve tes5ng removes tester bias (Currie, 1986;123 Leonard et al., 1996124 ). However,
this is not really true as we have to be very clear about the word objec6ve. In objec5ve tes5ng, the
curriculum goals that are intended to be tested are subjec6vely chosen (chosen by the teachers). The
ques5ons themselves have been subjec6vely wripen to match these goals (a professional judgment made
by the teacher). The wording used is subjec6ve (chosen by the teachers to test the goals), and the
interpreta5on of the scores is subjec6ve (the results are subjec6vely judged by the examiner, as well as
parents and employers).
The only objec:ve part of objec:ve tes:ng is the
scoring because machine scoring can be used

The three most common examples are mul5ple choice, par5al-knowledge mul5ple choice and structural
communica5on girds. However, other possibili5es exist: true-false ques5ons, matching ques5ons, ﬁll-in
ques5ons. However, these will not be considered as they are far too limited for use in schools and
universi5es.
Mul:ple Choice
Par:al knowledge
Mul:ple Choice

Which Format?

Structural
Communica:on
Grids

The Objec;ve
Tes;ng Maze

123

Currie, R. (1986) 'Objec5ve tesing' in Lloyd - Jones, R., Bray, E., Jonson,G. and Crrie, R (eds,) Assessmest from Principles to Ac6on, London,
Macmillan Educa5on Ltd., 47-54.
124
Leonard, L., Macteer. E. and Wilson, R. (1996) Report of objec6ve tes6ng study group, Glasgow, Ins5tute of Biomedical and Life Sciences,
University of Glasgow.
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Mul:ple Choice Ques:ons
These are familiar to you and involve a ques5on with four or ﬁve possible answers [known as the key (right
answer) and distractors (wrong answers)] being oﬀered, only one of which is right. Let us look at the
advantages and disadvantages:
Advantages
They allow a wide range of areas to be tested fairly quickly.
With computers, they can be marked almost instantly.
With computers, paperns of choices can be seen very easily.

Disadvantages
It is very diﬃcult and 5me-consuming to set good ques5ons.
Such ques5ons tend to test mainly recall-recogni5on skills, despite many apempts to go beyond this.
Many right answers are chosen for the wrong reasons and many wrong answers are chosen for good reasons.
Changing the order of the distractors can alter performance quite markedly (showing lack of reliability).
Guessing is a serious problem and using 5 distractors shows liple advantage over 4.
It is far too easy to oﬀer more than one right answer, leaving the candidates in confusion.
It is possible to develop skills in students so that they can do much beper in such ques5ons without any
increase in subject knowledge.

Recommenda:on
Reduce the use of mul5ple choice as this method shows serious ﬂaws.
Adapt mul5ple choice ques5ons to par5al knowledge mul5ple choice ques5ons is a good way forward.

Here are two examples:
A Bad Example

A Beier Example

If ammonium chloride crystals are dissolved in water,
the pH of the solu5on will be:

Look at the vanadyl ion: VO2+
What is the oxida5on state of vanadium?

A
B
C
D

Above 7
7
Below 7
None of these

A
B
C
D

+1
+3
+4
+5

Comments
In the ﬁrst ques5on, there can be only three possibili5es. Therefore, D is a meaningless choice.
In the second ques5on, this seeks to test if the candidates really understand the meaning of the concept of
oxida5on state.
Op5on A suggests that there is confusion with charge.
Op5on B suggests there is confusion with valency.
Op5on C suggests there is confusion with bonding.
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Par:al Knowledge Mul:ple Choice Ques:ons
Research showed many years ago (Friel and Johnstone125) that a major problem with mul5ple choice lay in
the fact that they gave no indica5on of par5al knowledge. An answer was either right or it was wrong.
Numerous methods were developed to reduce this problem and one this is illustrated here. Your own
mul5ple choice ques5ons can easily be adapted to this format.
Suppose four answers are oﬀered.
(B) is the correct answer.
The candidate is asked to mark with a 5ck (✔) the correct answer and put a cross (✘) against the two answers which are
deﬁnitely wrong.
Consider three answers oﬀered by three students:
Student 1

Student 2

A

✘

✘

B

✔

C

✘

Student 3
✘

D

✔

✘

✘

✔

Student 1 Has 5cked the correct answer and crossed two wrong answers: full marks (perhaps 1)
Student 2 Has 5cked a wrong answer but has put a cross against the other two wrong answers: par5al marks (perhaps 0.5)
Student 3 Has 5cked a wrong answer but put a cross against the correct answer: no marks (0)

Advantages
They allow a wide range of areas to be tested fairly quickly.
With computers, they can be marked almost instantly.
With computers, paperns of choices can be seen very easily.
They give credit for par5al knowledge.

Disadvantages
It is diﬃcult to set good ques5ons.
Such ques5ons tend to test mainly recall-recogni5on skills, despite many apempts to go beyond this.
It may be possible to develop skills in students so that they can do much beper in such ques5ons without any
increase in subject knowledge.

Recommenda:on
Adapt your mul5ple choice ques5ons to par5al knowledge format.

125

Friel, S. and Johnstone, A.H. (1978a) A Review of the Theory of Objec5ve Tes5ng, School Science Review, 59, 733-8.
Friel, S. and Johnstone, A.H. (1978b) Scoring Systems which allow for Par5al Knowledge, Journal of Chemical Educa6on, 55, 717-9.
Friel, S. and Johnstone, A.H. (1979a) Seconds Thoughts in Mul5ple Choice Tests in Science, Journal of Chemical Educa6on, 56, 326.
Friel, S. and Johnstone, A.H. (1979b) Does the Posi5on of the Answer in a Mul5ple Choice Test Maper?, Educa6on in Chemistry, 16(6), 175.
Friel, S. and Johnstone, A.H. (1988) Making Test Scores Yield More Informa5on, Educa6on in Chemistry, 25 (2), 46-49.
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A Good Example
Mark with a 5ck (✔) the correct answer and put a cross (✘) against the two answers which are deﬁnitely
wrong.
If dilute sodium hydroxide is added drop by drop to a solu5on of very dilute sulphuric acid, which graph shows
how the conduc5vity changes?
Conduc:vity

A

Conduc:vity

Drops NaOH added

Conduc:vity

B

Drops NaOH added

Conduc:vity

C

Drops NaOH added

D

Drops NaOH added

Comments
The conduc5vity is controlled by the number of free ions present in the solu5on and the mobility of these
ions.
More ions are being added and, in op5on A, the candidate sees the conduc5vity rising, ignoring any
chemical reac5on.
In op5on B, the candidate sees the hydroxide ions linking to the hydrogen ions (as water) and the ion
concentra5on falling, but ignores the reac5on comple5on.
In op5on C, the candidate appreciates the reac5on in removing water but then grasps that further addi5on
of sodium hydroxide increases the number of ions present.
In op5on D, the candidate appreciates the reac5on in removing water but then grasps that further addi5on
of sodium hydroxide increases the number of ions present, but fails to see that sodium and hydroxide ions
are less mobile than the hydrogen ions just removed.
The papern of 5cks and crosses reveals where the confusion lies in the candidate’s mind.

Exploring genuine understanding …..
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Structural Communica:on grids
This method was ﬁrst described long ago in 1972 by Egan126. It was used by many and found to be a very
powerful assessment technique127. The method is now widely used in formal examina5ons and in research,
but the use tends to be in the science subjects128. However, there are good possibili5es in some other areas
of the curriculum.
In structural communica5on grid ques5ons, the data are presented in the form of numbered boxes laid out
for convenience in a grid format. The contents of the data can be numbers, words, phrases, pictures,
equa5ons, formulas, or diagrams.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

In essence,
You provide an array of informa5on of any style
Students have to make a selec5on to answer ques5ons
The informa5on is usually set out in a grid arrangement
Students can also be asked to arrange their selec5on in order

Respondents are asked in response to a ques5on by considering the content of each box and decide which
box or combina5on of boxes cons5tutes the most appropriate solu5on(s) to the ques5on. In answering the
ques5ons by selec5ng the appropriate boxes, a respondent (Johnstone, 1988129 ):
'…has stamped his structure upon the random boxes of informa6on to communicate his understanding of the
material being tested: hence the name ‘Structural Communica6on’…'

The appropriate size of the grids can be chosen according to the age of the popula5on using it. For age
12-15, grids with nine boxes (3 x 3) have been found to be appropriate130 (Johnstone and Ambusaidi, 2001;
2000; Johnstone et al., 2000). The larger grids (3 x 4 or 4 x 4) can be used with higher level and the largest
grids that was used on undergraduates contain twenty boxes (4 x 5)131 (Bahar, 1999).
126
127

Egan, K. (1972) Structural communica5on - A new contribu5on to pedagogy, Programmed Learning and Educa6onal Technology, 1, 63-78.
Johnstone, A.H. (2003) Eﬀec5ve Prac5ce in Objec5ve Assessment, available at:
hpps://www.heacademy.ac.uk/resource/eﬀec5ve-prac5ce-objec5ve-assessment
Bahar, M. and Hansell, M. H. (2000) The rela5onship between some psychological factors and their eﬀect on the performance of grid ques5ons
and word associa5on tests Educa6onal Psychology, 20(3), 349-367.

Johnstone and Ambusaidi (2001) Fixed response ques5ons with a diﬀerence, Chemistry Educa6on Research and Prac6ce, 2(3), 313-327
Chen and Whitehead (2009) Understanding physics in rela5on to working memory, Research in Science and Technological Educa6on, 27(2), 151–
160.
Hassan, A.K., Hill, R.A. and Reid, N. (2004) Ideas Underpinning Success in an Introductory Course in Organic Chemistry, University Chemistry
Educa6on, 8, 40-51.
Johnstone, A. H., Bahar, M. and Hansell, M. H. (2000) Structural communica5on grids: A valuable assessment and diagnos5c tool for science
teachers. Journal of Biology Educa6on, 34(2), 87-89.
Bahar, M. (1999) Inves5ga5on of Biology Students’ Cogni5ve Structure through Word Associated Tests, Mind Maps, and Structural
Communica5on Grids, PhD Thesis, University of Glasgow.
ScoWsh Examina5ons Authority (1997): www.sqa.org.uk/
Johnstone, A.H. and Mughol, A.R. (1979) Tes5ng for Understanding, School Science Review, 61, 174-50.
Duncan, K. D. (1974) Analy6cal techniques in training design. In Edwards, E. and Lees, F. P. (Ed) The Human Operator in Process Control, London,
UK: Taylor and Francis, 283-319.
129
Johnstone, A. H. (1988) Methods of assessment using grids. Lab Talk, 10, 4-6.
130
Johnstone and Ambusaidi (2001) Fixed response ques5ons with a diﬀerence, Chemistry Educa6on Research and Prac6ce, 2(3), 313-327.
Johnstone, A. H., Bahar, M. and Hansell, M. H. (2000) Structural communica5on grids: A valuable assessment and diagnos5c tool for science
teachers. Journal of Biology Educa6on, 34(2), 87-89.
131
Bahar, M. (1999) Inves6ga6on of Biology Students’ Cogni6ve Structure through Word Associated Tests, Mind Maps, and Structural
Communica6on Grids, PhD Thesis, University of Glasgow.
128
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Advantages
Guessing is virtually eliminated because the student does not know in advance how many boxes contain correct
answers.
Text, diagrams, pictures, numbers....can all be used.
With computers, paperns of choices can be seen very easily.
The correct responses reveal something of students’ insights of conceptual understanding, area of interest, or
student knowledge gaps.
The wrong answers reveal something of student insights of misunderstandings and misconcep5ons.
The approach is a powerful way to assess conceptual understanding, avoiding simply tes5ng recall-recogni5on
skills.
You can ask many ques5ons using one grid, gaining useful insights into many aspects of some concept or area of
interest.
The problems associated with working memory overload tend to be minimised.

Disadvantages
It is diﬃcult to set good ques5ons but easier than mul5ple choice.
Students ﬁnd such ques5ons mentally taxing and they 5re easily: tests cannot contain many such ques5ons.
They do not work in all areas of the curriculum.

Recommenda:on
Develop such ques5ons and use them.

Scoring
Egan132 suggested a formula:
Score =

Number of correct answers selected
Total number of correct answers

–

Number of wrong answers selected
Total number of wrong answers

This has been used and found to work well133 . This is the score for each individual ques5on. The maximum
score obtainable is +1 and the minimum is -1. Scaling may be necessary to ensure all students gain posi5ve
scores. It was been found that the method is highly discrimina5ng: It separates very markedly those
students who really understand the topic from those who do not.
A computer can handle all this very well and the method gives vital informa5on of areas where there are
confusions in understanding, thus helping teachers to modify teaching to address these areas of diﬃculty.
Because the method is unfamiliar, three examples are now shown.

132
133

Egan, K. (1972) Structural communica5on - A new contribu5on to pedagogy, Programmed Learning and Educa6onal Technology, 1, 63-78.
Hassan, A.K., Hill, R.A. and Reid, N. (2004) Ideas Underpinning Success in an Introductory Course in Organic Chemistry, University Chemistry
Educa6on, 8, 40-51.
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Three Structural Communica:on Grids
A

B
Mass of a mole is 18g

D

E
Mass of a mole is 17g

G

A mole of atoms
of hydrogen

C

Mole of molecules of
hydrogen

Mass of a mole is 1g

F

Two hydrogen atoms
linked together

H

I

Two hydrogen atoms
linked to one oxygen atom

A mole of molecules
of water

A mixture of hydrogen
and oxygen atoms

Select all the box(es) where there are statements which are:
(a) True about the formula: H2O?

.................................

(b) True about the formula: H2?

.................................

A

B
Slightly

D

C
Practice

Went

E
Attractive

G

F
Inevitable

Gently

H
Practise

I
Share

Set

Select all the box (es) which contain words that
can func5on as:
(a) Adjec5ves …………….………….………….
(b) Nouns
…………….………….………….
(c) Verbs
…………….………….………….
(d) Adverbs
…………….………….………….

A

B
Sulphur

D

C
Zinc

E
Oxygen

G

F
Magnesium

H
Calcium

Titanium

Nitrogen

I
Carbon

Hydrogen

Select all the box (es) which contain elements which
(a) Are metals

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Are gases at room temperature
Present in limestone
Form dioxides
Are present in the human body in large amounts
Are present in ammonium nitrate fertilisers
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Short and Extended Answer Ques;ons
This is an area with which we are very familiar. It can vary from a ques5on worth 2 marks right up to an
essay worth, perhaps, 20 marks.
We have, perhaps, faced ques5ons like:
(a) Explain what is meant by osmo5c pressure and how it aﬀects living cells (4 marks)
(b) Describe two outcomes that can be observed as evidence of glacia5on (4 marks)
(c) Explain what is happening when an iron nail is dropped into a solu5on of copper sulphate (3 marks).

…. right up to huge (and demanding) ques5ons like:
(d) Write an essay on some of the key vo5ng systems used in elec5ons in the world, showing rela5ve strengths and
weaknesses (20 marks).
(e) Give an account of Newton’s First Law and show its importance in everyday life (10 marks).

The interes5ng issue is how to mark such ques5ons.
One way is to give one mark for each correct statement, comment or explana5on. This may work well for
short ques5ons. It is not very good for marking a long ques5on worth 20 marks. Here is a possible way to
mark a longer ques5on.
Imagine your students have just complete a course on sulphuric acid, perhaps the single most important
chemical in chemical industry. Imagine this ques5on:
Write an essay on the industrial and social importance of sulphuric acid. (25 marks)

Here is a possible marking brief.
Outcomes

Mar
k

Evidence

Mark Alloca:on

Awareness of social
importance

Has the candidate shown that they are aware of
where sulphuric acid has a vital importance in life

5

5 - for clear evidence that candidate is fully aware
3 - for some evidence that candidate is fully aware
1 - for limited evidence that candidate is fully aware

Awareness of key elements
of industrial produc5on

Key raw materials, energy problems, produc5on
methods, environmental issues

5

5 - for clear evidence that candidate is fully aware
3 - for some evidence that candidate is fully aware
1 - for limited evidence that candidate is fully aware

Awareness of importance of
the acid in wider industrial
produc5on

Has the candidate shown that they are aware how
the acid is essen5al for other industrial produc5on

5

5 - for clear evidence that candidate is fully aware
3 - for some evidence that candidate is fully aware
1 - for limited evidence that candidate is fully aware

5

5 - arres5ng start, focussed conclusion
3 - adequate start and conclusion
1 - poor start and conclusion

5

5 - excellent logical ﬂow of ideas and clear thought
3 - adequate logical ﬂow of ideas and clear thought
1 - poor logical ﬂow of ideas and clear thought

Good start, good conclusion

Sequence of ideas

Evidence of logical ﬂow of ideas and clear thought
Maximum Mark =

25

Note: Although the descrip5on for alloca5on do 1,3 or 5 marks is shown, 2 or 4 marks can also be allocated
as ‘in-between’ performance.
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Assessing Skills of Doing
We may assess our students by asking them to demonstrate a skill, by observing them carrying out some
procedure, or by asking them to give a brief presenta5on.
The key thing is:
(a) Deﬁne exactly what you want to measure.
(b) Find a way to make the measurement in a humane and reliable way.
(c) Develop a way to allocate marks.

Let us look at examples:
Suppose we want our students to develop the skill of being able to present their understandings and
ﬁndings on a topic by giving a very short talk.
We give them 3 blank overhead projector transparencies and pens.
The talk is to last no more than 5 minutes and must be presented using the overhead projector.
Imagine that you have asked each student in your class to prepare this talk where they will choose a
chemical element and present all that they have found out about this element (using the internet, books
etc), with special emphasis on the importance of the element for humans today. Suppose each student in
your class has been allocated a diﬀerent element. If you have 30 students then, in 2½ hours, your en5re
class has taught each other about 30 elements!! And they will have fun as well.
Here is a possible way to score the talk.
Aspect

Mark

Criteria to be Rewarded

Marking Guideline

Good introduc5on

2

Mark in terms of gaining audience interest

2 - excellent; 1 good; 0 poor

Good ending

2

Mark in terms of a memorable conclusion

2 - excellent; 1 good; 0 poor

Relevant content

5

Mark in terms of the way the presen5ng the
informa5on to show the importance of that
element for humans today

5 - coverage was balanced and relevant; 3 coverage was adequate; 1 coverage was poor

Quality of OHP transparencies

5

Mark for clarity in communica5ng

5 - excellent; 3 - adequate; 1 - poor

Clarity of verbal presenta5on

5

Mark for lucidity, logical clarity, holding
apen5on of audience

5 - excellent; 3 - adequate; 1 - poor

Overall eﬀec5veness

6

Mark in terms the overall eﬀec5veness of the
presenta5on in mee5ng its goals (which may 6 - excellent; 4 - good; 2 - just adequate; 0 - poor
vary from element to element)

Maximum Mark

25
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Disserta;ons and Projects
The marking of disserta5ons and projects can be illustrated by a method used at university level:
Essays at Masters Level
Excellent

Acceptable

Poor

Not present

3

2

1

0

Presenta5on of essay (its overall accessibility for reader)
Quality of start and conclusion (purpose and achievement of purpose)
Logical ﬂow (sequencing of relevant ideas)
Coverage (was the ﬁeld covered adequately?)
Clarity of expression (could it be read for meaning easily?)
Literature coverage (adequate coverage and relevant use)
Cri5cal thought (rela5ng to literature and ideas developed)
Originality (evidence of fresh thinking)

Total (out of 24):
Grade awards:
>19
18-19
16-17
14-15
12-13
<12

A
B
C
D
E
F

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Sa6sfactory
Weak
Poor

Disserta:ons at Masters Level

Presenta5on of disserta5on (its overall accessibility for reader)
Quality of start and conclusion (purpose and achievement of purpose)
Logical ﬂow (sequencing of relevant ideas)
Coverage (was the ﬁeld covered adequately?)
Clarity of expression (could it be read for meaning easily?)
Literature coverage (adequate coverage and relevant use)
Cri5cal thought (rela5ng to literature, ideas developed, or empirical areas)
Originality (evidence of fresh thinking)
Empirical relevance (does research ques5on lead to experimental lead to conclusions?)
Empirical validity (sampling, methodology, experimental structure)
Data handling (is it reasonable?)
Contribu5on to knowledge (does it take us forward?)

Total (out of 36):
Grade awards:
>27
26-27
23-25
20-22
20-21
<20

A
B
C
D
E
F

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Sa6sfactory
Weak
Poor
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Excellent

Acceptable

Poor

Not present

3

2

1

0

Chapter 12

It is possible to use a similar system at school level:
Excellent

Acceptable

Poor

Not present

3

2

1

0

Presenta5on of report (its overall accessibility for reader)
Quality of start and conclusion (purpose and achievement of purpose)
Logical ﬂow (sequencing of relevant ideas)
Coverage (was the ﬁeld covered adequately?)
Clarity of expression (could it be read for meaning easily?)
Literature coverage (adequate coverage and relevant use of resources)
Experimental (competent report of undertakings)
Cri5cal thought and originality (anything fresh or new)
Overall impression as a piece of work

Project: where a student undertakes a piece of work unique to them and writes up a report summarising
what they have studied.
Disserta;on: where a student undertakes a long period of work on their own, perhaps involving
considerable reading or perhaps involving experimental work. The bring together their ﬁndings in a report.
Duly Performed
Look back to page 88 to see a descrip5on of this approach. It is incredibly valuable and eﬀec5ve as a way of
assessing important but intractable skills. Instead of assessing the product, we assess the comple5on of a
task or set of tasks.
Conclusions
Here is a suggested way to think about choice of test format:
Tes:ng
What they know
Mul5ple Choice
Par5al knowledge mul5ple
choice
Short answer

What they understand
Structural communica5on grids
Essay
Projects or reports
Verbal presenta5on

What thy can do
Projects
Disserta5ons
Duly performed
Observa5on
Verbal presenta5on

How well they think
Duly performed
Disserta5on
Essay

Remember:
Never depend on one test or examina5on
Use mul5ple short assessments during and at the end of a course
Use many diﬀerent formats in any assessment programme
Always plan assessments with a clear speciﬁca5on of what you want to assess
Avoid tes5ng just recall - its is an unimportant skill in the internet age
Marks have no absolute meaning at all
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How well they evaluate
Essay
Project
Disserta5on
Duly performed
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Assessment
Moving
into a
New Future

Handing Test Data

Aims
This chapter looks to show the meaning of examina:on marks and
how marks can be handled easily to give us more useful informa:on.
This may involve spreadsheets and their use is described.

Introduc:on
All the examina5on scores data you have collected on the performance of students will have to be analysed.
In this chapter we will focus on the analysis and interpreta5on of the data you have collected about the
knowledge, skills and aWtudes of your students.
You analyse and interpret the informa5on you have collected about your students quan5ta5vely and
qualita5vely. For the quan5ta5ve analysis of data, various sta5s5cal tools are used. For example, sta5s5cs
are used to show the distribu5on of scores on a Biology test and the average score obtained by students.
Ager a diet of examina5ons set by the Examina5on Board, there is a need to collect and analyse the data.
Some will need to be shared with students, their parents, administrators, government authori5es, poten5al
employers and the wider community. The level of detail included in the result report will depend on the
demands of the audience and whether it will be use eﬀec5vely.
We’ll try to
make it
accessible

For some people, the word ‘sta6s6cs’ is ogen associated with numbers while others are of the opinions that
one has to be good in mathema5cs to understand and use sta5s5cs. Both these percep5ons are not
altogether accurate. Sta5s5cs is much more than numbers. Indeed, it does involve the assembling,
classifying and tabula5ng of numbers but more important is how we analyse data for purposes of making
decisions and generalisa5ons. In fact, many of us are using sta5s5cs without being aware of it. For example,
when we talk about average mathema5cs score, per capita income of parents in the district, the percentage
of students who scored ‘A’, we are talking the language of sta5s5cs.
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Simple Sta:s:cal Ideas
If we set an test or examina5on and large numbers sit it, then the marks will always tend to form a
distribu5on as shown below. Most candidate will gain marks near the average and fewer will gain very high
or very low marks.
Average
or
Mean

Frequency
Score
Occurs

Minus one
standard deviation

Plus one
standard deviation

Score

The average mark is known as the mean and the extent to which the
marks are spread out is given by what is called the standard devia6on. In a
subject like mathema5cs, marks may be well spread out while in a subject
like English, the marks will probably be much more bunched near the
middle. This simply reﬂects the nature of these two subjects and the way
tests and examina5ons can be marked.
A mark of 50% has absolutely no meaning. In a diﬃcult examina5on, it might be a very good mark while, in
an easy examina5on, the candidate scoring 50% may well be near the bopom of the range of marks. It is an
interes5ng thought that a 50% simply means that the candidate managed to score half the possible marks
in that selec5on of ques5ons on that day. Think of an air pilot or a surgeon. When they sat their
examina5ons, is 50% enough?
When the marks for a subject are obtained, any examina5on board will obtain a papern like that shown in
the picture above. The real ques5on is where we make the pass mark and where we divide the ‘A’s from the
‘B’s etc. This is a value judgement and is taken on the basis of experience and the knowledge that the ability
of the popula5on siWng the examina5on is likely to be very similar from year to year. Thus, if the popula5on
siWng is regarded as similar, then the same propor5on will tend to obtain the various grades of passes from
year to year.
If we use percentages, then a mark of 70% in English may well be worth much more than a 70% in
mathema5cs simply because the candidate is near the top in English but may be well oﬀ the top in
mathema5cs. Thus, a mark in the English paper is worth more than a mark in the mathema5cs paper.
If marks are to be added, then we must ensure that that mark on one paper is worth approximately the
same as mark in the other. This is easily achieved using standardisa5on. In standardisa5on, we are making
the means the same and the spread of marks the same. It does not alter the order of merit in any subject
paper. Thus, a mark in one paper is worth the same as a mark in the other. Standardisa5on can be carried
out easily using any standard spreadsheet. There is another advantage of standardisa5on. It means that the
learners can compare their performance across various subjects more easily, giving more valid informa5on
to the candidates and to their parents.
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For the mathema5cally inclined, the formula for standardisa5on can be illustrated:
Imagine that we have set an examina5on paper out of 100. We have a group of, say, 50 learners. If we place all
the marks in a column on a spreadsheet, then the spreadsheet will calculate the mean and the standard
devia5on (almost all spreadsheets have this facility built in). Suppose we ﬁnd that we have a mean of 53% and
standard devia5on of, say, 7%.
Suppose we want to make our marks have a mean (average) of, say, 60% and a standard devia5on of, say, 12%.
This spreads our marks in such a way that the vast majority lie between 36% and 84%. This is a reasonable
spread. The formula is:

[(

Student Mark – Mean
Standard Deviation

)

X 12

]+

60

Thus, for a candidate who obtained 67% originally, we take away 53, to give 14. We divide 14 by 7 to obtain 2.
This is mul5plied by 12 to give 24 and 60 is added on, giving a standardised score of 84%.

We could, of course, have used any mean and standard devia5on we liked. Here we simply chose 60 and 12
as this gives a convenient mark range.

All an examina:on can do is to place the
students in a rough order of merit
The actual marks gained mean absolutely
nothing
50% means nothing and is NOT a ‘pass mark’
The pass mark is decided by professional
judgement
The marks required for ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’ … passes is
decided by professional judgement
Care must be taken in adding up marks across
subjects
Standardisa:on simply means that a mark in
one paper has the same value as a mark in
another

Things to
Remember
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Key Issues - Human Judgement
The way the teachers grade students and their work is always a conten5ous topic. It is directly relevant to
all instructors and teachers, especially those who are required to grade within a formal system.
Grading is the most formal part of the process of student assessment. It is associated with the judgments or
decisions that you make on the basis of the assessment results:
These can come
on any scale

Students

Tes:ng

Results

Scores

The diﬃcult bit …..
Deciding who passes, who
obtains grade ‘A’ …..

Grading

Judgments
and
Decisions

Figure 13.1 Student Assessment Process

Assessment results are the basis of grading. They come to you as marks or the original test scores (also
known as raw scores).
Although scores are the marks obtained by a student in a test, they cannot be interpreted as units of
knowledge. We apach marks to each ques5on but the sum of these numbers depends en5rely on the
diﬃculty of the test ques5ons and the ability of the students. At best, the scores give you only a general
sense of the direc5on of a person’s achievements. In addi5on, there are some important limita5ons in the
tradi5onal use of scores in tes5ng:

Examina:ons scores or grades
Place candidates in a rough order of merit
They do NOT tell us:
What the candidate can actually do
The quality of their learning
Anything absolute
How well the candidate will perform in the future

It is important that we recognise the weaknesses inherent in any examina5on and that we do not ask test
scores to do too much and to do things for which they were not really designed. Sadly, in wider society,
there is a naive belief in the value of all test scores, their exact validity and accuracy. There is an important
task to be carried out by Examina5on Boards in educa5ng the wider public, including parents, media and
poli5cians.
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Key Issues - Meaning of marks
The most important point is that marks carry no absolute meaning at all. In other words, if you gain 90% in
an examina5on, that does not necessarily mean that you have done very well. If most of the students
taking the examina5on are obtaining 90% or more, then you may indeed have done badly!
All that an examina:on does is to place the
candidates in an approximate order of merit

It is important to remember that the order is only approximate and that the marks obtained are only an
es5mate of performance, reﬂec5ng how a par5cular student performed on one occasion in one
examina5on.
Key Issues - Frequency of assessments
There are two important principles:
Principle 1
The more
assessments you
use

The more accurate
the assessment
will be

Imagine you are teaching a course or module. There is real danger in only have one ﬁnal assessment at the
end of the course or module. This will be an unreliable assessment of student performance. This is
because no examina5on is free from ﬂaws, students can have good days and bad days, and the examina5on
paper might suit some students more than others. It is MUCH beper to use several assessments: perhaps,
an essay or report to be handed in during the course, a mid-course assessment, a project to be completed,
a verbal presenta5on to be given, plus a ﬁnal examina5on. All count towards the ﬁnal overall grade. This is
much more reliable.
Principle 2
The more
assessments you
use

The more :me
and eﬀort it will
take

You cannot have too many assessments simply because it will take you too much 5me and, more
importantly, it will take too much 5me for your students.
This leads to the answer:
Use several short
assessments, varying
in format and style

The Answer

This will increase
reliability enormously,
and takes no more :me

One ‘test’ might be a short report, maybe a summary of some literature or a sec5on of a textbook (done as
‘homework’. Two ‘tests’, at diﬀerent stages of the course, might each involve ten mul5ple choice ques5ons
(takes 10 minutes each). One ‘test’ might be an essay on a theme (maybe 30 minutes of class 5me). One
‘test’ might involve 2 structural communica5on grids and a few short-answer ques5ons (taken half way
through course) - maybe las5ng 45 minutes. The ﬁnal ‘test’ might have a mixture of formats involve short
answer ques5ons and longer ques5ons of an essay type - this might last 90 minutes. The overall course
assessment is found by combining all these outcomes. However, combining test outcomes is not quite so
easy and we discuss this next.
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Colla:on of several assessments
Many teachers convert scores or marks to percentages and then add the results from diﬀerent tests to gain
the ﬁnal score. However, not all the tests might be of equal value or importance and not all the test will be
of equal diﬃculty.
Let us look at the set of assessments we have just suggested for a course you are teaching. They are now
set out in a table:
Your decision

Test

Time

Short mul5ple choice
10 minutes
test (10 items)

Descrip:on

Total Mark

Credit

Covering a short sec5on of work

10

5%

Short Report

Done as
‘homework’

Extrac5on of informa5on from internet
and books, to summarise some theme

25

10%

Half-course test

45 minutes

2 structural communica5on grids, plus
some short answer ques5ons

40

25%

Short mul5ple choice
10 minutes
test (10 items)

Covering a short sec5on of work

10

5%

Essay paper

30 minutes

Two short essays on two topics

30

15%

Final examina5on

90 minutes

Short answer and longer answer
ques5ons

60

40%
100%

This is oﬀered simply as an example to show how to handle the test data.
Mul:ple Choice
Short Report

5%

Final examina:on

10%

40%
25%

15%

Half-course test

5%

Mul:ple Choice
Essay paper

The outcomes for each student are simply typed into a spreadsheet which then does all the calcula5ons for
us. Here is the what the top of the spreadsheet might look like:
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The spreadsheet needs programmed to calculate the total marks but this is easy. The formula used here is:
=(B3/2) + (C3/2.5) + (D3*25/40) + (E3/2) + (F3/2) + (G3*4/6)
This is for the ﬁrst student and then it applies to all the students. If you are not sure, then ask someone
who has experience with spreadsheets. The use of spreadsheet is outline later in this chapter. Once set up,
you can use it year ager year. All that have to do is type in the actual marks - the spreadsheet does it all for
you! The next ques5on is what you do with the total marks and this is now discussed.
Marks or Grades ?
Look at the total marks in the spreadsheet above. They range from 45% to 82%. Where do we make the
passmark? Ager talking to colleagues, you might decide that 55% is the passmark and that above 65% gives
a ‘B’ pass, with above 80% giving an ‘A’ pass. The spreadsheet can be completed now:

Many teachers indicate that they ﬁnd the assigning of grades to be one of their most
diﬃcult tasks. It is a diﬃcult task to be both an instructor as well as an assessor. It
requires a combina5on of objec5vity as well as the ability in developing trust between
teacher and students. These are demanding skills to achieve but the best teachers do
them well and can generate a very level of integrity as well as having a great empathy for
their learners.
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Predic:ve Value of Marks?
Society holds examina5on marks and grades with great respect, especially ﬁnal na5onal examina5ons. The
evidence shows two main things very clearly:
These marks or grades are only es6mates of student abili5es on one day in one examina5on.
They are very poor predictors of long-term academic success.

Indeed, it is foolishness to think that we can summarise a whole semester’s learning in a single leper of the
alphabet or a single mark. Learning is much more complex than that!
In other words, assessment is a very diﬃcult task and, with current knowledge, we are not very good at it.
Therefore, we need to treat assessment results (marks and grades) with great cau5on. They do not give a
very accurate picture of student performance and they do not relate very well to longer terms success. In
simple terms, the quality of degree from a university does not relate too exactly with the grades set student
achieved at school. This is caused by two factors:
(1) Examina5on marks and grades are intrinsically not very accurate.
(2) Students change and develop with 5me and this may bring about considerable deteriora5on or improvement
in academic performance.

Seung pass marks and grade levels
The accuracy of examina5ons was discussed in chapter 11 (see page 104). No maper how well set and
marked, they are very imperfect measuring instruments. It is like trying to measure your height with a
measuring tape on which no number scale has been marked. If we have a group of people, then we can
place them in rough order by their height. That is all.
Where is the
scale ??

Examination

Examina5ons are like that. They are quite good (but by no means perfect) in placing learners in some kind
of order of merit. However, where to place the ‘pass mark’ or the grade boundaries is a maper of human
judgement.
Therefore, statements in the media which suggest that standards have improved or otherwise on the basis
of grades in some na5onal examina5on are simply nonsense. The examina5on papers are not iden5cal from
year to year. We now have more than one measuring tape and none of them has a number scale marked on
it!
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Using Spreadsheets in Assessment
The spreadsheet can make our lives very much easier when handing assessment data. A spreadsheet is a
two dimensional array of boxes. Every box is labelled by its column posi5on (a leper) and its row posi5on (a
number). In the spreadsheet below, the box selected is box E6.
Suppose you want to analyse the examina5on results for several subjects. You have obtained marks (as
percentages) for four subjects (Mathema5cs, Biology, Chemistry and Physics) for, say 50 students.
You set up spreadsheet like the one shown here. The ONLY data you enter is in columns B,C,D and E and the
total mark for these students for their previous year (column K).

The meaning of all the columns is shown below:
Marks for each of mathema:cs, biology, chemistry, physics
The students

Standardised marks

Total
Total of
(last
Standardised year)Standar
marks
dised marks
(as %)
(as %)

Now let us imagine you have entered the marks. The spreadsheet now looks like this, with colour added to
make it easier to follow down the columns.
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The spreadsheet will carry out all the calcula5ons for you, provided you tell it what you want it to do.
Look at the foot of the spreadsheet, boxes A52 and A53.
These are labelled: Mean; StDev. The mean is simply the average of all the marks in each column while
the standard devia5on (StDev) tells us how well the marks have been spread out. To calculate the mean of
column B, type the following in box B52:
= AVERAGE(B2:B51)
The ‘equals sign’ tells the spreadsheet you want it to do a calcula5on. The word ‘AVERAGE’ tells the
spreadsheet to ﬁnd the average. In the brackets is B2:B51. You are instruc5ng the spreadsheet to ﬁnd the
average over that range of boxes.
For box B53, the formula is:
= STDEV (B2:B51)
This calculates the standard devia5on of the marks in boxes B2 to B51.
The clever things is that we do not need to re-type it into boxes C52 and C53 and all the boxes in line 52 and
53.
We select boxes B52 and B53. You will no5ce a small dot at the lower right hand corner. Place the cursor
over this and pull gently to the right to cover boxes C52, C53 across to E52 and E53. The calcula5ons are
done automa5cally for you. This is what it looks like.
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Now you can see that the means (averages) are not the same for the four subjects. Clearly, the chemistry
paper was more diﬃcult than those for biology or physics while the mathema5cs paper was the easiest.
That means that each mark in chemistry is worth more than the marks in other subjects.
Standardisa;on of Marks
This is a complex word that simply means that we put all the marks for the four subjects onto the same
scale. This means we can add them up and compare across subjects.
We have to decide what scale we shall use. A convenient one is to have a mean (average) of 60 and a
standard devia5on of 12. This places the marks on a convenient scale.
Now look at box F2. To standardise the mathema5cs marks, we place a set of instruc5ons in this box:
= (((B2-B$52)/B$53) * 12) + 60
Do not worry too much about this formula. When this is typed in and we press the ‘return’ bupon, we ﬁnd
the value of 69 appears in box F2.
We select box F2 and place the cursor over the dot in the lower right-hand corner. Pull it across to I2. The
standard marks appear for this student in all four subject.
The clever thing now is to select boxes F2, G2, H2 and I2. Place the cursor over the lower right-hand corner
and pull the boxes down to I51. The standard scores for all subjects for all students appear, just as if by
magic! This is the incredible power of spreadsheets. They save hours of labour.
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You can now pull across from boxes E52 and E53 to obtain the means of the standard scores. They are all
showing a mean of 60 and standard devia5on of 12, just as we set them. This checks we have it right.
This is what you get:

Now all examina5ons marks are on the same scale. Therefore, we can add them up.
It is important to note that standardising marks does NOT change the order of marks at all. What it does is
put the marks for all subjects on to the same scale (allowing for some examina5ons giving lower marks than
others because the examina5on paper happen to be more diﬃcult).
The ﬁnal step is to complete column J by adding them up and then dividing by 4 (to get an average
percentage).
At the same 5me, the average marks for the previous year are typed in to column K. We can now see which
students have improved and which have been less successful. By using standard marks, we are comparing
like with like and comparisons are valid.
The next page shows the ﬁnal spreadsheet.
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Completed Spreadsheet

We can now see precisely which students have improved and which have deteriorated. This enables us to
oﬀer encouragement and help as needed.
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Assessment
Moving
into a
New Future

Moving into a New Future

Aims
This chapter brings together the main ideas covered in this
monograph, suggests key ini:a:ves that need to be taken and points
to the kinds of research that s:ll needs to be carried out.

Introduc:on
The educa5onal system is facing substan5al change in a rapidly evolving global context. This monograph
draws on the research literature to iden5fy current possible ways forward so that assessment can address
immediate and future demands.
It has to be recognised that assessment more or less deﬁnes what goes on in schools and university classes.
It controls what is taught and learned. It controls how material is taught and how learners seek to master
it. It has to be remembered that school teachers do not control the curriculum or the resources available to
them. More importantly, they do not control the assessment used at provincial and na5onal levels. If
teachers are to be released to move educa5on forward, then the stranglehold of assessment needs to be
re-thought completely. This will involve everyone involved in educa5on at all levels working together.
This monograph has explored how educa5onal ins5tu5ons might use assessment more eﬀec5vely to
promote student learning. At a world level, there have been massive curriculum developments in many
countries along with exci5ng developments in teaching and learning. However, assessment has lagged
behind. It is now 5me for Pakistan to allow every level of assessment to be renewed and re-thought and
brought up to the best standards of the world.
In this monograph, we have apempted to bring together the main ﬁndings from research on learning and
assessment in order to develop helpful guidelines. This chapter seeks to summarise the overall ﬁndings and
to suggest some key issues for the future. The chapters that then follow will outline the prac5cal skills
needed to implement the ﬁndings from research evidence in order to equip sepers, markers and examiners
to fulﬁl the aspira5ons in achieving the best possible examina5ons system.

The best way to predict the future
is to create it …..
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The aim is assessment literacy:

Directing
Future
Learning

Our Goal
in
Assessment

Awards and
Certification

Assessment Literacy
The knowledge, understanding and skills
to do this rigorously and robustly

Figure 14.1 Assessment literacy

An Examina5on Board has great responsibili5es in developing assessment literacy.
It can set exemplary high standards in the quality of ques5ons used and the way the examina5ons are
carried out.
It can oﬀer training and support for school teachers.
It can oﬀer guidance and insight for poli5cians and the media.
It can develop communica5ons for parents and employers, explaining in straighhorward terms what quality
assessment is all about.

Assessment
Of course, we need to be clear about what assessment really involves:
Process

Purpose

Assessment is the process of gathering,
interpre5ng and using evidence to make
judgements about the achievements of
students in learning

Direct beneﬁciary

Assessment It should inform the
should
learner (student)
enhance
It should inform the
learning
Instructor (teacher)

Func:on

Focus

It can direct support future
learning.
It is important for purpose of
marking, grading, cer5ﬁca5on

Primarily on the
individual learner
but also on groups
of learners

Table 14.1 Assessment Purposes

Assessment can be used in many ways and by many people.
For example,
Assessment can be used as a vehicle for giving some feedback on teaching or learning;
Assessment can inform us how well our student are doing;
Assessment may be needed to award a cer5ﬁcate or grade on a course.
Assessment may simply be needed by educa5onal administra5on.

There are two key words that are important: quan5ty and quality:
Quan:ty

Assessment
Evidence

How frequent?
How long?
Is it humane?

Quality

Is it ﬁt for purpose?
Does it measure what is important?
Is it trustworthy and reliable?

Figure 14.2 Quality and Quan:ty
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One of the biggest problems with assessment data is that it can be used for purposes for which it was never
intended. If assessment which has been designed for ﬁnal grading and cer5ﬁca5on is used to evaluate the
quality of teachers, schools or even countries, then the conclusions drawn will almost certainly be invalid.
We simply cannot assess the quality of educa5on by looking at examina5on outcomes and all interna5onal
comparison are essen5ally invalid because there is no way to allow for the diversi5es in educa5on provision
and cultures in diﬀerent countries.
We need to think about who will use assessment data. There are several main use groups:
Central government plans educa6on policies
More local government implements policies
All levels of government want to know if resources are well used

Government
Need to know if country is well served by its educa6on provision
Need to know if school provision is working well
Educators
Need to know if curriculum goals are being achieved
Need to know about progress
Need to know about strengths and weaknesses
Need to know possibili6es for nest educa6on stages

Need qualiﬁca6ons for their futures
Need to know strengths and weaknesses
Need to know if they can move on into more advanced courses

Students
Assessment
Stake holders

Parents

Employers

Teachers

Need to know how well student are doing
Need to know student strengths and weaknesses
Need to know how well they are teaching

Higher Educa;on

Need to know what the students can do
Need to know how well the students will cope
Need to know if students are employable

Need to know what the students can do
Need to know how well the students will cope
Need to know if students are commi^ed

Figure 14.3 Assessment stake holders

Assessment and learning
Assessment is an integral part of all learning. Students need to know how well they are doing. We need to
know out well our students doing. More importantly, both our students and ourselves need to know where
there are strengths and weakness, so that future work can be directly eﬀec5vely.
Teachers

Learning

Assessment
Teachers

Figure 14.4 Assessment and Learning

However, assessment feeds back into every aspect of learning:
Success leads to conﬁdence
Failure can lead to despair
Outcomes will inﬂuence their view of:
• Learning itself
• Their role in learning
• The role of their teachers
• The value of assessment
Learners

Teachers

Feedback

}

Teaching and Learning

How we see
Our students and their eﬀorts
Our teaching and its eﬀec6veness
The curriculum and its meaningfulness
Our assessment and its usefulness

Feedback

Figure 14.5 Assessment Feedback in Detail
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Principles of Assessment
Here are ﬁve key principles. These follow each other in a sequence:
How do I know I am tes5ng
what I think I am tes5ng ?

3
Are these skills
worth assessing?

What skills do I
need to assess ?

2

4

How can I mark to reﬂect
genuine performance?

1

5

How can I interpret the marks
to beneﬁt the learner ?

Figure 14.6 Principles of Assessment

What are we to Assess
This is the key ques5on. So ogen today, we are simply tes5ng the ability of our students to recall
informa5on or procedures. We need to widen our horizons considerably. Any the outset, based on the
most recent analyses, ﬁve bread areas were suggested:
What they know

What the student knows (facts, concepts, skills) or can access

What they understand

Described in terms of the extent to which the student can apply their knowledge in novel
situa5ons with some prospect of success

What they can do

Skills (prac5cal or procedural) which the student can demonstrate successfully

How they can think

The extent to which students can think crea5vely, cri5cally or scien5ﬁcally in rela5on to the
material being studied

How well they can evaluate

The extent to which the student can ask the ques5ons why? what? and how? of new
informa5on, its sources and the way it links to which is already known

This was then extended to bring in two other important skills: how well they can communicate and the
extent to which they see their studies in rela5on to the world around. Bring this all together suggests seven
main goals:
The extent to which candidates can apply
what they know in novel situa6ons

Informa6on and procedures
that candidates know

Knowledge

Understanding

How well candidates can see how their studies
relate to real-life situa6ons in their culture

Intellectual and prac6cal skills that
candidates can demonstrate

Rela:ng

Doing
Assessment
Goals

Communica:ng

Thinking

How well candidates can communicate
ideas in all subject areas being studied

The extent to which candidates can think
cri6cally, crea6vely and scien6ﬁcally

Evalua:ng
The extent to which candidates can weigh the
relevance, validity and accuracy of informa6on

Figure 14.7 Seven Goals for Assessment
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The aim of educa5on has to include the development of all the skills and abili5es of the students as well as
encouraging them to learn how to apply their skills and understandings, with conﬁdence and competence.
The students need to be equipped to play a full part in their society, bringing beneﬁt to that society because
they can think cri5cally and crea5vely but also have deep empathy for those around. This is a much greater
picture than simply seeing educa5on as impar5ng of informa5on and examina5ons as a mechanism to
measure how well that informa5on has bene memorised. This can be seen in terms of the future lives of
our students:

}

What they know
What they can do

Future life

How well they understand
How well they evaluate knowledge

How well they can think

Assessment

considers

inﬂuences

How well they communicate

How well they are
prepared for life
ahead

How well they can relate studies to life

Figure 14.8 The role of assessment for life

Some Key Ques:ons
Any assessment we use must be:
Valid
Reliable

Are we measuring what we think we are measuring?
Are we measuring consistently and accurately?

Humane
Economical

Is the measurement procedure civilised, fair and kind?
Can the measurement be carried out in reasonable 5me and at reasonable cost?

Beneﬁcial

Does the assessment bring beneﬁt to learners and also to others?

Validity
Are we assessing what we intend to
assess? Is it credible?
Valid
Humane implica;ons
Does it treat examinees with respect,
minimising unnecessary stress?

Humane

Reliable

Assessment
Beneﬁcial

Reliability
Is there acceptable consistency or
accuracy? Is it fair?

Economical

Consequences and their Impact
What does the assessment do?
To learners? To teachers? To schools?

Resources implica;ons
Is it feasible and cost-eﬀec5ve (5me and
money) and propor5onate?

Figure 14.9 Key Features of Good Assessment
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Process-Product Assessments
For too ogen assessment take place at the end of the course of study and reﬂects the ‘product’, ignoring
most of the developments on the educa5onal journey.

Processes

Products

Assessment

Assessment = Explora:on of Learning

Assessment = Test and Examina:ons
We look at

We look at
The experiences which students have in their learning
The skills they are developing (like cri5cal thinking,
crea5ve thinking, scien5ﬁc thinking)
How they solve problems and face diﬃcult challenges
How they relate to work, to each other
How well they are prepare for the world of work or
further study

What they can achieve in terms of
Skills they can carry out
Understandings they have gained,
The way they can apply these understandings in
novel situa5ons
How well equipped they are to move on to the next
stage of learning

Much of this cannot be assessed easily in
formal test ques6ons. It is an integral part
of the process of learning and can really
only be observed during that process.

Much of this can be assessed by
formal examina6ons and tests but we
need to widen the ways we carry out
this assessment.

Many educa6onal ac6vi6es can be assessed:
Porqolios
Presenta6ons
Prac6cal ac6vi6es
Computer-based ac6vi6es

Test and Examina6ons

Case studies
Simula6ons
Group work

Must employ wide range of formats
Must shorten and use more periodically
Must avoid oppressive, mechanical and
unthinking use of tests

Figure 14.10 More about Process-Product Assessments

Ques:ons of Quality
We want our assessments to be the best that they can be. Here are some ques5ons to help:
Does it test
what we want
it to test?

❶

Are the data obtained
being interpreted and
use validly?

Are our ‘standards’
similar to na:onal
norms?

❼

❷

Does it allow the
learners to show
their true abili:es?

Assessment
Task

❻

❸
❹

❺

Are the skills being tested
relevant and important?

Is it economic in
terms of :me and
resources?

Is the marking and
grading appropriate?

Figure 14.11 Assessment Task

One of the greatest problems we face is that assessments today tend only to reward the recall of correct
informa5on or correct proceeds. These have been memorised by the learners. Educa5on is far, far more
than memorisa5on.
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Standards in Assessment
Another major area of diﬃculty lies in seWng standards. We need to remember that examina5ons marks,
by themselves, mean absolutely nothing. A easy examina5on gives high marks, a diﬃcult examina5on gives
lower marks. The problem is how to decide the pass mark and the mark required for various grades, like a
‘A’ pass.
The best way forward is to remember:
The standards of learner performance will not vary much from year to year, provided our number of student is
high (best over 1000). However, with smaller numbers, learner performance may vary quite a bit from year to
year. To decide the pass mark and grade marks, the best way is to discuss this with colleagues and agree on the
standard required for a ‘pass’. Remember, ignore the actual mark. Another approach is to deﬁne the criteria
and these set the standards for pass and grades. However, sekng the criteria requires experience and it is best
carried out by a small group of experienced teachers discussing it together.

Thus, we have two approaches to seWng standard in our assessments:
Standards

We look at the performance of large
numbers and see how they get on.

We look at the standard we expect in
each skill

We deﬁne standards by the whole
popula:on

We deﬁne standards by the skills we
expect

Figure 14.12 Criterion and Norm-referenced Assessment

The green box describes norm-referenced assessment while the purple box describes criterion-referenced
assessment.
For an examina5on board, where there are large numbers of candidates, the more straighhorward way
forward is to look at norm-referenced assessment. The abili5es of the candidates will change liple from
year to year. However, at some point in 5me, an ini5al decision must be taken. For example:
Imagine the following scenario:
(a) The examina5on results are expressed as grades (from ‘A’ to ‘E’ with ‘F’ represen5ng a failure).
(b) An ini5al decision is taken to award a pass grade (‘A to ‘E’) to 70% of the candidates in each subject.
(c) Within this,
Award of ‘A’ pass
Award of ‘B’ pass
Award of ‘C’pass
Award of ‘D ’pass
Award of ‘E’pass
Award of ‘F’ fail

5%
10%
15%
20%
20%
30%

These ‘decisions’ are oﬀered merely to illustrate the process.
However, whatever is done, passes at ‘A’ and ‘B’ should only be
oﬀered to small groups, thus allowing the examina5ons to iden5fy
the most able students very clearly

(d) Another way forward involves the use of standarisa5on. Here the ‘raw’ marks in every subject
examina5on are standardised so that the mean mark is 60% and the standard devia5on is 12 (see
page 120-121). This means that the pass mark (to give a something close to a 70% pass rate) is
50%. The enormous advantage of this method is that it stops the media misusing the examina5on
board data to try to suggest that standards have risen or fallen.
(e) Every year, in every subject, marks are standardised and the pass mark is maintained at about 50%.
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There are two other advantages of the kinds of systems suggested above.
They allow universi5es to add the marks up (legi5mately) and then decide each year the total mark
required for entry to any speciﬁc course.
If every examina5on board followed the same procedures, then it would be a major step forward
(although not perfect) in establishing common standards, with enormous advantage for the public
understanding of examina5on awards and fairness to candidates. However, this assumes large
numbers and that each examina5on board has candidates from roughly similar educa5onal
backgrounds.

In many countries, there have been moves towards greater use of criterion-referenced assessment
and, in some subject areas, this has clear advantages. This could be explored in the longer run.
Assessment Conﬁdence
Overall, the key thing: can we have conﬁdence that the assessment reﬂects what is actually the state of
aﬀairs in the learner’s brain? Assuming that a test does, in fact, test what it is intended to test, then
conﬁdence in its results relate to:
Conﬁdence

Quality of
Ques:ons

The Marker
Accuracy

Do these reﬂect the balance of
knowledge and skills and sample
the curriculum fairly?

The Student
Response

To what extent will diﬀerent
markers give the same score?

Is the student able to perform
op6mally under test condi6ons?

Figure 14.13 Assessment Conﬁdence

Numerous studies have shown that diﬀerent tests, or diﬀerent
markers, can make an enormous diﬀerence to grades, even with
carefully designed tests and well briefed markers. This suggest
mul5ple measures are important, with mul5ple markers.
Any assessment is only as good as the test ques5ons asked. Test
ques5ons cannot be good unless they are tes5ng what we want
to test in a reliable way.

Here are the key stages to explore this:
Describe clearly and
opera:onally what are the
goals of the learning being
assessed

Develop ques:ons
that are likely to
test these skills
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One way of approach ques5on quality is to ask three ques5ons of every ques5on you set. This is best done
in a small group:
What does this ques5on test?

Knowledge, understanding, skills, thinking or evalua5ng, communica5ng, rela5ng to life ?

Is it worth tes5ng?

From the perspec5ve of the learner ?

Are there any obvious ﬂaws in the ques5on?

Informa5on overload, implicit answers, ambiguity.

There is no way na5onal or interna5onal examina5on data can be used as an accurate measure of the
standards of educa5on. However, this is how poli5cians and the media ogen see it. Sadly, it is ogen how
educa5onal managers and school inspectors see it as well. We need to take very opportunity to educate
those who abuse examina5on data in this way and to show them that educa5on is far more than
examina5ons results and, indeed, there are many factors that will inﬂuence examina5on results much more
than the quality of teaching. We also need to discourage our poli5cal masters from was5ng precious
resources in interna5onal comparison or making comparisons between schools based on examina5on data.
The evidence shows this approach is invalid, unreliable and very destruc5ve on quality educa5on.
For ourselves, we need to seek, all the 5me, to develop quality assessment tasks and ques5ons:
Saying precisely the
objec6ves as the basis
for assessment
Sekng the required
standards for each objec6ve
in the assessment

Minimising unfair advantages
or disadvantages for
candidates

Quality
Assessment

Ensuring that
assessment ques6ons
reﬂect reality

Crea6ng test ques6ons
to measure against the
objec6ves
Deciding the standards for
each level of performance
for each objec6ve

Figure 14.14 Features to Achieve Quality Assessment
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The Brain and Assessment
All assessment seeks to look inside the brains of human learners and ﬁnd out what they know, understand,
can do, as well as how well they are thinking and evalua5ng. All this is stored in long-term memory but it
has to be accessed through the working memory which has a very small capacity.
Percep;on
Filter

Long-term Memory

Working Memory
Knowledge, concepts,
procedures and autudes

Where we
think,
understand,
solve problems

Events
Observa:ons
Instruc:ons

stored as
matrix of ideas

Feedback loop

Everything is stored here

Assessment tasks are carried out here

Assessment

Figure 14.15 The Brain and Assessment

Working Memory

Very limited
capacity

Long-term Memory

Holding
Thinking
Understanding
Problem Solving
Preparing for Storage

Assessment is
conducted
through the
Working Memory

Knowledge, concepts,
procedures and autudes
stored as a

Apparently
inﬁnite
capacity

matrix of ideas

Assessment
What they know
What they can do

Stored in Longterm Memory

What they understand
How they evaluate
How well they can think
How well they can communicate
How well they relate studies to life

Figure 14.16 The Working Memory and Assessment

The key message is every assessment task or ques5on we set must be capable of an answer without
working memory overload. If we fail to do this, then we are in danger of simply measuringe the working
memory capaci5es of our students. These capaci5es are gene5cally determined and do not relate neatly to
ability.
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Thinking Skills
In chapter 10, it was emphasised that there are key skills that are of increasing importance in life. A good
assessment system must oﬀer rewards for the development of these skills. At the same 5me, assessing
these skills directly is not easy using tradi5onal end-of-course examina5on papers. This is the place where
‘duly-performed’ assessment holds great promise (see pages 88-89). In this way, evidence can be gained of
the development of the skills of cri5cal thinking, crea5ve thinking, scien5ﬁc thinking as well as problemsolving.
These skills can be described:
Some Important Skills

Critical thinking skills

Asking the ques:ons ‘how’, ‘what’ and ‘why’ of informa:on, its source
and how it relates to previous knowledge

Scientific thinking skills

The nature, place and handling of experimenta:on, including the place of
hypothesis forma:on

Creative thinking skills

Imagine or invent something new and of perceived value

Problem solving skills

' … whenever there is a gap between where you are now and where you
want to be, and you don’t know how to ﬁnd a way to cross that gap.'

Figure 14.17 Thinking Skills

Figure 14.17 suggests ‘opera6onal descrip6ons’ for three major thinking skills. An opera5onal descrip5on
allows us to develop assessment tasks which will be able to measure the skill.

Brain designed for thinking
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Prac:cali:es of Assessment
There are four broad approaches:
Interviews

Wriben Examina:ons

Observa:ons

Task Comple:on

Our students tell us what they
know

Our students write down what
they know

Our students shows us what they
know

Our student undertake tasks of
known value

SPEAK

WRITE

DO

UNDERTAKE

We talk to our students

We read what they write

We watch what they do

We check that the tasks are
completed

We LISTEN

We READ

We WATCH

We CHECK

From all this, we deduce what they know, understand, and can do as well as how they think and evaluate

Looking at these a liple more:
Objec:ve Formats
Example

Other Formats
Comment

Example

Comment

Mul;ple Choice

They tend only to indicate recallrecogni5on while reliability is highly
suspect

Short Answer

Can indicate what they know, can do or, to a limited
extent, what they understand.

Par;al knowledge mul;ple
choice

More reliable, can be used to give
some indica5on of understanding

Extended answer

Versa5le, can be used to explore understanding, skills,
thinking and evalua5on.

Structural Communica;on
Grids

Powerfully diagnos5c, especially
good at conceptual areas; cannot be
used for everything

Prac;cal Tests

Can assess cogni5ve skills (as in mathema5cs
procedures) as well as prac5cal skills.

There are several other objec5ve formats but these have Observa;on
limited applica5on in courses at school and further educa5on
Calcula;on
stages.
There is ongoing work in exploring formats for assessment
Essay
which use the power of computers. Much of this work has
sadly never moved beyond mul5ple choice variants, with their
Disserta;on
well established limita5ons.
However, new formats are being considered and, in due
Project
course, may have wider applica5ons.
Indeed, electronic assessment is a growing area where we can
expect developments in the near future. There may come a Verbal Presenta;on
day when assessments use mobiles, on-line tasks and iPads.
Nonetheless, e-assessment faces the major problem about
uncertainty of whether an assessment is completed unaided Duly Performed
by others.

Very insighhul but very diﬃcult to reduce to scores.
Important in many subject areas to test procedural
skills and, occasionally, understanding
Can assess almost anything but the problem is how to
mark fairly. The marking 5me demand is considerable.
Oﬀers enormous scope. Marking needs careful
thought but good ways to mark have been developed.
This can reﬂect extended work and oﬀers many
insights. Reducing to a score needs thought.
Very 5me-consuming but gives rich insights. Marking
needs careful thought but good ways to mark have
been developed.
Credit is given for task comple5on and no tradi5onal
marking is involved. A very useful way forward to
assess some intractable skills.

Table 14.6 Diﬀerent Kinds of Assessment Methods

Remember: there are powerful ways to assess which are not yet being used much in Pakistan. We strongly
recommend:
(a) Structural Communica5on grids - for assessing understanding, especially conceptual understanding
(b) A reduc5on in the use of mul5ple choice and an increase in par5al knowledge mul5ple choice
(c) The use of ‘duly performed’ as a powerful way to assess skills that are almost impossible to measure using
tradi5onal types of examina5ons: very cost-eﬀec5ve.
(d) Marking essay, projects and disserta5ons using the kinds of structured rubrics suggested in chapter 12 will
measure important skills with increased validity
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Test Format - Some Recommenda:ons
Here is a suggested way to think about choice of test format:
What they know

Mul5ple Choice
Par5al knowledge mul5ple choice
Short answer

Never depend on one test or examina5on

What they understand

Structural communica5on grids
Essay
Projects or reports
Verbal presenta5on

What thy can do

Projects
Disserta5ons
Duly performed
Observa5on
Verbal presenta5on

Always plan assessments with a clear speciﬁca5on of what you
want to assess

Duly performed
Disserta5on
Essay

Marks have no absolute meaning at all

How well they think

How well they evaluate

Essay
Project
Disserta5on
Duly performed

How well they communicate

Essay
Project
Disserta5on
Duly performed

How well they relate to life

Essay
Project
Disserta5on
Duly performed

Remember:
Use mul5ple short assessments during and at the end of a course
Use many diﬀerent formats in any assessment programme

Avoid tes5ng just recall - its is an unimportant skill in the internet
age

Warning:
Assessment powerfully frames how students learn and what
students achieve. It is one of the most signiﬁcant inﬂuences on
student experiences of educa5on and all that they gain from it.
Assessment is the making of human judgements about how the
achievements of students.
Assessment plays a key role in the cer5ﬁca5on of students and can
open or close doors for further opportuni5es in life.

The key ﬁndings can be summarised:
Assessments signal priori6es for the
curriculum and the way it is taught.
Teacher adapt their teaching to meet
assessment expecta6ons.
Assessment controls
what is taught and
how it is taught

Much 6me is diverted to prac6cing the
kind of assessment ques6ons learners are
likely to face in na6onal examina6ons,
meaning a loss of 6me for teaching.

Na:onal assessment
controls how teachers use
assessment in schools

Teachers give :me to
prepare learners for speciﬁc
na:onal examina:ons

Teachers focus on
performance and
transmission teaching
Na6onal examina6ons will ‘force’ teachers to
focus on the transmission of the knowledge
that will enable learners to perform well,
o\en destroying wider educa6onal goals.

If na6onal assessments use mul6ple-choice
items, teachers will also use them. If
na6onal assessments use extended wri6ng
teachers will employ this approach.

Teachers focus on
what can be tested in
na:onal examina:ons

Na:onal assessment
controls the emphases
in textbooks
Curriculum developers and commercial
textbooks will develop their
presenta6ons and assessment to reﬂect
closely the na6onal requirements

Schools and teachers tend to focus on what is
tested rather than underlying standards or
learning goals, and to ignore what is not tested.
This o\en means important skills are ignored.

Figure 14.18 Power of Na:onal Assessment
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The research clearly shows that whatever is measured mapers. Educators tend to model and mimic in their
curriculum and instruc5on the content and format of high visibility assessments and to use a signiﬁcant
amount of classroom 5me for special test prepara5on ac5vi5es. In some countries, however, tes5ng has
become dominated by rou5ne, and highly predictable, items which are also ogen short and highly
structured, thus reducing the expecta5on that students should apply knowledge, skills and broader
capabili5es demanded by today’s world.

Teachers

Na:onal examina:ons

ignoring
giving

copy
tes;ng

Higher level skills
Test prac:ce
Recall skills

Figure 14.19 Na:onal Assessment can be an:-educa:onal

Key Principles
Here are ten key principles:
(1)

Most assessment is assessment of learning that has taken place. There is a need to develop assessment
approaches that will assist future learning and this must be employed in such a way that useful feedback on
learning can be oﬀered to learners so that future learning can be enhanced.

(2)

Assessment today must reﬂect the needs of learners as they move out into society where informa5on is
easily available but where understanding and the wise applica5on of that knowledge is what socie5es need.

(3)

Assessment must not over-dominate the educa5onal experience, and it should demand excessive 5me or
resources, including teacher resources.

(4)

Assessment needs to be aligned with instruc5on but it must never control what is taught and how it is
taught.

(5) Assessments need to be designed against curriculum goals and it needs to be checked if the evidence
obtained does, in fact, reﬂect skills rela5ng to these goals.
(6)

Assessment needs to focus on what learners understand and can do rather than be seen as a kind of
‘cer6ﬁcate of failure’, focussing on gaps in the understanding and experience of learners.

(7)

Assessment, used to assist learning or for ﬁnal cer5ﬁca5on, must NEVER be used for quality control as this
will distort the assessment process.

(8)

No course assessment should rely on one assessment like an end-of-course examina5on. All courses should
employ mul5ple assessments, preferably not too long and employing a variety of assessment approaches.
The use of mul5ple choice needs to be reduced considerably as it is known that this approach is limited in
scope and is unreliable.

(9) Assessments should be developed that employ new technologies where appropriate and where the new
technologies enable assessment to be more eﬀec5ve or more eﬃcient or both.
(10) It has to be remembered that all examina5on marks are merely es5mates
of performance in a speciﬁc examina5on paper or task at a speciﬁc 5me.
Therefore, assessments are usually poor predictors of future success.
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The Assessment Process
In this diagram, start at the top and work down…..
Assessment

Clear goals

What do you want to assess ?

Appropriate methods

What methods are useful ?

Appropriate ques:ons

What ques:ons and tasks measure against the goals ?

Unambiguous language
Ques:on Design

Appropriate diﬃculty
Avoid working memory overload

Curriculum balance

Do the ques:ons reﬂect curriculum balance ?

Crea:on of test

Does the test reﬂect the goals and the curriculum ?

Marking Scheme

Are the appropriate skills being rewarded ?

Use test

Are :me and condi:ons appropriate ?

Mark test

Is marking consistent, following marking brief :ghtly?

Feedback to Learners

Can learners use assessment outcomes to support future learning ?

These ques5on for each stage of the process oﬀer guidance so that
quality assessments can be developed, employed and interpreted. The
impact of such assessment on the overall quality of educa5on in
Pakistan will be simply enormous, for na5onal assessment controls
most of what will happen in the schools.
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Key Issues for the Future
In order to move the country forward in educa5on, it is recognised that assessment
holds the key. It is, therefore, essen5al that all assessment at school and university
levels is informed by the widest range of research and adopts the most powerful and
eﬀec5ve ways to assess learning. To that end, the following are recommended:
Radical overhaul of na5onal assessment to build these on the ﬁndings of research, employing a much wider
range of assessment formats and reducing the emphasis on recall for success.
Developing mandatory courses for those involved in managing, seWng, marking and data handling with
na5onal and provincial assessments to enable new policies and procedures to be developed, all based on
research evidence and high quality prac5ces.
Developing new courses on assessment for all ini5al teacher educa5on and con5nuing professional
development, aiming to enhance the assessment skills of teacher.
Exploring how to develop visual and wripen materials on assessment with the aim of educa5ng parents and,
even more importantly, the wider media.

This is a sequence of opera5ons:
Design a na:onal
examina:on system
that is ﬁt for purpose
for the 21st century

Train all personnel
involved
in na:onal
assessments

Equip teachers to
operate the
modernised
assessment system

Inform the wider
public and media
on the new
developments

but ….

leads to a ….

In the light of what has been drawn from
the research evidence, the next sec:ons of
the monograph oﬀer an outline of the
prac:cal ways forward, the aim being to
bring the vision outlined in the ﬁrst 14
chapters into being. The emphasis will be
on prac:cali:es related to implementa:on.
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Developing the Prac:cal Skills

How do we do it ??
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Assessment
Moving
into a
New Future

The Big Decisions

Aims
This chapter considers the decisions needed to be taken at Board
level, making sugges:ons about possible ways forward related to
examina:on structures related to agreed objec:ves

We start by looking at the key issues that require decisions by an Examina5on Board. Speciﬁc sugges5ons
are made as the basis for discussion and the implica5ons are then worked though in prac5cal terms. The
key point, however, is that decisions have to be taken before we can move to the prac5cali5es of
examina5ons seWng and the decisions suggested are oﬀered to illustrate a prac5cal way forward.
The Goal of Formal Examina:ons
Most countries set formal examina5ons at various stages towards the end of school The Examiner’s Goal
educa5on, ogen over the ages of 16 to 18. Most countries have set up formal
examina5on boards or authori5es to conduct the en5re process. Most of these boards or
authori5es employ skilled examiners to set the examina5on papers and to oversee the
en5re examina5on process. In many countries, teachers are employed as examina5on
sepers and markers and trained appropriately. In many countries, independent staﬀ are
employed to oversee the actual examina5on processes ins schools and to supervise and check the marking
processes. However, it has to be recognised that, in some parts of the world, there is no formal
examina5on process and the en5re cer5ﬁca5on of school students rests in the hands of school teachers.
The evidence shows clearly that the process works well and has generated remarkable public conﬁdence.
There is considerable evidence that shows that the most reliable assessment arises when formal na5onal
assessment involve in-school teacher assessments. This is what is proposed here but a very cau5ous
introduc5on is suggested.
The goal for all this work can be stated:

Academic assessment is designed to capture valid evidence that students,
upon comple:on of their programmes, have adequately demonstrated the
skills and capabili:es expected of them
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There is more to this than might appear:
How conﬁdent are we that
that we are measuring what
we think we are measuring?

Evidence can only point to a
conclusion and is NOT
certainty
What evidence have we that
students did their best?

There are ﬁxed :mings for
formal examina:ons

Academic assessment is designed to capture valid evidence that
students, upon comple:on of their programmes, have adequately
demonstrated the skills and capabili:es expected of them

Did we provide good
opportuni:es for skills and
capabili:es to be shown?

Skills and capabili:es, NOT
memorised informa:on and
procedures

Who decides the standards to
be expected and on what
basis?

There is considerable human judgement in all this. Formal examina5ons and tests are not as accurate or
precise as many think. We need to:
Check that we are tes5ng what we want to test (too ogen, we end up rewarding recall skills).
Recognise that even the best examina5ons are only approximate measurements on a speciﬁc day.
Know that standards of performance are decided subjec5vely based on experience of teaching.
Ensure that our examina5ons oﬀer opportuni5es for students to show their best.
Take every step possible to develop assessment tasks that measure skills and capabili5es, not recall.

The aim of this part of the monograph is to outline prac5cal ways to design, develop and interpret formal
examina5ons which will be employed to cer5ﬁcate school students.
Examina:on Speciﬁca:ons
The curricula for each subject discipline has been prefaced with sets of goals, objec5ves and speciﬁc
objec5ves. These need to be interpreted in terms of sets of objec5ves against which we construct our
assessments for the formal examina5ons. It is probably beper if these sets of objec5ves for every subject
to be examined are speciﬁed in the same broad terms. This oﬀers consistency across the en5re examinable
curriculum.
One way forward is to develop these in seven general areas (see page 135 for a jus5ﬁca5on for these seven
areas), giving the 7 key skills areas that students have to demonstrate in formal examina5ons:
Key Skill

What they students needs to be able to demonstrate

Know

Showing that they know key informa5on and procedures

Understand

Showing understandings of key concepts, insights and procedures

Be able to do

Demonstra5ng relevant procedures (prac5cal or intellectual)

Be able to think

Demonstra5ng speciﬁc kinds of thinking important in a speciﬁc discipline

Evaluate

Be able to assess informa5on, conclusions and understandings cri5cally

Communicate

Being able to communicate ideas coherently and logically

Relate to life

Being able to show how what they have studied relates to life
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We can give examples of how such a table might work in some subject areas:
Mathema:cs
Key Skill

What they students needs to be able to demonstrate

Know

Key procedures for speciﬁc computa5ons listed in the curriculum

Understand

Being able apply key mathema5cal ideas in novel situa5ons

Be able to do

Being able to carry out key procedures with acceptable accuracy

Be able to think

Being able to demonstrate logical thought in carrying through procedures

Evaluate

Being able to judge whether an ‘answer’ is reasonable or consistent

Communicate

Being able to show that they can communicate mathema5cal ideas clearly

Relate to life

Being able to see the signiﬁcance of speciﬁc procedures in ordinary life

Biology
Key Skill

What they students needs to be able to demonstrate

Know

Key facts and procedures important in biology

Understand

Being able apply key biological ideas in novel situa5ons

Be able to do

Being able to carry out key procedures with acceptable accuracy

Be able to think

Being able to demonstrate scien5ﬁc thought in biological enquiry

Evaluate

Being able to judge whether an ‘answer’ is reasonable or consistent

Communicate

Being able to show that they can communicate biological ideas clearly

Relate to life

Being able to see the signiﬁcance of speciﬁc understandings in ordinary life

English
Key Skill

What they students needs to be able to demonstrate

Know

Key words and language structures

Understand

Being able apply key principles in novel situa5ons

Be able to do

Being able to read, write, listen and speak to agreed standards

Be able to think

Being able to demonstrate crea5ve thought in communica5ng

Evaluate

Being able to demonstrate cri5cal thought in evalua5ng communica5ons

Communicate

Being able to show that they can communicate ideas clearly orally and in wri5ng

Relate to life

Being able to see the signiﬁcance of English globally

All of the above is a maper of examina5on board policy and needs to be speciﬁed, following agreement
across subject areas. However, there is another aspect that needs policy agreement. Are these seven
objec5ves of equal importance ?

What is more important ?
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Here is a sugges5on as an immediate possibility:
Objectives

%

Evidence of student skills in relation to:
1

Know

What they can recall or recognise

40%

2

Understand

Can they apply knowledge in novel situations?

20%

3

Do

Can they carry out key procedures correctly?

20%

4

Think

Evidence of creative, critical and scientific thinking?

5%

5

Evaluate

Can they weigh information for its accuracy, validity, usefulness?

5%

6

Communicate

Can they explain key ideas clearly?

5%

7

Relate

Can they appreciate the importance and impact in life

5%
Total

100%

However, the Board can develop its policy over 5me and here is a suggested set of goals for, perhaps, 5 to
10 years ahead:
Objectives

%

Evidence of student skills in relation to:
1

Know

What they can recall or recognise

30%

2

Understand

Can they apply knowledge in novel situations?

20%

3

Do

Can they carry out key procedures correctly?

20%

4

Think

Evidence of creative, critical and scientific thinking?

10%

5

Evaluate

Can they weigh information for its accuracy, validity, usefulness?

10%

6

Communicate

Can they explain key ideas clearly?

5%

7

Relate

Can they appreciate the importance and impact in life

5%
Total

100%

SeWng agreed speciﬁc objec5ves with the percentage weigh5ngs is not
easy. It needs careful consulta5on across all subject disciplines and there
then needs to be consulta5on with experienced teachers. It is also
something that cannot be implemented immediately in that teachers will be
teaching to meet previous examina5on criteria
and it takes a year or two for teachers to teach a
new cohort of students using the new objec5ves.
Time must be allowed for adequate consulta5on, a general measure of broad
agreement and then 5me to allow teachers to teach in line with the new
objec5ves.

Prac:cal
steps
forward
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Here is a suggested 5meline showing what needs to be done although the 5mings given are only indica5ve,
However, it stresses that the process will take 5me. The endpoint is the 5me for the ﬁrst examina5on under
the revised system.
Stage

Task

Deﬁning task

Approach

Time

1

Agreed policy at Board level

The goals for ALL examina5ons

This may be based on the seven goals suggested
above or some adapta5on of them

2 months

2

Subject Consulta5on

Board commipees for each subject
interpret the goals

Essen5al to check if proposed goals will work in
all areas of the curriculum

2 months

3

School Consulta5on

All schools informed of proposals and
teachers invited to submit comments
by a given date

Use electric submissions and set up a central
email to receive these and distribute them
appropriately across Board commipees

2 months

4

Goals Modiﬁca5on

In the light of submissions, goals are
adjusted

The most likely greatest need will be clariﬁca5on
of wording and interpreta5on

1 month

5

Inform Schools

Circulate revised goals to all schools

Prepare teachers with a clear 5metable for
implementa5on

1 month

6

Exemplar examina5ons

This will take 5me for ques5ons development,
Develop exemplar examina5ons papers
ques5on shredding, forma5on of ﬁnal paper, all
using new goals, for all subjects
set against the speciﬁed goals

5 months

7

Implementa5on 5me

Allow adequate 5me before the new
assessment procedures are
implemented in na5onal examina5ons

12 months

This allows teachers the 5me to adjust their
teaching, their in-school assessments

Nearly 2 years

From Objec:ves to Examina:on Formats
The next big decision is to move from lists of objec5ves to decisions about the
way examina5ons are to be structured.
Several major decisions must be taken:

Key Decisions

in-School Assessments ?

Extent of Common Formats ?
Use of Objec:ve Ques:ons ?

It is suggested that 10% of the total
credit be awarded by schools and the
way this can be done with fairness is
outlined later
90% of the credit comes for the end-ofcourse formal examina;ons
The propor;ons can be adjusted over
;me, the evidence showing that
combining external assessment with
teacher assessment gives the most valid
and reliable data

It is suggested that the use of mul;ple
choice be reduced, perhaps to nearer
10%
Modifying mul;ple to par;al
knowledge mul;ple choice may be a
beier way forward
The use of structural communica;on
grids should be introduced in some
subject areas, up to 10% of the credit
coming from such ques;ons
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Diﬀerent subjects have diﬀerent
requirements and there should be no
common paiern of formats across
subject disciplines
Each subject should come up with
proposals that reﬂect the need of the
subject best
Sugges;ons are oﬀered later
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There is a view that only externally set formal examina5ons can give reliable informa5on. However, this is
NOT supported by the evidence. Teachers know their students best and are ogen very highly skilled in
undertaking less formal assessments. The prac5cali5es of doing this will be discussed later in order the
avoid chea5ng, undue pressure on teachers and to make the assessments fair and meaningful.
In using objec5ve tes5ng, there should be a move to a reduc5on in the use of mul5ple choice in that
research raises many serious ques5ons about the reliability of such ques5ons. Par5al knowledge formats
are beper while structural communica5on grids will help in some subject areas. Both formats are known to
be more reliable and valid.
It is temp5ng to impose a ﬁxed format on every subject with a speciﬁed propor5on of objec5ve ques5ons,
short answer ques5ons and so on. However, this fails to recognise the very diﬀerent needs of diﬀerent
subjects and some ﬂexibility needs to be allowed.

The value of ﬂexibility

Ques:on Formats
In the ﬁrst part of the monograph, many formats for ques5ons were presented. Here, an apempt is made
to suggest the best formats that might suit diﬀerent subjects areas.
Subject

Objec:ve Formats

Mathema5cs

Non-Objec:ve Formats

In-school Credit

Short answer: 50%
Longer answer: 40%

Mathema5cs applica5ons: 5%
Project: 5%

Languages

Mul5ple choice or par5al knowledge
mul5ple choice: 5%

Short answer: 25%
Essays or longer ques5ons: 60%

Technical essay: 5%
Communica5on skills: 5%

Social Subjects

Mul5ple choice or par5al knowledge
mul5ple choice: 10%

Short answer: 30%
Essays or longer ques5ons: 50%

Essay: 5%
Project: 5%

Sciences

Mul5ple choice or par5al knowledge
mul5ple choice: 10%
Structural Communica5on grids: 5%

Short answer: 50%
Longer answer: 20%
Open book: 5%

Laboratory work: 5%
Group work units: 5%

The table above presents four very broad discipline areas and makes sugges5ons about possible ways
assessment might be structured. It has to be stressed that these are sugges5ons but the informa5on on the
following page expands and illustrate show this might be carried out.
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The meaning of the table is now expanded:
Mathema;cs: The subject does not lend itself to objec5ve tes5ng
(which ends up tes5ng the recall of trivial facts). Mathema5cs is a
skills-based subject.
Can the students undertake mathema5cal
procedures and do they understand what they are doing? This is best
tested using short and longer ques5ons. During the course, students
are given open-ended problems to solve while they also undertake a
short project where they have to demonstrate that they understand the signiﬁcance of some mathema5cal
technique or idea as it applies in life. These are graded by classroom teachers and then samples are crossmarked by experienced and trained examiners.
Languages: Some key facts and informa5on can be assessed using objec5ve
tes5ng but most of the credit will come from more sustained answers. During the
course, students are required to write a number of ‘technical’ essays, essays on
topics and themes which are relevant to them. They are marked for skills like
clarity, communica5on, logical thought, and not for content. The best essay will
give the credit, the process being discussed later (page 179-180). Samples are
cross marked by experienced and trained examiners. Listening and speaking skills
can be assessed during the course and agreed marks awarded by the class teacher.
Sta5s5cal modera5on can ensure standards: sta5s5cal modera5on will be discussed later.
Social Subjects: This is interpreted widely to include subjects like Islamic Studies, Pakistan Studies, History,
Geography, Economics - all subjects that relate to people and their behaviour. Some
informa5on and understanding can be assessed using objec5ve tes5ng. The possible use
of structural communica5on grids needs explored. However, assessment should depend
heavily on ques5ons, many of which will demonstrate sustained argument and
understandings. During the course, students are required to write a number of essays on
set themes (how this will work is discussed later - page 179-180) as well as undertake a
short project. These should be marked for skills of understanding, sustained thought,
clarity of ideas and so on. Samples are cross marked by experienced and trained
examiners
Sciences: These subjects are highly conceptual and this is where structural
communica5on grids show great promise (set at only 5% at the outset this may be
increased while the mul5ple choice might be decreased). The wripen papers should
contain at least one ques5on where all the informa5on is given and the students
have to use that informa5on to observe paperns, take deduc5ons, show cri5cal and
scien5ﬁc thought and so on.

Agreed Ground Rules
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Assessment
Moving
into a
New Future

Quality in Prac;ce

Aims
This chapter outlines how the course objec:ves might be interpreted
into paper structures, ques:on formats along with the prac:cal steps
needed to ensure quality in the various processes

This sec5on now considers the prac5cal issues so that we can ensure that there is quality. Quality is when
the grades awarded reﬂect fairly and validly the achievements of the learners set against the goals for the
courses being studied.
The Shredding Process
The process of examining goes through a series of logical steps, some of which are now shown:
Determine Course
objec:ves

Percentages credit for
each course objec:ve

Using the seven suggested objec:ves or some
modiﬁca:on of these, agree course objec:ves

Agree what percentage of the credit will be
gained under each course objec:ve

Decisions to
be taken by
the
Examina:on
Board

Decide on best
ques:on format

Decide which type of ques:on can be employed
to test the agree objec:ves

Create ques:ons

Create ques:ons to meet the examina:on
speciﬁca:on, crea:ng many more than required

Shred ques:ons

In small teams (oren 3), consider all the ques:ons asking what they
test, whether it is worth tes:ng and are there any obvious ﬂaws

Create paper

From the ques:ons that survive the shredding process,
develop a paper

Check paper

Analyse paper to see if it is tes:ng against the agreed objec:ves
taking into account the amount of credit for each objec:ve
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Developing a quality examina5on paper that genuinely tests what we want to test is a slow, demanding
process. In some countries, well over 12 months are allowed for the process, the ﬁnal 3 months being used
for prin5ng and distribu5ng the papers. Considerable pa5ence and crea5vity are required.
My brain is hur:ng !!

It is quite useful to have several people crea5ng possible ques5ons and then they sit down together (or it
can be another group) to shred the ques5ons. The essen5al process of shredding is:
For every ques:on or item, ask:
What is the question testing?
Is it worth testing?
Are there any obvious flaws?

Work in a group of about three

The problem is that most ques5ons or items merely test the recall of some informa5on or procedure.
Mostly, this is not worth tes5ng. There is also a tendency to set ques5ons on areas of the subject where it
is easier to set ques5ons, neglec5ng other areas. The most common ﬂaws relate to working memory
overload and ambiguity in the language. We shall look at the prac5cal details of how shredding works later
but there are general principles.

The Key to Shredding

The best way to shred ques5ons is to think as the candidates will think. The
best people to shred ques5ons are ogen experienced school teachers for
they are best placed to think as their own students think. Students have a
simple agenda:

The Learners Goal
Find a way to get a good answer legi:mately,
with the minimum of eﬀort !

Ogen, there is something in the ques5on which leads them to the answers but this was never planned by
the ques5on seper. The real issue is validity: are the marks going to be gained for the skills we intended to
measure ?
Never forget the problems of language. It is bad enough in the student's ﬁrst language. To be tested in
English, which is not the ﬁrst language, makes it much, much more demanding. Here are some simple
principles:
Keep the ques5on text brief
Keep the sentences short, avoiding rela5ve clauses
Avoid using speciﬁc words that may be unfamiliar
Diagrams may even cause confusion if they are too complex but, overall, diagrams usually can help
Layout is everything and good layout can aid clarity of communica5on greatly
If a ques:on does not test what you intend, then it is an INVALID measure.
To create a valid ques:on is far more diﬃcult than it might appear.
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Examina:on Structure
We now reached the point where we have many ques5ons which have been shredded
and we use these ques5ons to construct an examina5on paper. The ques5ons is how
do we do this?
Here is a way to start:
(1) Take each ques5on, decide how many marks it is worth and then specify what the
ques5on is tes5ng.
(2) Go back to the examina5on speciﬁca5ons and place the ques5ons under each heading.
(3) Now build the paper so that the balance of skills to be tested reﬂects the examina5on speciﬁca5ons.
(4) Finally, check to see if content coverage is reasonable and reﬂects the curriculum.

This all seems a bit abstract! Let us illustrate this by considering some examples.
Consider an examina5on in, say a subject like geography. This is an example, not a
prescrip5on. You will need to adapt and modify to suit the decisions you take.

Example ONLY !!

You have already decided that the examina5on format is:
Subject

Objec:ve Formats
Mul5ple choice or par5al knowledge
mul5ple choice: 10%

Social Subjects

Non-Objec:ve Formats

In-school Credit

Short answer: 30%

Essay: 5%

Essays or longer ques5ons: 50%

Project: 5%

You are also working in the following agreed structure:
Objectives

%

Evidence of student skills in relation to:
1

Know

What they can recall or recognise

40%

2

Understand

Can they apply knowledge in novel situations?

20%

3

Do

Can they carry out key procedures correctly?

20%

4

Think

Evidence of creative, critical and scientific thinking?

5%

5

Evaluate

Can they weigh information for its accuracy, validity, usefulness?

5%

6

Communicate

Can they explain key ideas clearly?

5%

7

Relate

Can they appreciate the importance and impact in life

5%
Total

100%

In prac5ce, this means something like:
10 par5al knowledge mul5ple choice ques5ons
30 marks for short answer ques5ons
50 marks for more extended wri5ng

You are leaving the in-school assessment to give evidence of being able to appreciate the importance and
impact of geography in life as well as some evidence of cri5cal thinking and evalua5ng. We shall return to
the prac5cali5es of in-school assessment later.
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Puung the Geography Examina:on Paper Together
Here are a series of steps you might wish to follow:

Step 1
Look at the par5al knowledge mul5ple choice ques5ons you have. Select the best 10 in your opinion and
check if they reﬂect content coverage (avoid two ques5ons assessing the same content or exactly the same
skill).
Step 2
Now look at the short answer ques5ons. These will largely measure knowledge, understanding or carrying
out key procedures. Pick what seem the best and, again, check if they reﬂect content coverage (avoid two
ques5ons assessing the same content or exactly the same skill).
Step 3
Now look at the ques5ons requiring extended wri5ng. You might wish to have 5 ques5ons at 10 marks
each. You wish to assess understanding but, more importantly, the abili5es of the students to think and
evaluate as well as abili5es to communicate with clarity and logic. Pick the best 5 ques5ons and, as before,
check if they reﬂect content coverage (avoid two ques5ons assessing the same content or exactly the same
skill).
It is ogen useful to have each ques5on or item on a separate piece of paper. Use a large table and lay them
out in order. Now place them in order as a bundle of papers.

Go and take a break !!
Come back at look at the possible paper tomorrow.

You will return with a fresh mind. Look at the possible paper. Ask some key ques5ons:
Overall, does it reﬂect the kind of skills you wish to test?
Overall, does it reﬂect the course the students have been following?

Make any adjustments you think might be needed and then analyse the paper again, using a table like the
one shown on the next page. This gives a check if your paper is measuring the skills that you plan to
measure.
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Analysing the Paper Structure
Knowing

Understanding

Doing

Thinking

Evalua:ng

Communica:ng

Rela:ng

3

2

1
2
3
4
5

Par:al Knowledge
Mul:ple Choice

6
7
8
9
10
1
2

Shorter Answer

3
4
5
1
2

Extended Wri:ng

3
4
5

In-school credit

Essay
Project

3

3

Total Marks
Target Marks

40

20

20

5

5

5

5

This analyses the paper to see whether it does, in fact, reﬂect the objec5ves of the assessment. It is almost
impossible to achieve a perfect match between what the paper seeks to reward and the target marks.
However, such a table does give some evidence that the paper is reﬂec5ng course and assessment
objec5ves. It is also important in that it places emphasis on reducing the the propor5on of marks that are
simply given for student recall informa5on or procedures. If assessment is to move forward, the place of
recall MUST be reduced.
At this stage, a marking brief is required. This show how every mark is to be allocated, indica5ng possible
answers or criteria.

In developing this, possible ambigui5es of language may s5ll be found and can be adjusted. The art of a
good marking brief can be summarised:
Precise enough to enable all markers to
mark to the same standard

Flexible enough to allow for the insights
of very able students to be rewarded
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Once this analysis is completed, it is possible to adjust ques5ons or to replace ques5ons from the pool of
ques5ons that passed through the shredding process. At this point another major check is required:
A valid examina:on paper

We want a paper that rewards the skills we want to reward. At this stage, ask, say, three ‘experts’ to look at
the paper overall. The three ‘experts’ can be drawn from:
(a) An experienced prac5sing school teacher
(b) An experienced master examiner
(c) A subject specialist (eg. university lecturer in the subject)

Their remit is to consider whether the paper reﬂects the curriculum goals overall and the paper seems
balanced and fair. In addi5on, they can make checks on the marking brief. Their reports can then be given
back to the paper seper and ﬁnal adjustments made.
Seeng a Good Examina;on Paper
It is now obvious that seWng a good examina5on paper is frustra5ng and very 5me-consuming. Going
through all the procedures and taking the 5me is essen5al. The goal is to have an examina5on paper that is
valid and fair. Crea5ng good ques5ons is not an easy task. Crea5ng ques5ons that merely test recall is easy
but that is not going to serve our future students well. We want to reward understanding and the ability to
apply their understandings in useful ways. We want to develop a popula5on who are willing and able to
ques5on, evaluate and think. We want our future students to be equipped to make a contribu5on to
society and make a posi5ve diﬀerence throughout their lives. The controlling power of na5onal assessment
is probably by far the most cri5cal factor in enabling this to be possible. The 5me invested into genera5ng
quality examina5on papers will be returned many 5mes over in genera5ng a popula5on of learners who will
grow and develop in exci5ng ways, bringing beneﬁt to all around.

The desktop of the good paper-seber !!
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Assessment
Moving
into a
New Future

Examining Quality

Aims
This chapter oﬀers an overview of how to develop quality in rela:on
to chea:ng, marking, the award of valid grades, handling data, and
developing and using orders of merit

Examining Procedures
Examina5on papers have to be distributed and stored in such a way that security is maintained throughout.
The examina5ons then take place at the appointed 5me on the appointed day. In many countries, those
who supervise the examina5ons (invigilators) are drawn from outside the educa5on system - ogen those
who have re5red from various professional jobs, including re5red teachers. It is important that no one can
enter the examina5on area during the 5me examina5ons are taking place. It is also important that the
candidates do not indulge in any kind of chea5ng.
The problem is that modern electronic equipment can make chea5ng far too easy.
Universi5es now take great care to check on plagiarism, a problem that has been largely
created by the internet.
However, students today can access more or less any
informa5on from iPads, and even from the iWatch ! Mobile smart phones give access to
almost anything while speciﬁc informa5on can be stored on a
phone. This makes the integrity of examina5ons a very diﬃcult
issue to deal with and there have to be very clear ‘rules’ set by the Board and
followed exactly by every examina5on centre in order to minimise chea5ng.
Chea5ng has many outcomes that are most serious. Here are a three:
A person gains a
grade to which they
are not entitled

Cheating
Honest students lose
out in competition
for university places

A student may gain access to
further opportunities for
which they are ill-equipped
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However, there is a longer-term much more serious issue. The candidates who
cheats know they have cheated. Their integrity has been compromised and that may
last a life5me. They will never know what they can actually do, without help from
outside. They move into life with an aWtude that success can be gained at the
expense of others.
Society suﬀers.
Their very integrity has been fatally
compromised. They are damaged people.

compromised

However, chea5ng can be considered from another perspec5ve. Most chea5ng depends on the fact that
answers to examina5on ques5ons merely reﬂect memorised knowledge. If the emphasis is moved steadily
away from rewarding the recall of informa5on and procedures, then chea5ng is not so easy. If ques5ons
supply the informa5on and require the candidates to use and apply that informa5on, showing that they
understand, then chea5ng becomes much more diﬃcult to undertake. This is another incen5ve to change
the focus of formal assessment.
Nonetheless, there are deep cultural factors at work. Achieving high grades - no maper what the cost - is
seen to be the key to access to beper jobs and, therefore, beper remunera5on. If a society rewards status,
wealth and the supposed security that these may bring, then there is an underlying drive to achieve high
grades, and any way to achieve these is acceptable. It is important to recognise that, while it is important
for any examina5on board to take all the steps it can to minimise chea5ng, there are cultural factors that
may make the complete elimina5on of chea5ng an impossibility.
Geung the Marking Right
Marking is perhaps one of the most boring tasks that teachers at
any level have to undertake. SeWng examina5on papers can be
crea5ve, if demanding. Marking script ager script can be souldestroying and, as boredom sets in, standards may slip.
Here are some simple ways to reduce some of the problems:

The joy of marking

Who marks:

In many countries, prac5sing teachers are hired as markers. They know the curriculum
and the way to understand what candidates may write. However, it is important that
they never take any scripts into their own school, for security reasons.

Marking briefs:

If there is a clear marking scheme, laying down exactly what gains the credit for each
mark, this helps the markers to maintain similar standards.

Markers Mee6ngs:

In some countries, about a week ager the actual examina5on, markers meet in teams to
agree the ﬁnal details of the marking scheme. Where this is possible, it certainly helps
consistency across diﬀerent markers.

Checking marking:

Inevitably, some markers will mark slightly more harshly than others. To ensure
standards, samples of scripts need to be re-marked centrally and the en5re marks from
any marker raised or lowered slightly in the light of this.

Marking Inconsistency:

This is the most diﬃcult problem and, in some countries, if inconsistency is found, all
the papers of that marker are re-marked and the marker is removed from the register of
markers permanently.

Total Checking:

It is sensible for teams of staﬀ to check the totalling in all papers and enter the data into
spreadsheets in computers. This allows for analysis of ques5ons agerwards, a process
that can be very informa5ve for any examina5on board.
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Data Handling
It has to be remembered that examina5on scores are not very accurate !! There are many sources of error.
Here are a few:
Marking inconsistency
No marker can be
perfectly consistent

Marking standards

A major problem in
subjects like languages

Grade
Accuracy
The particular questions
suit a particular candidate

Chance

Circumstances

The candidate may not be
able to perform to their best

Validity of Paper
The paper does not test fairly against
the curriculum or the curriculum goals

Figure 17.1 Grade Accuracy

The best way to improve the accuracy of examina5ons is NEVER
depend on one paper. It is even beper to have candidates siWng two
papers, separated by an hour or two. However, this is one of the
strongest arguments for using school assessments - it gives another
assessment situa5on. Overall, there is one good way to assist accuracy
and this involves using school predic5ons.

An examination is a test of student
abilities on one day, under one
particular set of circumstances,
using one measuring tool
(examination paper) that is far
from perfect

Using School Predic:ons
Each schools is asked to submit an order of merit for all candidates who will sit each subject, indica5ng the
grade that the school expects. Teachers are incredibly good at placing their own students in a rough order
of merit. Here is a picture of what might be submiped for, say, 20 candidates in one school who are siWng,
say, a chemistry examina5on, using a ﬁve point scale:
Subject

Chemistry 2017

Level
Candidates

Order

Name

Number

HSSC II
Predicted
Grade

1

A

2

A

3

B

4=

B

4=

B

6

B

7

C

8

C

9

C

10

C

11

C

12

C

13

C

14=

C

14=

D

16

D

17

D

18

E

19

F

20

F
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The table can be interpreted:
The class teacher completes the table and is oﬀering a predic5on of the grades expected based on class
teaching and class assessments.
For the moment, we are assuming passes at grades A, B, C, D, and E, with F represen5ng a ‘Fail’. However,
the procedure works well using any marking system.
Where two candidates have performed equally well in school tests, they are awarded the same place in
the order.
This ‘Order of Merit’ can be extremely helpful in ensuring that all candidates are treated fairly. This is
carried out in the following way.

Using an Order of Merit
If a candidate does not achieve the expected Grade in the formal Board Examina5ons, the school can
appeal. However, to stop frivolous appeals, the following condi5ons are applied:
The candidate must have scored at least one Grade lower than expected (or a minimum number of marks on
a percentage scale: maybe a minimum of 10%)
The order of merit generated by the school must match closely the order of merit in the formal Board
Examina5ons.
The appeal must be supported by submission of the school examina5on papers and scripts for the candidate
and the candidates immediately above and below the candidate in the school order of merit.
Only schools can appeal, parents or candidate into being allowing to appeal.

The appeal for an upgrade will only be granted if:
(a) The school order of merit is similar to the Board order of merit, this being the evidence that the school is
assessing the same skills as the Board.
(b) The submiped evidence of examina5on and papers and scripts shows the school assessment to be robust.

This kind of system is operated in many countries and works quite well.

There are many positive outcomes in using a process like orders of merit,
including:
(a) Teachers gain experience in setting assessments in line with the curriculum
goals.
(b) It gives in-school assessments a real perceived value.
(c) It allows for students who have, for any reason, an ‘off’ day on the day of the
formal Board examination.
(d) It restricts appeals to reduce frivolous appeals by establishing hard evidence
as the basis for any grade upgrade.

More Problems !

Ager the papers are marked, the data sorted out, the grades awarded and the
outcomes of the en5re examina5on process are made known to the schools and
candidates, it might be thought that we can relax just a liple. However, it is very
ogen at this point that more problems arise. We have to recognise that
examina5on grades not only oﬀer some kind of recogni5on of the achievements
of the candidates but they also are used by the media and poli5cians for other
purposes.
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As the number of candidates increases, do we allow the same propor6on to gain a
pass?
As educa6onal leaders and poli6cians seek to demonstrate improvements, do we
allow more to pass to sa6sfy them?
If we pass, say, 70.2% this year when we passed 69.9% last year, the media will claim
greater success for schools OR will claim that standards have fallen. Neither might be
true !

We have to recognise that the data for any examina5on system will abused and misused by wider society.
There is a great need to educate that wider public, especially those with power and inﬂuence. Some5mes,
the success as well as aspira5ons of the learners are lost in the arguments?

We can never win !
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Assessment
Moving
into a
New Future

Crea;ng Ques;ons

Aims
This oﬀers some key advice in the development of quality ques:ons
in three broad areas: mul:ple choice ques:ons, structural
communica:on grids, and open-ended ques:ons

Crea:ng Mul:ple Choice Items134
Reminder
The typical mul5ple choice item has the following format:
Stem

Distractors

Key

{

(A)

…………..

(B)

…………..

(C)

…………..

(D)*

…………..

Op:ons

Example
In a mul:ple choice item, what kind of op:on is the most useful ?

Distractors
Key
Distractor

134

{

(A) One using a nega:ve construc:on

Op:ons

(B) One which is longer than the others
(C)* One which is highly plausible
(D) One which uses complex language

There is a brilliant monograph which is free online, wripen by a world expert in assessment. Although wripen for a diﬀerent purpose and
audience, it is full of useful prac5cal guidance: Johnstone, A.H. (2003) Eﬀec5ve Prac5ce in Objec5ve Assessment, available at:
hpps://www.heacademy.ac.uk/resource/eﬀec5ve-prac5ce-objec5ve-assessment
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For fun, try this one……
Are mul5ple choice examina5ons an
accurate measure of one’s knowledge?
(A) Yes
(B) A and C
(C) A and B
(D) All of the above

Confused ??

The Crea;on Process
Here is one good way to create, reﬁne and edit mul5ple choice ques5ons (or, beper, par5al knowledge
mul5ple choice ques5ons).

(a)

Concep:on

Always watch for ideas
The best ideas ogen arise from actually teaching
Note any poten5al ideas
Return later to develop them into ques5ons

(b)

Distractors

These must be plausible
Observing the real misunderstandings that learners make in the classroom ogen give the pointers

(c)

Crea:on

Write out the ques5on in full
Leave it for a few days
Return to it for a second considera5on

(d)

Documenta:on

Note: the key
the syllabus area
the skill intended to be tested

(e)

Realism

Few can create more then a very few ques5ons at one siWng
Only 1 item of every 6 will be good enough to use in a na5onal examina5on

Just occasionally, we can ﬁnd someone who is capable of genera5ng mul5ple choice ques5ons quickly.
However, this is very rare. For most of us, genera5ng good ideas is hard-going. The key is to develop a
mind-set. In this way, as we teach we see ideas and begin to observe the kinds of confusions that students
ogen have. This can lead to good mul5ple choice ques5ons (beper par5al mul5ple choice ques5ons).
Because good ques5ons are so diﬃcult to create, it becomes important to be able to use such ques5ons
many 5mes. This raises all kinds of security issues but the idea of a ques5on bank has been taken up in
several countries while, at university level, such banks do exist, ogen being built up by harnessing the skills
of lecturers across many universi5es. The aim is to reduce work and take pressure oﬀ teachers.

In training to develop
multiple choice
questions

Wrote a good
one today !

Failed again !
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Ques;on Faults
It is very diﬃcult to create mul5ple choice ques5ons which are really good. Here
are the most common faults seen in mul5ple choice items:
(a) Superﬁciality

Items that test what is easiest to test (but not
necessarily important) or merely test recall of
rela5vely trivial items of informa5on.

(b) Superﬁcial clues

There is something in the stem or op5ons that gives the answer away.

(c) Op5on variability

Op5ons should be of similar format and length - none should stand out as
markedly diﬀerent.

(d) Nega5ves words

Minimise use of nega5ves (or nega5ves implied in words like 'never', 'unlikely',
'smallest', 'least', 'false') and put such words (like NOT) in capitals.

(e) Double nega5ves

Never employ double nega5ves (like ‘not untrue’).

(f) Language

Keep the stem short and the language simple, avoid rela5ve clauses (all cri5cal
to be fair to those whose English is less robust).

(g) Working Memory

Watch for any demand to hold too many ideas or words in the mind
simultaneously.

(h) Stem clarity

Ensure that what is being asked of students is clear, ogen best to set in form of
a ques5on rather than a statement.

(i) Op5on English

All op5ons should be in the same language form and follow logically and
gramma5cally from the stem.

(j) Layout

Avoid items wripen in line. Much beper to layout as illustrated below.

(k) Language redundancy

Look for related words in op5ons and transfer to stem to minimise words used.

(l) Test edi5ng

Make sure that the stem of one item does not provide the answer to another
item.

Layout is everything
The green version is much easier to follow compared to the purple version:
What is the oxida5on state for Manganese
in the following compound?
K2MnO4
(A) +2
(B) +3
(C) +4
(D) +6

What is the oxida5on state for Manganese
in the following compound: K2MnO4 ?
(A) +2; (B) +3; (C) +4; (D) +6

The aim is always to enable the candidates to perform to their best and reveal their true skills and abili5es.
Poor layout can confuse and make things much harder.
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The Shredding Process
Working with two colleagues, look at each ques5on and ask three ques5ons:
(1) What is the item tes5ng
(2) Is it worth tes5ng
(3) Are there any obvious faults?

The shredding process may ﬁnd ambigui5es, inaccuracies, technical points and faults that you, as seper,
never saw. Here is an approach that works:
The check-list:
Is the item factually correct?
Accuracy
Test against the course
aims in content and spirit?

Nega6ves emboldened? Op6ons
similar length and format?

Relevance

Reasoning

Too many reasoning or
calcula6on steps for 1 mark ?

Check-list
Structure

Op:ons

Language

All op6ons reasonable,
only one right answer?

Distractors

Ambigui6es? Correct
grammar? Clear?

All plausible? Nothing
mutually exclusive?

Ques:on Banking
It may useful for the Board to develop a bank of items. Items can then be drawn randomly from this bank
for the examina5on paper each year. It has been found that any bank must contain at least six 5mes the
number of items that are used each year. Each year, papers must be withdrawn from every candidate ager
the examina5on to ensure conﬁden5ality. If it is not possible to guarantee security, there is no alterna5ve
but to develop fresh ques5ons each year but this is expensive in terms of 5me and money.
Item Sebers
The best way to set ques5ons is to depend on prac5sing teachers, working alongside experienced sepers.
For example, teachers with adequate teaching experience can be invited to submit 5 items. They are given
a small fee for this and a ‘bonus’ for each item that passes the shredding process. There are huge
advantages in developing this approach. SeWng good ques5ons grows with experience while, for the
teachers, exper5se is being developed con5nuously and this can bring considerable beneﬁts back into
schools.

The experienced mul:ple choice item seber
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Item Analysis
Ager an item has been used in a na5onal examina5on paper, the following data can be gathered and this
provides further evidence of the quality of the item. In a sense, this is the ‘ul6mate shredding’.
Facility Value:

The propor5on choosing the correct answer - if 65% select the right response, the
facility value of 0.65

Func6oning distractors:

Every distractor should apract at least 5% of the responses

Discrimina6on Index:

The correla5on (the point biserial coeﬃcient) shows the extent to which those who
chose the right answer for each speciﬁc ques5on were also those who did best in the
mul5ple choice test overall - must be posi5ve and above 0.2

Good items can be ‘cloned’ for future use by retaining the same format and just modifying the content. This
is par5cularly useful in some areas of the sciences and the social subjects.
Test Speciﬁca:on
Consider an examina5on paper which contains 10 mul5ple choice items. Here is a way to set criteria for
acceptability - this is not rigid but is an exemplar of the appropriate standards.
Criterion

Required Standard

Item Value

Make sure that each item is ‘worth’ one mark - a maper of agreed professional judgment

Average facility value

Average mark on test is 55% (Average FV = 0.55)

Acceptable facility values

Every items should fall in the range of about 0.3 to 0.8

Distractor quality

Every distractor apracts at least 5%

Discrimina5on index

Not less than 0.2

Goals measured

No more than 50% for recall

Items

Reﬂect curriculum emphases
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Crea:ng Structural Communica:on Grid Ques:ons
Reminder
The typical structural communica5on grid ques5on has the following format:
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

Select all the box(es) where
(a) …………
(b) …………
(c) …………
(d) …………

Text, diagrams, pictures, numbers …. can all be used.
You can ask many ques5ons using one grid, examining many aspects of some concept or theme.
Here is an example:

1
4
7

Ammonia

Hydrogen

Neon

2
5
8

Methane

Carbon dioxide

Carbon monoxide

3

Nitrogen dioxide

6
9

Argon

Nitrogen

Look at the nine gases in the table above.
Select all the box(es) where there are gases which are,(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Major greenhouse gases
Produced in car and truck engines
Produced on farms
Able to burn in air
Able to dissolve in human lungs causing possible health problems

Crea;on
Here is some guidance:
(a) Think of an area of the curriculum where there are many possibili5es (easy in subjects like the sciences and
the social subjects).
(b) Develop a three-by-three grid to contain the array of possible answers.

Three by three is useful for ages 16-18
However, 2 by 3 or 4 by 4 are possible

(c) Develop at least three (up to 6) ques5ons which can be related to the grid.
(d) Write down the answers for each ques5on: any ques5on can have 1, 2, 3 right up to all 9 answers but try to
avoid just 1 answer.
(e) Re-adjust the grid and ques5ons to reﬁne the ques5on as necessary.
(f)

The en5re ques5on can be marked out a many marks as you wish, depending on what you consider the
demand level of the ques5ons. It can then be scaled to suit the examina5on paper.
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Marking
To assist human marking and make it fast, here is a way to mark the ques5on. We shall use the ques5on
above (which explores aspects of modern day pollu5on) to illustrate:
1

2
Ammonia

4

3
Methane

Nitrogen dioxide

5
Hydrogen

7

6
Carbon dioxide

Argon

8
Neon

9
Carbon monoxide

Nitrogen

Look at the nine gases in the table above.
Select all the box(es) where there are gases which are,(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

What the
candidate wrote

Major greenhouse gases
Produced in car and truck engines
Produced on farms
Able to burn in air
Able to dissolve in human lungs causing possible health problems
Marking

Write in number of
the boxes chosen

Correct
Choices

Number correct

Number Wrong

Score

(a)

1,2,5,8

1, 2, 5

3

1

0.83

(b)

3,5,8

3, 5, 8

3

0

1.00

(c)

1,2

1, 2, 5

2

0

0.67

(d)

2,4,7,8

2, 4, 8

3

1

0.83

(e)

3,8

1, 3

1

1

0.36

Total Score out of 10

7

The marker merely types in the number of correct and number of wrong answers chosen (the white boxes).
The spreadsheet then instantly calculates the score for each question and the total score out of 10 (for example).

The formula used for marking is shown on page 113. However, the spreadsheet does all the work for you.
Programming the spreadsheet will take only a few minutes for anyone familiar with spreadsheets. The
spreadsheet can be made available to examiners or the scores arising from various combina5ons of right
and wrong answers for each ques5on can be supplied to markers. The en5re process, although ini5ally
unfamiliar, is very straighhorward.
Ques;on Analysis
If the response data for all candidates (or a random sample of at least 300) are entered into a spreadsheet,
the en5re set of ques5ons can be analysed to show where there are paperns of gaps in understanding and
areas of confusion. This is very powerful and, if the informa5on is given back to schools, it can guide future
teaching.
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Crea:ng Open Ques:ons
These can range from a ques5on with several linked parts to a ques5on that is essen5ally unstructured.
Here are some examples.
Examples

Here are other examples of more open ques5ons, with no division into parts:
You are asked to advise the Government on future policy about electricity genera;on. Discuss the
rela;ve merits of coal-ﬁred power sta;ons, hydro-electric power sta;ons and the genera;on of
electricity using solar power.
(10)

In the context of having studied the problem associated with the use of vaccines to protect young children
against pertussis (whooping cough), the following ques5on was used:
Design a poster to be used in doctor’s surgeries to advise parents on the what to do about having their
child immunised. The poster should show the key informa;on in an accessible way.
(5)

Following the study of the role of Alfred Nobel in Norway in his research on explosives in the 19th century,
the following ques5on was used:
Alfred Nobel researched explosives and developed the safe use of dynamite. Discuss the strange fact
that he lek money to fund the Nobel Peace Prize, s;ll awarded today.
(10)

Having read CP Snow’s essay en5tled ‘The Two Cultures’, a ques5on might be:
Summarise the main arguments put forward in CP Snow’s essay en;tled ‘The Two Cultures’ and show
the extent to which you agree with him.
(10)
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Crea;on
Crea5ng such ques5ons requires a very detailed understanding of the curriculum and the goals of the
curriculum. In addi5on, geWng the standards right depends heavily on experience and this is where
experienced classroom teachers have an enormous advantage.
Here is a way forward:
(a)

Based on detailed knowledge of curriculum goals, select an area of importance where a ques5on can be
developed.

(b)

Develop ideas and possible data for the ques5on.

(c)

Keep the length of the words you use to a reasonable level and avoid long text for ques5ons of low value.

(d)

Leave the ques5on and return to it later for a fresh look, reﬁning as necessary.

(e)

Ensure that the instruc5ons are clear and that there are no ambigui5es

(f)

Mark alloca5on can be related on the amount of work required to produce answers and the rela5ve
importance of what is being asked.

Marking
This requires very careful analysis and then the taking of decisions about what is being tested.
candidates need to know what such ques5ons are tes5ng.

The

Structured ques;ons
Many ques5on (from about 6 marks up to 20 marks) are structured into parts. It is quite easy to see what is
being tested. The marking brief must specify what is to receive credit, in ways precise enough to enable
markers to mark consistently.
For example:
Sherbet is a sweet powder that ﬁzzes on the tongue.
(a) A sherbet contains citric acid.

(i) Name the two types of func5onal group in the citric acid molecule.
(ii) Explain why citric acid is very soluble in water.
(2)
(b) The sherbet also contains sodium hydrogencarbonate. It reacts with citric acid when water is present.
C6H8O7
+
3NaHCO3
→
C6H5O7 Na3
+
3H2O
+
3CO2
(citric acid)
Explain why the reac5on will only take place when water is present.
(1)
(c) When the sherbet ﬁzzes on the tongue a cold sensa5on is felt; the reac5on is endothermic.
Complete the poten5al energy diagram to show the energy pathway for the reac5on.
(1)
Energy/kJ

reactants

(d) A sherbet is made by mixing 15 g of sodium hydrogencarbonate with excess citric acid.
C6H8O7
+
3NaHCO3
→
C6H5O7 Na3
+
3H2O
+
3CO2
mass of 1 mole = 84 g
Calculate the maximum volume of carbon dioxide that would be released from this sherbet.
(Take the volume of 1 mole of carbon dioxide to be 24 litres)
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The danger is to award marks for recall. Looking at the above chemistry ques5on, there has been a real
apempt to move beyond recall. Citric acid is totally unfamiliar to the candidates. They have to look for
structural features that might explain solubility and they are directed to func5onal groups as a star5ng
point. They have to grasp that molecules (strictly species) must collide to react for part (b). Part (c) requires
them to interpret the concept of endothermicity into an energy diagram while the ﬁnal part is a familiar
calcula5on although using unfamiliar materials. In passing, this ques5on was used in a na5onal
examina5on. Marking is fairly straighhorward.
The greater diﬃcul5es come when marking longer ques5ons which have no structure - marking essays.
Essay Marking
Look at the ques5on:
Summarise the main arguments put forward in CP Snow’s essay en;tled ‘The Two Cultures’ and show
the extent to which you agree with him.
(10)

Suppose marks were awarded as follows:
Evidence that ….

Marks
The candidate has read the essay

2

The candidate has understood the key point CP Snow was making

2

The candidate has expressed a personal viewpoint

2

The candidate has jus5ﬁed their viewpoint

2

The candidate has wripen clearly, logically and correctly

2

Total

10

This focusses on speciﬁc skills that might be important in the context of the course being taught. 2 marks
might be awarded for an adequate response, 1 for par5al, 0 for no evidence.
In looking at essay marking, the essen5al point is to specify the speciﬁc skills that are to be rewarded. It
may be necessary to tell the candidates what is expected. For example, the ques5on might state that
‘Marks will be awarded for clarity of argument and for clear and logical wri6ng’. Pages 117 and 118 oﬀer
examples of the kinds of skills that more extended wri5ng can assess.
Gathering Ideas
Good assessment arises naturally from experienced teaching. As we teach, we start to gain more and more
insight into the ways the learners are developing ideas, the kinds of confusions that arise, the kinds of
issues that are important. This experience can feed into the development of quality assessment ques5ons
and tasks. There are two key requirements:
An advanced and mature
understanding of the subject
maber

An understanding of learners
derived from extensive
teaching experience

Simply knowing and understanding the relevant subject discipline is not enough. Knowing the learner and
how the learner reaches understanding is also required. Indeed, the two requirements each feed into the
other, enriching both. In a sense, teachers are learning with their students as, together, they seek to gain
insights and understandings that are meaningful and useful.
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A true story

However, there is another way of developing good ideas for assessment ques5ons
and tasks. We can look at the ideas of others. In one workshop on assessment, the
par5cipants were asked to shred ques5ons derived from two sources: one set of
ques5ons came from test papers used in interna5onal comparisons, the other from
schools. The ques5ons were mixed randomly but the workshop par5cipants, with
unerring accuracy, cri5cised the ques5ons from interna5onal comparisons while
applauding those that had bene taken from school examina5on papers. This
illustrates an important point: not all sources of ques5ons are equally good!

The internet gives access to endless informa5on, insights and examples. While
not sugges5ng that everything is in any perfect, the following site is
recommended in that interes5ng examples of ques5ons can be found135. In this,
it is important to stress that searching the internet is to provide ideas. It is not
sensible simply to copy ques5ons devised for one curriculum in one country and
then use them in another curriculum in another country. Curricula vary, not
simply in terms of content, but emphasis, seWng, and assessment ethos. We
can take advantage of the internet to gain ideas, not to provide neat answers!

The Internet

Open network
sources

There is yet another approach. In most subject areas, there are good magazines and journals available. In
the same way as medical doctors keep up to date on new procedures, drugs and understandings by means
of high quality journals and specialist magazines, other subject disciplines have generated similar
publica5ons. Many are produced by learned socie5es or organisa5ons that specialise in support for
prac5sing teachers. These ogen give all kinds of new ideas which can lead to excellent assessment
ques5ons and tasks.

135

hpp://www.sqa.org.uk/pastpapers/ﬁndpastpaper.htm
Select the subject you wish and we suggest you select the Higher Grade as the qualiﬁca5on level
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Assessment
Moving
into a
New Future

Marking and Marks

Aims
This chapter looks at some of the prac:cali:es of marking, how to
interpret the data, presen:ng the data for those who need it as well
as the way data can be used to bring future beneﬁts.

Introduc:on
One of the most 5ring and demanding tasks of all is the marking of examina5on
scripts. It is repe55ve, boring, and some5mes creates disillusionment as we see
what our students did not manage to achieve! It is easy to lose concentra5on
and for inaccuracies to creep in. However, the marks we give and the grades that
are awarded are of vital importance to the learners for they may determine their
future opportuni5es, they may close entry to colleges or universi5es or they may
change career possibili5es.

Marking Prac:cali:es
Here are some prac5cal hints on the best way forward, especially if we are marking scripts for the
examina5on board:
Never try to mark for too long at one siWng.
Take a short break to walk about, drink a cup of coﬀee or do something very diﬀerent.
Never mark when you are exhausted.
Follow the agreed marking brief precisely.
Total the marks for each long ques5on and then check your total.
Total the marks for the en5re paper and then check your total.
When all the marking is completed, re-mark the ﬁrst paper you marked to check
standards have not changed with 5me.
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Following Marking Schemes
Examina5on sepers, in collabora5on with others, must develop clear marking schemes. The aim is to make
them precise, unambiguous but not so prescrip5ve that it removes professional judgements. A prac5cal
way forward is to indicate how every mark is allocated. It is essen5al that markers follow marking briefs
exactly.
In a subject like mathema5cs, suppose the students are given the following diagram and asked to ﬁnd the
area that is shaded.

4,4

2y = x + 4

2,3

It is possible to allocate 1 mark for dividing the area into a triangle and a rectangle, 1 mark for the area of
the rectangle, and 2 marks for the area of the triangle, 1 mark of the answer. That is very precise, giving a
mark out of 5.
However, if we ask a ques5on in a social studies paper like:
Outline two vo6ng systems that use propor6onal representa6on and discuss their advantages and
disadvantages when compared to a ﬁrst-past-the-post system of vo6ng.
We might have to award marks as follows:
Descrip5on of at least two propor5onal systems:

4 marks total

For each system outlined
If totally clear - 2 marks
If par5ality clear - 1 marks
For evidence that the candidate understands a ﬁrst-past-the-post system of vo5ng
For clear speciﬁca5on of rela5ve merits:

1 mark total
4 marks total

For each system outlined
2 advantages stated - 2 marks
1 advantage stated - 1 mark
For one disadvantage of all propor5onal systems - 1 mark

1 mark total

Evidence of clarity of cri5cal thought

2 marks total

2 marks for weighing the evidence of advantages/disadvantages with care
1 mark for some apempt to weigh evidence
Ques:on total mark

12 marks

This illustrates how a marking brief in some subjects can look very diﬀerent when compared to a marking
brief in another subject. It is essen5al that the marks are allocated for the skills laid down in the course
objec5ves. it is also important to try to allocate marks in such a way that the value of a mark in one
ques5on is approximately similar to that of other ques5ons.
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Marks and Grades
The performance of our students in their examina5ons needs to be communicated to the students and to
many other groups. In deciding how to communicate, the key thing is to think of what will convey greatest
meaning to most of the groups.

For any kind of na5onal assessment, where there are large numbers, the most common approach is to use
the en6re marks of ALL candidates to determine the meaning of speciﬁc marks for an individual student.
This also allows us to ensure standards remain constant.
On page 120-121, we discussed standardisa5on and this is the best way forward (provided the number of
candidates is not very small). For all the candidates put together, you will always obtain a papern of marks
like:
Average Mark
(Mean)

Number
gaining each
mark

Mark Range

Remember: the actual make gained means ABSOLUTELY NOTHING. High marks will arise from easy
examina5ons and low marks from more demanding examina5ons. Standardisa5on (perhaps using a mean
of 60, standard devia5on of 12) is essen5al. On pages 126-131, the process of standardisa5on is explained
in detail. What it does is that it gives marks meaning and the meaning is the same in every examina5on in
every subject.
Standardisa:on gives marks meaning and the meaning
is the same in every examina:on in every subject

Then, the mark gained by any individual candidate can now be seen in rela5on to this total spread of marks:
Average Mark
(Mean)
Mark gained by an
individual candidate

Number
gaining each
mark

Mark Range
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There are two key systems - using standardised marks or using grades:
Standardised Marks
If we use a mean of 60 and a standard devia5on of 12, it means that about 70% of our candidates will gain a
standardised mark of 50% or over.
Suppose that our candidate gains a standardised mark of 70%. This means that the
candidate is just within the top 20% of all the candidates. If she gains 70% in
Physics and 70% in Urdu, it means that she has performed exactly equally well in
both. This gives marks meaning. If we do not standardise the marks, then a 70% in
Physics will almost certainly not hold the same meaning as a 70% in Urdu.
Remember, the aim is provide the greatest meaning for the candidates and other
users (parents, poten5al employers, university entrance controllers).

The mark now has meaning

It also means that marks in diﬀerent subjects can be added together to a total score overall. This has some
advantages - maybe for university entrance - but it is slightly risky in that speciﬁc subjects areas of study at
university level require very strong abili5es in speciﬁc subject area at school level, while other subject areas
are less important.

Grades
In many ways, conver5ng the standardised marks into grades is even beper in terms of parents, the wider
public and the media. It gives clear understanding of meaning. On page 138, we suggested that 70% of the
candidates might be given a pass. Here is another way forward, this 5me with 80% of the candidates being
given a pass:
Award of ‘A’ pass
Award of ‘B’ pass
Award of ‘C ’pass
Award of ‘D’ pass
Award of ‘E’ pass
Award of ‘F’ fail

5%
10%
15%
30%
20%
20%

In all of this, the aim is make marks mean something for people. We want to minimise confusion. We want
to hinder the abuse of examina5on board data. We want to inform candidates, their parents and other key
groups clearly and unambiguously about the success of the students.

Do the marks or grades
mean something real?

Have we minimised
poten:al abuse of data ?

Can we compare
across subjects

Have we minimised
poten:al confusions?

Are parents and
employers informed?
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Standardised Marks and Grade Awards
We can convert standardised marks into grades (like A,B,C etc) using a simple calculator which is online136 .
Under the normal distribu5on curve on the screen, you will ﬁnd a layout like this:

Change the mean to 60 and the Standard Devia5on (SD) to 12.
In the box ager the word ‘Above’, type in 70.
Press the box ‘Recalculate’.
You will get a layout like:

Look at the box near the foot ager the words ‘Area (probability)’. The value here is 0.2023.
This means that 20.23% of the candidates score a mark from 70% upwards.
You can type in various values into the box ager the word ‘Above’.
Each 5me press ’Recalculate’ and look at the percentage of the students who scored upwards from that
mark upwards.
From this you can calculate the mark needed to be awarded various grades:137

Pass

Fail

136
137

Grade

% gaining grade2

Approximate Mark range

A

5

80 and above

B

10

73-79

C

15

67-72

D

30

57-66

E

20

50-56

F

20

less than 50

hpp://onlinestatbook.com/2/calculators/normal_dist.html
The percentage gaining each grade is a Board decision - this is given as an illustra5on only.
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Communica:ng
The central goal is clarity and the avoidance of ambiguity. Both can be achieved using standardardised
marks or the lepered grades derived from these. This is what to avoid:

I do not understand
what it means …..

Thus, the cer5ﬁcate given to the students requires the minimum of informa5on. Here are exemplars of the
key informa5on:
Federal Board of Intermediate and Secondary Educa:on

Federal Board of Intermediate and Secondary Educa:on

Candidate Name:
Examina:on Level:
Year:
Grades Awarded:

Candidate Name:
Examina:on Level:
Year:
Grades Awarded:
Urdu
English
Mathema:cs
Social Subjects
Chemistry
Physics
Biology

Urdu
English
Mathema:cs
Social Subjects
Chemistry
Physics
Biology

75
73
84
69
82
86
76

B
B
A
C
A
A
B

It is also important to provide summaries of informa5on, looking at the en5re popula5on. Given that marks
will be standardised and the number of passes at various grades will vary very liple from year to year, the
important aspect is to give verbal impressions from examiners which will inform schools and teachers for
the future. For example, here is an imaginary examiners report for, say, Chemistry:
Examiner’s Report: Subject: Chemistry
Students tended to perform well in ques5ons that tested in reac5on kine5cs but
were not so conﬁdent with thermodynamics where, at 5mes, there was a lack of
clarity that they fully understood some of the key concepts. In organic chemistry,
students performed well in rou5ne ques5ons but lacked depth of understanding
when considering areas which involved stereochemical insights. Percep5ons of
three-dimensionality were poor. Redox ques5ons were handled poorly but metal
reac5vity, and the chemistry of main group elements was well understood.
Students performed par5cularly well in the social implica5ons arising from
developments in chemistry.

This kind of report would be compiled by the chief examiner in chemistry and would be based on reports
from individual examiners as well an analysis of the examina5on performance data. Such a report is very
useful for teachers and schools, enabling teachers to see areas where students are ﬁnding diﬃcul5es so
that steps can be taken to oﬀer help in future.
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A Deeper Thought
There is anther important outcome that might arise. These reports provide an endless supply of poten5al
research projects for university educa5on schools and facul5es. Such projects (ranging from a short Master
project right up to a full PhD) could focus on areas where students ﬁnd diﬃcul5es, seeking to iden5fy the
source of the problems and then develop new approaches to oﬀer posi5ve assistance for the future. It is
this kind of project which then oﬀers the teaching profession and, more importantly, future students
poten5ally very useful ﬁndings that might move Pakistan educa5on forward posi5vely138.
The data gathered by the Examina5on Board over several years provides quite remarkable insights into
learning in schools in Pakistan. Analysing the data can reveal areas of student successes and confusions,
diﬀerences between diﬀerent subjects in their emphases, the developing range of skills being tested, the
predic5ve value of examina5on data and long-term curriculum trends. The data are also a gold-mine for
sta5s5cians !

An endless pile
of data ?

An endless pile
of useful data

With the modern use of spreadsheets and powerful compu5ng resources that are readily available,
research studies will oﬀer major insights that can guide educa5on forward and enrich the learning
experiences for future genera5ons.

‘Thinking is hard work - that’s why so few do it’
Albert Einstein

138

An interes5ng example of what is possible can be found by tracking through the research publica5ons of Professor Alex H Johnstone who, over
four decades from about 1968, supervised Masters and PhD students who undertook work of immense value and insight. The internet now
gives access to this.
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Assessment
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into a
New Future

Some Prac;cal Issues

Aims
This chapter seeks to summarise ways to approach some of the key
issues that are not oren to easy answers and to consider tested ways
to carry out prac:cal procedures

The Overall Process
The overall process can be seen in ﬁgure 18.1 and the process is ampliﬁed under the ﬁve broad areas:

"

#

$

%

&

Determine course
objec:ves

Create ques:ons

Create paper

Students undertake
examina:on

Marking

Percentages credit for
each course objec:ve

Shred ques:ons

Check paper

Invigila:on

Mark checking

Steps to minimise
chea:ng

Awarding grades

Candidates to
take
examina:on
in suitable
situa:ons

Accuracy,
fairness, some
kind of appeal
system

Decide on best
ques:on format

Decisions to
be taken by
the
Examina:on
Board

Create many
more than
needed and
select
carefully

Figure 18.1

Ensure paper
reﬂects
course
objec:ves

The Overall Process

Chapter 15 outlined some of the key decisions that need to be taken at Examina5on Board level. It is
important to stress that genuine consulta5on must be integral to the en5re process. Teachers
require to be able to work within the system while universi5es and employers need to use the outcomes
from the system. However, the Board must oﬀer decisive leadership, enabling every group to move forward
into the best ways for the future, and not remain wedded to the prac5ces of the past.

"
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Chapter 18 oﬀered prac5cal advice about ques5on crea5on. This considered mul5ple choice and the
improved variant, par5al mul5ple choice, items as well as structural communica5on grids and their
power to test for conceptual understanding. The development of open-ended ques5ons was also outlined,
as well as the important process of ques5on shredding. We shall discuss in-school assessment later in more
detail in this chapter.

#

The way an examina5on paper might be put together was discussed, using the subject geography as
an example (see pages 158-161). The essen5al aspect of this process is the checking that is needed to
ensure that the paper, as a whole, is tes5ng against the balance of objec5ves that reﬂect the curriculum and
the Board policy.

$

There are many steps involved in enabling the candidates to sit the examina5ons under fair
condi5ons. Papers have to be distributed in advance, without compromising security. Invigilators
need appointed and trained as necessary. The loca5ons for the examina5ons need to be set up while there
need to clear ‘rules’ about what a candidate can take into the examina5on area, to minimise chea5ng.

%

Marking is a 5ring and repe55ve task but requires constant apen5on to ensure standards are
The key role of a good marking brief was stressed on pages 99-100. Nonetheless, checks
need to be made at every stage to ensure that standards are maintained throughout. Decisions need to be
taken about whether to use marks or grades and the importance of mark standardisa5on across all subjects
was stressed: how to carry this out was outlined on pages 120-121, 129-131.

& maintained.

In-School Assessment
All the research evidence shows very clearly that teachers are highly capable of assessing their own
students. Indeed, the best na5onal assessment procedures rely heavily on teacher assessment while
combining teacher assessment with formal end-of-course examina5ons is ogen found to give the most
reliable outcomes. Depending on a one-oﬀ assessment (such as an examina5on paper at the end of the
course) is not a very reliable way to award credit to learners. Using mul5ple assessments immediately
increases the reliability very markedly. In the light of all the very clear evidence, it was recommended that
part of every subject examina5on should come from internal assessment. Inevitably, there is a natural
hesita5on in introducing such a policy and it was suggested that, at the outset, only 10% of the credit for
any course should be based on internal school-based assessments. How this might work was exempliﬁed
on page 154 and the table is repeated here:
Subject

Objec:ve Formats

Mathema5cs

Non-Objec:ve Formats

In-school Credit

Short answer: 50%
Longer answer: 40%

Mathema5cs applica5ons: 5%
Project: 5%

Languages

Mul5ple choice or par5al knowledge
mul5ple choice: 5%

Short answer: 25%
Essays or longer ques5ons: 60%

Technical essay: 5%
Communica5on skills: 5%

Social Subjects

Mul5ple choice or par5al knowledge
mul5ple choice: 10%

Short answer: 30%
Essays or longer ques5ons: 50%

Essay: 5%
Project: 5%

Sciences

Mul5ple choice or par5al knowledge
mul5ple choice: 10%
Structural Communica5on grids: 5%

Short answer: 50%
Longer answer: 20%
Open book: 5%

Laboratory work: 5%
Group work units: 5%

The ﬁnal column is the area which now needs discussion. What is envisaged is now ampliﬁed.
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Formats for in-School Assessment
In subjects like social subjects and languages, it was suggested that an essay would give
5% of the total credit. Over the course, the students might be required to write several
essays on topics and themes relevant to the course. The themes might be laid down for
social subjects but might be more open to student choice in the languages where the topics could be
chosen by the students (with approval for teachers) and be on themes of direct interest to individual
students, perhaps reﬂec5ng their preferred career direc5on.
In both cases, a porholio would be developed and this might contain 3 or 4 essays wripen
by the student. The work could be carried out in class to avoid any help from outsiders.
The student would then select the essay they think is the best and this would be formally
marked to give the credit (5% of the course only). The essay might oﬀer
evidence of skills like ability to communicate clearly, ability to conduct a sustained argument,
evidence of logical thought, evidence of crea5ve thought (languages maybe), ability to see
social signiﬁcance (social subjects) and not for content. Many of these skills are more
diﬃcult to assess in formal end-of-course examina5ons.
Projects and disserta5ons can also be employed. Here students, working on their own, carry out the reading
on some theme of interest to them. There is always the possibility that help could be provided by adult
friends or parents. This might be avoided by drag write-ups being compiled in class 5me, with students
allowed to bring in any notes or resources that they wish. The project reports (or disserta5ons) would be
short but oﬀer evidence of scope of reading, ability to sig informa5on and argument,
evidence of cri5cal thought, valid selec5on of informa5on, coherence of thought,
clarity of wri5ng. Pages 117-118 and 176 oﬀer sugges5ons about criteria to govern
the way such work is marked.
In mathema5cs, the internal assessment is based on mathema5cs applica5ons and a project. For the ﬁrst,
the students might be invited to take a topic or theme and show, based on their outside reading, something
of the signiﬁcance of this mathema5cal insight on socie5es and the way the world is described. For
example, the use of lepers for coun5ng (the normal prac5ce in the Mediterranean and Middle Eastern
cultures) and the impact of the use of numerals (imported from the Indian sub-con5nent to the Middle East
and then to the West), the inven5on of the ideas of zero, inﬁnity, logarithms and exponen5a5on, imaginary
numbers, pi, trigonometry and so on. The project might be to show how
mathema5cal insights have been applied in life in solving problems of importance
in ordinary living: for example, the way mathema5cal ideas underpin modern
medicine, kine5cs, astronomy, social sta5s5cs and so on. This would involve
wri5ng a report and this could be carried out in class 5me, with students allowed
to bring in any notes or resources that they wish.
Laboratory work underpins the sciences but actually conduc5ng experiments is not an
important skill in that very few students will ever use any experimental skills later in
life. Here is the ideal place for a ‘duly-performed’ assessment. For example, students
might be required to have completed 10 experiments (or whatever number is thought
appropriate) and submit very brief reports. These reports are not marked but it is noted if an adequate
report is submiped. Where the student completes all 10, with adequate reports, they are given the credit.
Where less than the 10 were completed sa5sfactorily, the marks gained would be reduced. Where
resources are limited, a very useful idea was developed in Pakistan several years ago that can assist139 .
139

Reid, N and Shah, I. (2010) The Idea of the Paper Laboratory, Journal of Science Educa6on, 11(10), 8-12.
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The other sugges5on related to what are known as ‘group-work units’. Sets of these now
exist 140 but more need to be developed. Here the requirement is that, over the course,
the student has to complete, say, 2, 3 or 4 of such units. The sa5sfactory comple5on of
the speciﬁed number brings the credit.
It is known from research that the par5cipa5on in such units encourages the
development of very important skills (like cri5cal thinking, team-working, summarising
ideas, taking decisions based on evidence, compromising, communica5ng clearly), all
such skills being highly valued in modern society141 .
There are important issues that need addressed in undertaking in-school assessment like those described
above.
(a) Chea;ng
The general principles have been discussed on pages 162-3. However, there is the great
fear of chea5ng occurring in introducing in-school assessments. It can arise in several
ways. Firstly students can seek help from adults and parents. Secondly, parents can apply
unfair pressures on teachers to award higher grades. Thirdly, teachers can give help in
order to improve school examina5on results or even show favouri5sm towards speciﬁc
students.
These fears can be addressed. The total propor5on of credit for the na5onal examina5ons is only 10%.
However, these assessments are, by their very nature, placing a value on very important educa5on
outcomes and student skills which formal end-of-course examina5ons cannot reward easily. By arranging
that the actual essay or report wri5ng is conducted within the schools, outside help is minimised. Students
can bring in whatever resources they wish but this gives the teacher an opportunity to observe a student
who is merely copying out notes wripen by an adult in advance.
Schools could set clear guidelines (following general principles laid down by the Board).
For example, any evidence of unfair outside help would mean the student was awarded a
zero for that element of the assessment. Any parent placing pressure on a teacher would
immediately mean that the student’s maximum mark was reduced to 50%. Any evidence
of plagiarism (easy to spot by an experienced teacher and there is useful sogware to
conﬁrm) would mean that the maximum mark was reduced to 50%…. and so on.
Finally, if school examina5ons results are never used to grade schools and their
teachers, then there is no tempta5on to manipulate grades to raise reputa5ons. The
folly of using school examina5on data in this way has been emphasised in this
monograph (see chapter 4), the research evidence showing incontrover5bly that such
approaches tend to lower school standards rather than raise them

140

141

A set of 16 units in chemistry was developed in the 1970s, several units exist in physics while there is a range of units for biology: details can be
obtained from one of the authors: dr_n@b5nternet.com
There is also a set of short units in a textbook: Johnstone, A.H., Morrison, T.I. and Reid, N (1980) Chemistry about us, London, Heinemann. Old
copies of this out-of-print book are readily available.
The evidence is scapered widely in the literature and some is old. Much derives for psychological understandings related to aWtude
development:
Reid, N. (1976) Simula5ons, Games and Case Studies, Educa6on in Chemistry, 13, 82-83.
Reid, N. (1982) The Time Dimension in Chemistry, Educa6on in Chemistry, 19(6), 166-168.
Clarkeburn, H., Downie, R., and Reid, N. ( 2000) Teaching Biology Students Transferable Skills, Journal Biology Educa6on, 34(3), 133-137.
Reid, N. and Yang, M-J. (2002) Open-ended Problem Solving in School Chemistry: A Preliminary Inves5ga5on, Interna6onal Journal Science
Educa6on, 24(12), 1313-1332.
Chu, Y-C and Reid, N. (2012) Gene5cs at school level: addressing the diﬃcul5es, Research in Science and Technological Educa6on, 31(1), 1-25.
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(b)

Standards

The central issue is how we ensure that teachers make in-school assessment to the right standards. Two
inﬂuences are important. In developed countries, where in-school assessments as part of formal na5onal
assessment are common, the ﬁnding is that teachers ogen tend to mark very strictly, seWng standards that
are close to what is needed but some5mes even more demanding. In Pakistan, by contrast, what liple
evidence exists suggests the reverse, with teachers seWng their own standards below that which is
required. It appears that this is caused simply by lack of experience.

There are numerous ways to established correct standards and here are some prac5cal sugges5ons:
It is possible to ensure standards sta5s5cally. On the basis of the overall
performance of students in a school over the previous 3 years (to allow for
year-by-year varia5ons), schools are permiped to award a given propor5on of
marks. Thus, for an assessment out of 10 in a speciﬁc subject, a school might
be allowed to award 5% at 9 or 10, 45% at 7 or 8, 40% at 5 or 6, and the
remainder less than 5. The alloca5ons would be reviewed every few years. This is rigorous but it does
require the Board to analyse overall school results to lay down the awards permiped. However, with
modern technologies (even simple spreadsheets), this is not onerous, once set up.
One way that is widely used in many countries is the modera5on of marks by teachers
from one school looking at samples of essays, projects or reports from another school
and sugges5ng upgrades or downgrades. This is done subject by subject. Teachers
(known as moderators when fulﬁlling this task) would need trained for this but this
has been found to be undemanding. Once a cadre of teachers is trained, repeated
training is not necessary and there is a huge beneﬁt for the teachers in gaining valuable insights into what is
good educa5on. Where serious disagreement exists between the moderator and the school, the maper can
be referred to the Board. However, experience elsewhere indicates that this system works extremely well
and the 5me demand is not excessive.
Another way is for sample essays, projects or reports being submiped to the Board for
re-marking. Where serious discrepancies are found between the school marking and
the Board marking, all the essays, projects or reports from that school in that subject
can be re-marked. For ‘duly performed’ assessments, the school would be required to
give evidence that the work had actually been completed, the Board checking this
randomly across schools for 5me to 5me.
All of these approaches could be made to work fairly easily and most have been widely used elsewhere in
the world. Studies ogen show the deep commitment of teachers to do the best for their students. Given
support, aﬃrma5on in wider society and the awareness that the ‘system’ is
one of integrity, teachers will move forward and the educa5on provision in
the country will naturally be enriched. All the research shows that these are
the best ways forward while the wri5ng of endless policy documents by
those outside schools and the imposi5on of regula5ons will usually have no
Never apologise for seung high standards
posi5ve impact. The key words are integrity and aﬃrma6on.
Given support, people will rise to them
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End piece

The overall aim of this monograph has been to bring together the enormous
range of worldwide evidence from carefully conducted research related to
assessment in order to establish the key principles for moving forward in
Pakistan.
This has then been interpreted into the HSSC system of
examina5ons to show how, without enormous upheavals, the current system
can be adapted and adjusted to move assessment forward. The end goal is to develop a na5onal
assessment system that matches the best in the world. The best systems combine width of study with
rigour. The HSSC system has the essen5al structure to be adapted easily to fulﬁl such goals.
The analysis has aimed to take into account the speciﬁc issues and challenges faced by Pakistan. It is
recognised that any idea of an overnight transforma5on is simply asking the impossible. However, what has
been outlined gives a clear agenda for the next ﬁve years, with the recogni5on that adapta5on and
development are on-going. What has been suggested is known to be prac5cal and workable.
Endless lecturing and endless wri:ng

The central problem with the current examina5on system is that it rewards recall of memorised informa5on
and skills, ignoring the wide range of much more important educa5onal outcomes. These wider outcomes
have been translated into seven areas and it has been shown how assessment in each
of these areas can be undertaken successfully, based on worldwide evidence. The
monograph does not address the issues of upda5ng and modernising current subject
curricula, especially the need to prune out some of the content that is no longer
relevant in a modern society. However, by focussing the assessment on to the skills which are more
important, these more irrelevant areas may fade in importance over 5me. The monograph also does not
address decisions about curriculum direc5ons in schools (eg arts, sciences) nor
whether the na5onal assessment should adopted a Baccalaureate structure. There
are strong arguments for a school curriculum that minimises any element of
specialisa5on while some of the most rigorous world systems are, indeed,
The expanding brain
Baccalaureate in nature.
The monograph starts with a strong view that experienced classroom teachers are
central to the en5re process and research evidence supports this strongly.
Thus, in introducing
developments, experienced prac5sing teachers MUST be involved and the en5re teaching profession (of
those teaching at the relevant senior stages) must be consulted and their input taken
very seriously. Developments will only work successfully if the prac55oners are
consulted, supported and aﬃrmed. Again, much evidence supports this. There is a
wealth untapped talent to be considered in schools.
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One of the features in the proposed way forward is that, for the moment, na5onal assessment must depend
on external end-of-course examina5ons for 90% of the credit awarded. However, given the overwhelming
evidence that in-school teacher assessments can be highly reliable, the introduc5on of 10% of the credit for
in-school assessment is a ﬁrst stage in development. This gives a wonderful opportunity for teacher
development and for a general enrichment of the school provision while allowing important skills that
cannot be assessed easily in end-of course wripen papers to be rewarded eﬀec5vely. With only 10% of the
credit being awarded in this way, there is ample opportunity to reﬁne the system without any student being
treated unfairly.
Research evidence does not support the idea that improving educa5on holds the key to generate economic
progress, na5onal progress or social happiness, simply because other factors in any society tend to be much
more powerful. However, in the world today, developing educa5on is a central demand in that Pakistan
society at every level has to compete on a world stage. While those who have enjoyed the best educa5onal
provision in the country have moved to high levels, the beneﬁts of educa5on have not been spread evenly
or equally across society, leaving some at a major disadvantage.
A good examina5on system can make a large contribu5on here. By focussing on the skills that are
important for the 21st century and ensuring the highest standards, the popula5on can compete on the
world stage. However, it is also important that the beneﬁts of educa5on are equally available to every
young person, irrespec5ve of parental wealth, geographical loca5on, gender or religion.

Thus, much of the future does depend in some measure on educa5on. In this, the nature and role of
assessment plays a cri5cal role. The backwash of na5onal assessment to inﬂuence curricula, teaching and
the developing emphases of educa5on cannot be underes5mated. In simple terms:
Assessment
has a dominant influence
on
An
an entire education system

The opportunity for an Examina5on Board to make a powerful and posi5ve impact are enormous. The
challenge in doing this is considerable.

The future
starts
here
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